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LAS VEGAS
For Ibiquity Digital
Corp., NAB2002 was the official launch
of in- band, on- channel digital audio
broadcasting.
Several RF manufacturers exhibited
IBOC gear. Broadcast and consumer
electronics organizations joined at apress
conference to urge the technology forward. The head of Ibiquity said he was
"confident" of an FCC endorsement this
summer. Radio manufacturers hope to
have receivers available at next winter's
CES show.
Some attendees heard encouraging
news from Ibiquity that it is considering
incentives for stations to make the
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*NEWSWATCH•
FCC Looks at
Media Security
WASHINGTON The FCC has created
a federal advisory committee on media
security, called the Media Security and
Reliability Council.
MSRC's members will study, develop and report on best practices
designed to assure the reliability and
security of the broadcast and multichannel fideo programming distribution industries in case of further terrorist attacks.
The council will comprise about 40
representatives of mass media compa-

nies, cable television and satellite service providers, trade associations, public safety representatives, manufacturers and related entities.
The group is modeled after the
Network Reliability and Interoperability Council established for the telephone industry in 1992.
Dennis FitzSimons, the president/
COO of Tribune Co., will chair
MSRC's inaugural term.
The designated federal official of
MSRC will be chief of the video division of the Media Bureau, Barbara
Kreisman. Attorney- Advisor in the
Policy Division of the Media Bureau
Susan Mort will serve as deputy DFO.

'Free Speech
Stations'
Proposed
WASHINGTON Should the FCC
create a new class of broadcasters
called Free Speech Stations?
The Minority Media and Telecommunications Council has called on the
FCC to do just that. Its proposal was
made in comments about a local radio
ownership proceeding. Free Speech
Stations would be devoted primarily to
nonentertainment
programming,
including news, public affairs, reli-

BIG EASY
TECHLINE STUDIO FURNITURE
Easy to INSTALL

Easy to A FFORD!

•machine-tapped rack rails
•built-in top and bottom ventilation
•removable doors
•punchblock enclosure available
•compatible with Wheatstone Wiremax System
•available with type 66 or KroneTM blocks

•modular design for variety of configurations
•both standup and sitdown heights
•above counter turret accessories
•fast installation
•generous wireways
•built-in levellers

gious programming and public service.
They would broadcast at full power,
•coirtmerciUllye Ordónêómmercially, for
at least 20 non- nighttime hours per
week. Free Speech Stations would be
independently owned by small disadvantaged businesses, including particularly minority owned companies.

Commission
Reorganizes
WASHINGTON The reorganization
of several of the FCC's bureaus became
effective March 25. The agency periodically reorganizes to improve efficiency.
The Mass Media and Cable Bureaus
are being folded into one Media
Bureau. Former Cable Bureau Chief
Ken Ferree is chief of the new entity.
Former Mass Media Bureau Chief Roy
Stewart is chief of the office of
Broadcast License Policy within the
Media Bureau.
The commission has created a new
Web site on the FCC's reform efforts,
www.fcc.gov/fcc_refor/.
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Glynn Walden of Ibiquity Digital, left,
has researched IBOC DAB for more than a
decade. At a press conference announcing
the availability of exciters, NAB President
Eddie Fritts said of the IBOC approach,
'Ibiquity has it right.'
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How times have changed: CEA President Gary Shapiro,
above, representing receiver manufacturers, and Fritts,
representing broadcasters, were in agreement on digital
radio at the press conference in support of IBOC. Shapiro
called the launch a 'very very historic occasion.'

Broadcast equipment at exceptional prices.
Customized automation systems.

Joe Attendee made it to the
show, along with about
95,000 others — down
16 percent from last year.

Lightner
Electronics

Robert Richer is president of Crossed-Field Antennas
Ltd., which hopes to establish the CFA for AM in the
United States. He said tests continue in England as
engineers seek to increase the efficiency of the antenna.
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Retail chains also are getting on board.
• USA Today featured IBOC on the
front of its business section during the
convention.
•Three exciter manufacturers demonstrated products and said they are ready
to sell and ship once the FCC says OK.
•John Dille of Federated Media, chairman of the NAB Radio Board, called
IBOC "amarketer's dream," thanks to its
simplicity and its seamless transition. In
contrast to Suffa's caution, Dille was
eager: "Get out your order book," he told
the manufacturers. "I'll deal today."

'Show Me the (DAB) Money'
by Paul J. McLane

dards body had given athumbs-up to AM
IBOC, but only for daytime hours.
Further work will be needed before
NRSC can endorse it at night. It's abig
technical challenge, but Struble assured
the room that Ibiquity expects AM IBOC
eventually to work at all hours.
Suffa is not just abean-counter, not an
outsider to our industry whose questions
can be written off. He has served as a
strategic developer for Jacor
Communications and Clear Channel's

"Where is the ROI?"
That may be the most important question asked by radio managers at the NAB
convention:
"Where is the return on investment for
us if we implement digital radio?"
This attitude was voiced by Bill Suffa,
senior VP for capital management for
Clear Channel Worldwide. He took part in
asession about IBOC that Imoderated.

come soon.
It's not sufficient for supporters to say,
"The world is going digital, and radio
can't be left behind." Nor is it sufficient
to promise far-off data revenues.
Managers will be asked to spend
money on IBOC hardware, IBOC fees
and IBOC promotion. True, that cost will
be atiny fraction of radio's annual revenue. But the money is still significant.
Owners will want to see their return.
Make no mistake, though. This was a
good convention for supporters of IBOC:
• Struble assembled an impressive group
from across the industry to show support
at apress conference announcing the
"launch" of IBOC.
• Eddie Fritts of NAB and Gary Shapiro
of CEA sat at the table and spoke up for
IBOC. Fritts said Ibiquity's approach is
right because it uses existing spectrum,
won't obsolete existing receivers and
opens new business opportunities.
• Receiver manufacturers expect to have
IBOC models at next winter's CES show.

IBOC DAB proponents have created
an opportunity to transform the radio
industry and now must carry it through.
One thing is clear from the questions
being asked: Ibiquity Digital still has
work to do to educate broadcasters about
the basics of digital radio and why stations should spend money on it.
And Iagree with Suffa that any kind of
IBOC system that doesn't help all stations
go digital throughout their broadcast day
would be adisaster for IBOC (although I
doubt it would be the death knell for AM
he predicted). Ibiquity and the NRSC
should get that little problem solved, and
pronto.

e

ur prize in the Readers' Choice Sweepstakes this
time around is an audio signal test package from
DRS' Clio/
RDL containing aPT-ASG1 Audio Signal
Generator and PT-AMG2 Audio Monitor/Generator. They
come in acarrying case with test leads and DC power supply, and can run on battery power too.
The PT-AMG2 has
functions for setting up
and troubleshooting audio systems including atone generator, LED level meter, inphase indicator and monitor speaker. Mic
and line I/O are provided with balanced
and unbalanced connectors.
The PT-ASG1 contains a700 Hz tone
generator with balanced mic and line outputs on XLR and - 10 dBV unbalanced on
RCA. The testers can be used to set system gain mic-to-line, line-to-mic, mic-tomic or line-to-line at pro or consumer levels. Retail value: $564.
Our winner is Steve Denemark, president of Denemarket in Quincy, Ill. Sign up
for our contest at www.rwonline.com.
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Bob Struble of Ibiquity, left, thanks companies that exhibited IBOC transmission gear. Joining him are Scott Campbell of Nautel, Geoff Mendenhall of
Harris and John Pedlow and Tim Bealor of Broadcast Electronics.
, As he sat on the dais between Ibiquity
Digital's Bob Struble and the NRSC's
Charlie Morgan, Suffa — the top money
man of the top U.S. radio group — was
cautious and at times openly skeptical.
As Struble outlined IBOC's crystalclear sound and data/revenue potential,
Suffa replied again and again with hardnosed observations.
In addition to asking where the money
will come from, Suffa pointedly warned
Ibiquity not to settle for adaytime-only
digital system for AM. He said such a
system would be "the death knell of AM."
This objection was not merely theoretical. Just two days prior, the NRSC stan-

radio division. He helped found aconsulting firm; he has experience in engineering
and financial analysis; he has worked for
the FCC and local radio stations.
Certainly Suffa's caution could be his
way of playing poker. He said Ibiquity
and Clear Channel are conducting
detailed talks right now about the issues
of fees and costs to implement. And
Clear Channel is an investor in Ibiquity.
But IBOC supporters must satisfy the
Bill Suffas of our industry in the coming
months for IBOC to flourish. They must
make acompelling case that radio owners and managers will profit by their
investment — and that the profit will
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NAB: DAB and Echoes of 9/11
Exhibitors Note Attendance Drop While Visitors
Hear About Terrorist Attacks, Digital Transition

LAS VEGAS About 95,000 people
gathered in Las Vegas for NAB2002, a
drop of 16 percent from 113,000 last
year, according to the association.
NAB considers this a "phenomenal"
turnout given how the still-lagging economy has affected other trade shows, said
spokesman Dennis Wharton.
Association President and CEO Eddie
Fritts was "thrilled" with the show, which
he said was " successful beyond our
expectations."
RTNDA
The Radio- TV News Directors
Association annual convention had been
rescheduled to coincide with NAB 'safter
the cancellation of its event last fall.
RTNDA@NAB drew about 1,200 people.
During three conventions in 1998-2000,
that event averaged about 4,000.
Traditionally, engineers and other station personnel involved with equipment
purchases go to the spring NAB show to
see new equipment. Impressions were
mixed about how much booth traffic traveled through the exhibits.
"The 2002 NAB did not present many
new products and attendance turnout was
rather low, but the lack of distractions
allowed plenty of time to work with vendors on problems and future projects,"
said Jeff Littlejohn, senior vice president
of engineering services for the radio division of Clear Channel Communications.
"From that standpoint, it reminded me of
the fall radio show."
Julie Lockhart, director of marketing
for Prophet Systems, said, "We seem to
have had pretty steady traffic. ... We didn't have as much traffic as we've had in
previous years, most of the people came
through, we gave them demos, they
picked up information, we've got alot of
good leads out of it."
Many vendors reported that they had
more time to spend with "real" buyers.
"The real measure of atrade show is
what sales opportunities come out of the
show. We got tremendous numbers of
opportunities and actually closed some
business here in Vegas," said Marty Sacks,
national sales director for Telos Systems.
For radio, the big news of the show
was in- band, on-channel digital audio
broadcasting. Ibiquity Digital Corp. considered this convention the official launch
of IBOC. Harris, BE and Nautel exhibited IBOC transmitters and exciters ( see
page 1).
Although digital radio and TV news
dominated much of the show, radio managed to eke out afew other headlines, as
station managers discussed what they
learned in the aftermath of the terrorist
attacks.
During the show's opening address,
Fritts said the attacks proved to be broadcasters' "finest hour:' thrusting the industry into extra relevance and comforting a
terrified populace.
"I have never been prouder to be the
head of the NAB than in the days since
Sept. 11:' he said. "During those days of
terrorism and trauma, you didn't hear the
notion that broadcasting was no longer
relevant. Our relevancy was obvious, and
it was immediate," Fritts said.

Fritts reiterated NAB's stand on major
media issues. He blasted the so-called
Torricelli Amendment, named after sponsor Sen. Robert Torricelli, D-N.J., which
would have mandated a lower, non-preemptible ad rate for federal candidates.

cy in which the FCC sets aside certain
transactions for review because they
would leave one owner controlling acertain percentage of the ad market.
The two discussed broadcast indecency, specifically the Real Slim Shady ruling in which astation initially was found
to have apparent liability. The decision
later was reversed.

Photo © NAB

by Leslie Stimson

we are forced to make."
Powell said the Real Slim Shady case
shows the system can work since the
commission found the station's argument
compelling, which led to the reversal.
Powell said he knew all the lyrics and
began singing.
The chairman urged broadcasters to
think about how their programming can
be distributed in the future. With society
becoming more pressed for time, aviewer might watch some TV, but maybe not
an entire program, he said. He or she
might then leave the house and drive
somewhere, but want that programming
along to access it later.

ABC News White House Correspondent John Cochran leads
lawmakers in a laugh during the Congressional Breakfast.
The amendment was stripped from campaign reform legislation before it passed
Congress and was signed by President
George W. Bush.
Free time
Rep. Greg Walden, R-Ore., said during
the convention that broadcasters must be
ready for the same supporters of the special ad rates to push for free spots for
political candidates.
Fritts also warned of the possible
incursion of satellite radio into local markets through local programming on terrestrial repeaters. NAB has urged the
FCC to prohibit satellite radio from carrying such programming.
During abreakfast session, ABC television and radio host Sam Donaldson
asked FCC Chairman Michael Powell if
the commission would preclude that use.
Powell said he wasn't intimately
familiar with the details but said he didn't
think that was the original intent of the
satellite service.
"I think broadcasters don't have that
much to worry about," he said.
The pair also discussed media ownership
and how broadcasters will distribute their
programming to the public in the future.
Donaldson asked about recent court
decisions that overturned certain media
ownership rules or sent them back to the
FCC. Donaldson asked if the rules should
be "cured" or let go.
Powell replied the rules must be cured
given that the commission has lost virtually every court challenge in the last five
years. He said the agency must develop
empirical evidence to write rules that will
stand up to acourt challenge.
"You can't do any media rules in isolation:' he later told reporters.
Referring to radio ownership, Powell
said even though Congress set specific
local limits in the Telecommunications
Act of 1996, "the area is messy" when
the agency reviews a proposed merger.
He criticized the so-called flagging poli-

Powell said indecency cases "are the
most difficult and dangerous decisions

Spectrum reform
During the annual Congressional
Breakfast, Sen. Conrad Burns, R-Mont.,
said Congress will consider putting
together aspectrum reform bill that would
ask whether auctions are still appropriate,
and would involve all spectrum, not just
the frequencies used by broadcasters. He
said such apolicy would affect the DTV
rollout and that eventually DTV equipment prices will drop.
But he said that doesn't mean small
Montana towns, for example, will go digital next week.
"Give me abreak. They can't afford it. We
need to take abroad view of conversion."
Rep. Jim Sensenbrenner, R-Wis.,
drew applause with his views on the
recent Copyright Arbitration Royalty
Panel's ruling on the rates that
broadcasters and Webcasters will pay to
stream music online.
See SHOW, page 6
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ANALYSIS

Changes at the Top at BSI
Founder Leaves Automation Company as
Cumulus Media Subsidiary Names New COO
by Randy J. Stine
EUGENE, Ore. The departure of
Broadcast Software International's president and founder Ron Burley leaves the
digital audio software supplier with new
leadership for the first time since its
launch in 1994.
Chris Kehoe, former vice president
of operations for BSI, succeeds Burley
and will hold the titles of chief operating officer and general manager. The
43- year- old Burley will continue to
serve as aconsultant to BSI through the
end of this year.
Kehoe said he plans no major
changes at BSI, a wholly owned subsidiary of Cumulus Media Inc.
However, Cumulus officials confirmed
that the broadcast group is no longer in
arush to standardize its stations on BSI
automation software products.
'Amicable separation'
Burley's February exit comes two
and ahalf years after he sold the company to Cumulus Media Inc. for
$500,000 cash and stock, according to
filings with the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission. With the price
of Cumulus stock hovering near $ 13 a
share in late February, Burley's
Cumulus shares would have been worth
nearly $2million.
Industry observers viewed the 1999
sale as noteworthy because it involved a
broadcast group buying one of its
equipment suppliers. The acquisition
followed a similar purchase of Prophet
Systems Innovations by Capstar
Broadcasting Partners, now Clear
Channel Communications Inc., a year
earlier.
Burley described his leaving BSI as a
"very amicable separation" for both
sides. He announced his intentions to
his staff in December.
"When Cumulus acquired BSI, the
idea was that Iwould oversee the transition from an independent company to
that of a Cumulus subsidiary. That has
been accomplished," Burley said.
"Whenever a small company is sold,
the sale is never really complete while
the founder is still in the picture.
Therefore, it was always understood
that at some point, when the time was
right, Iwould move on," he said.
Cumulus Media Inc. Executive Vice
President John Dickey said normally
it's difficult for founders of acompany
to stay involved once it is sold.
"Ron did aterrific job for (Cumulus),
but Iwas not surprised by his decision.
As it would be for anyone, it's hard to
adapt to major changes such as this.
Ron is more of an entrepreneur than
operator. We wish him well is his pursuits," Dickey said.
Burley said his relationship with
Cumulus management was good and
that Cumulus rarely involved itself in
the day-to-day decision- making process
at BSI.
"There were a few rough times,
mostly tied to the blending of a small
software business model to alarger cor-

porate media model. The size difference
between the two companies was also an
issue:' Burley said.
Cumulus, which owns more than 240
radio stations, acquired BSI after
announcing it would standardize its stations on BSI's automation software
products, including BSI's core product,
the WaveStation digital studio system.
However, Dickey said that is no longer
the plan.
"We use BSI in afew of our markets,
but the rush to convert everyone to one
platform is no longer as important as it
was two or three years ago," Dickey
said. "We don't want to create additional expense if we don't have to. If the
stations already have adependable system in place they stay with it."
The move away from standardization
is asignificant change in policy for the
Cumulus chain. BSI officials had told
Radio World in late 2000 that the conversion process would be complete
within several years.
Dickey said Cumulus originally
wanted to use BSI to develop software
for streaming audio content of Cumulus
radio stations. "We all know what has
happened to the whole streaming idea,"
he said.
As for the unique relationship
between BSI and Cumulus, Burley said
the access BSI's software programmers

gained to Cumulus' broadcast engineers
has proven invaluable in helping BSI
design products for group- oriented
broadcasting.
Kehoe
"They have provided insight into the
needs of corporate radio, the changing
broadcast industry and where that
industry is likely headed," he said.
Some industry experts have said
deals like Cumulus/BSI make sense
because of the post-consolidation infrastructure boom in radio, specifically in
the digital audio storage segment of the
industry.
Other observers argue that when a
major broadcast group owns an equipment supplier, other broadcast groups
may shy away from doing business with
them. Directors of engineering for several major groups have told Radio
World in the past that they would have
concerns over customer service under
those circumstances.
"No one has ever expressed those
concerns to us. We never felt that way.
From the beginning it was understood
that BSI was a separate company with
Cumulus being our largest customer ...
and agreat resource," Burley said.
Dickey said BSI's financial condition
is "solid" but similar to that of other
broadcast systems suppliers right now.
"BSI is not immune from the business cycles affecting everyone else. The
effects of the recession have been felt,"
he said. BSI has avoided any layoffs.

Show
Continued from page 5

Sensenbrenner said it is "regrettable" that the U.S. Copyright
Office made the decision and that the Judiciary Committee
would look into it. He said the recording industry can either
spend its time and money on lawyers fighting the broadcasters
or it can choose to put that money into the pockets of the people
who make recordings.
Rep. Greg Walden, R-Ore., predicted that the effects of radio
consolidation are not over, and that some larger companies that
acquired others might break up into separate groups again.
"This isn't the radio business of my father's (time). It's much
more competitive:' he said.
Convergence
Several speakers spoke about convergence, including AOL
Time Warner CEO-designate and co-COO Richard Parsons,
who urged broadcasters and cable operators to work with the
computer industry.
Marc Andreessen, the new-media keynote speaker and chief
executive officer of Loudcloud, cautioned attendees not to be
overzealous about the convergence bandwagon.
According to Nielsen, Internet use for U.S. consumers in
January 2002 totaled 2.3 billion hours online. Fifty-one percent
of that time was spent using abroadband connection, which
equals approximately 1billion hours of broadband use in
one month.
"We never thought that Internet and broadband penetration
would reach these kinds of numbers," he said. He said broadcasters should listen to consumers and make high-demand technologies widely available, whether in digital music or the ability
to download movies, and bring costs down.
How stations coped with the terrorist attacks was aconsistent
theme. In a station security session, panelist Leon Long, vice
president of operations for The Liberty Corp. and general manager of WLOX(TV), Biloxi, Miss., said, "You have to get your
entire organization involved in security."
Al Kenyon, Clear Channel Radio's senior vice president for
projects and technology, said, "The key thing is to protect your

Ron Burley
Cumulus does not release BSI's annual
sales figures.
Kehoe, who joined BSI in 1999, said
he was honored to have been chosen for
the top post at BSI.
"Our focus will continue to be on
serving the needs, suggestions and
wishes of our customers," Kehoe said.
Known for its cost-effective digital
audio software, BSI recently introduced
the Simian digital automation system,
which replaced its WaveStation
product.
The publicly traded Cumulus Media
Inc. ( NASDAQ:CMLS) will own and
operate 243 stations in the United States
once it completes pending acquisitions.
The group is the second-largest broadcast group in terms of station count.
The majority of Cumulus' stations are
in mid-sized markets..

people, and that's done through planning."
His other suggestions: "Have ameeting place 300 to 500 feet
away from the building." He also suggested managers have a
current telephone list for key people in a place outside the
building.
"Let the local emergency management people know who
should be in the building. Most of all, get another set of eyes on
your plant," said Kenyon.

Impulse Radio Introduces
Datacast Server
Impulse Radio, a private firm developing data applications for in-band, on-channel digital audio broadcasting,
has introduced adatacast server.
The goal is for stations with IBOC to use a portion of
their spectrum to offer data services. Several companies are
exploring ways for stations to make money off their data
services.
The Impulse software package will allow broadcasters to
create their own integrated audio and visual programming
for digital radio receivers.
The package is designed to work with several digital and
studio production systems. Using the datacast server, station personnel can program the data offerings for the day
much as they program broadcast material.
When using IBOC, the amount of digital bits a station
can devote to data varies depending on how many of those
bits they choose to allocate to programming. Impulse CEO
David Cons said the data offerings possible with IBOC
technology provide broadcasters new potential revenue
through combining audio and data content in receivers. For
example, broadcasters can sell text ads or provide audio
stock quotes to accompany business news.
Ibiquity Digital Corp. and ENCO Systems demonstrated
the Impulse Datacast Server in the NAB convention exhibit
hall.
Impulse will charge an annual license fee of roughly
$10,000 per transmitter for the software, although some
group and early adopter discounts are available.
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Distillers Push Broadcast Ads
WASHINGTON Shortly after NBCTV backed off on its plan to air hard
liquor ads, the Distilled Spirits
Council of the United States stepped
up its efforts to get broadcasters to air
the ads. DISCUS decided to exhibit at
NAB 2002.
The organization knows that many
broadcasters think liquor ads actually
are illegal. That's a mindset DISCUS
wants to change.
Since 1996, approximately 2,000
radio stations have aired liquor ads in
250 markets, according to the trade
group. Several major radio groups
either have aired such ads, or are interested, said the group, with Westwood
One and Infinity the latest organizations to discuss ad campaigns with
distillers.

will

continue

to let people know
liquor ads are

the market share they've lost to beer
and wine brands.
Between 1980 and 2000, beer
owned about 58 percent of the alcoholic beverage market, while wine
went from about 10.5 percent to 12.5
percent. During the same period, distillers saw market share drop from 36
percent to 28 percent.
"By not being on national TV, we
face the perception that liquor is
'harder' than beer or wine," said
Cressy.
He wants to talk to his beer and
wine counterparts to discuss a selfregulated standard for responsible ads
for all alcoholic beverages.

In the past, the beer and wine side
has resisted such efforts for fear of
facing more- stringent ad restrictions
than the ones they impose on themselves voluntarily.
Of the more than $ 900 million the
beer industry spent on advertising in
2000, $ 700 million went to TV,
according to Competitive Media.
Roughly $ 85 million went to radio.
Of $ 135 million the wine industry
devoted to advertising that year, nearly
$83 million went to broadcasters.
By contrast, distilled spirit makers
spent roughly $ 25 million ($ 20 million
TV and $4.1 million radio) in 2000 out
of atotal ad budget of $ 377 million.

An official for NBC's Standards and
Practices said that, after listening to a
variety of voices on the topic, the network concluded the ads would not be
appropriate "at this time."
Mothers Against Drunk Driving had
sent a letter to the networks in March
calling for more stringent ad guidelines for beer, wine and malt alternative products.
NBC had drafted liquor ad guidelines and had begun airing "responsibility" ads for Diageo's Smirnoff vodka and had been planning full
branding efforts this spring.
"We will continue to let people
know liquor ads are responsible, tasteful and legal. There's money to be
made," Cressy said.
— Leslie Stimson

What do you get when you cross
aMatrix with aHotline?

responsible, tasteful
and legal. There's
money to be made.
— Peter Cressy

With the dot-corn bust, radio revenue from the Internet has shriveled.
Liquor- derived income could be a
strong antidote this year. RAB
President Gary Fries made such aprediction in January.
DISCUS President Peter Cressy
said afternoon drive radio spots have
proven effective for major liquor
brands.
Although distillers air on radio,
cable and some local TV stations, they
also want the exposure of network TV,
believing this will help them regain
NEWS

WATCH

Arbitron: Delay
Streaming Fees
Arbitron is calling for a five-year
moratorium on royalties for streaming
media. The research firm sent Congress
reasons to oppose the digital rights fees
recommended by aroyalty panel.
"We foresee that the impact of these
fees will dramatically reduce the consumer's choice of streaming content,
limit the diversity of streaming ' voices'
on the Internet, stifle competition
among content providers and impede
the growth of a popular new medium,"
wrote Bill Rose, vice president and
general manager, Arbitron Webcast
Services.
He calculated that a top New York
music station would pay nearly $ 15
million a year if its Internet listeners
equaled its over- the- air audience —
more than a quarter of what the radio
station now derives from traditional ad
revenue.

The BtueBox:
The audio quality
of the Matrix
at afraction
of the price.
Now shipping

Order yours today!

15 kHz on asingle POTS ( Plain Old Telephone Service) line for $

2800!

Want to save even more $$$? Buy a Hotline for just $1995 while they last!

Comrex Corporation,
Tel: ( 978) 784-1776

19 Pine Road,

Devens, MA

Fax: ( 978) 784-1717

Toll- free in North America:

01432

USA

Email: info@comrex.com
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IBOC, Subcarriers and Channel 6
In the previous two issues, Radio
World has excerpted comments that
were submitted to the FCC about the
National Radio Systems Committee
report on Ibiquity Digital Corp.'s FM inband, on-channel digital audio broadcasting system.
Station groups, commercial and
noncommercial, made up the bulk of
the filings, along with transmission
and receiver manufacturers, trade
associations and public interest
groups. Most of the remarks were positive; some criticisms were lodged. This
is asampling.
"The commission should also include
the use of new spectrum from the 82-88
MHz band ( TV Channel 6) to enable
prompt realization of the full benefits of
DAB without interfering with existing
analog stations. ...
"The only potential drawback to the
use of Channel 6 is the fact that this
spectrum might not be available in all
markets in 2007 if transition to digital
television is delayed. The potential
drawbacks to reliance solely on IBOC
are possible lower quality of service,
reduced coverage and deferral of some
of the benefits of DAB until after the
analog systems are removed from

the band. ...
"As the FCC has recognized, IBOC
systems can cause adjacent- channel
interference to analog stations during
the transition and result in loss of actual
coverage for existing stations. Modern
receivers dynamically change their
internal
operating
parameters
(mono/stereo blending, diversity antenna switching) based on high-frequency
noise measurements of the recovered
baseband signal. With the addition of an
increased power density between 100200 kHz from an IBOC FM DAB signal,
there exists the real potential that this
additional signal will cause undesired,
and still unknown, performance changes
to existing analog receivers. ...
Channel 6
"Both IBOC and TV Channel 6
options will cost more than the present
analog service, but not as much as the
cost of a completely new frequency
band. A single tuner can bridge both TV
Channel 6 and the adjacent FM broadcast band. ...
"We can learn from the experience of
Europe and Canada in implementation
of the Eureka 147 DAB system. This
system has yet to enjoy widespread market acceptance because of the increased

Introducing The New Ruggedized

RJ45 Connector System

/0-

cost of the receivers is not balanced
against programming or service gains.
... Eureka 147 receivers cost several
hundred dollars more than conventional
receivers because of the need to accommodate an additional tuner for the Lband or VHF Band IH, the additional
digital decoding circuitry, and a different antenna. ...
"Both the Channel 6 and IBOC solutions will cost less than Eureka 147.
Both IBOC and Channel 6 will require
the same fundamental building blocks
for decoding the digital signals, such as
analog/digital converters, digital
demodulators, de-interleaving circuitry,
audio decoders, clock circuitry, and
control circuitry.
"Both would use the current FM
antennas and neither would need aseparate tuner, although both would require
some modifications to the current analog tuners. Both Channel 6 and IBOC
should thus cost less than Eureka 147,
but more than current AM/FM analog
radios. If TV Channel 6 is added to the
DAB/FM band, some small additional
cost over the IBOC receiver may be
needed in order to expand the range of
the tuner to cover the entire band
82-108 MHz."
Visteon Automotive Systems
"Today there are many subsidiary services on subcarriers which occupy the
FM broadcast band — aband which was
awarded for free as apublic trust. Some,
including reading services for the blind,
are important and worthy. Other subsidiary services are strictly for-profit
enterprises, such as data carriers and
pager services. Until now, the commission has not actively regulated the use of
these frequencies, so long as they have
met certain reasonable technical
parameters. ...
DIGITAL

For Harsh Data Transfer Environments.

EtherCone
This connector system that is ideally suited for
the demanding Ethernet applications of
audio, commercial, entertainment, live
stage productions, DMX lighting protocols,
industrial and other harsh environments.
The diecast metal shell acts as acarrier for preassembled RJ45 cables. The female chassis recept
cles are based on the Neutrik " NB" and " D"
series XLR receptacles and feature asecure
latching system, not found on other R.145
receptacles.
Panel mount terminations include
horizontal or vertical PCB contacts and
Krone or " 110" IDC terminals.
Receptacles with horizontal PCB contacts
comply with Class D specifications; the requirements
for Cat 5E are met on receptacles with IDC or vertical
PCB contacts.
Color coded accessories are available for the cable
carrier and both series of receptacles for easy
identification.
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CONNECTING THE VVORLO
NEUTRIK USA, Inc.
195 Lehigh Avenue, Lakewood, NJ 08701-4527
Tel: 732-901-9488 • Fax: 732-901-9608
www.neutrikusa.com • info@neutrikusa.com

"We ... understand and appreciate the
restraint that the commission has shown
in the past regarding subcarrier content.
We believe, however, that this policy has
outlived its usefulness.
"In the near future, subcarriers may
become nearly as important economically as the main carrier of the radio station. With the implementation of more
sophisticated radio services, the utilization of the lucrative SCAs may hold the
keys to the future business models of
radio, perhaps creating interactive
opportunities for listeners or other new
features for radio.
"In all likelihood, many of these
implementations will be crass revenue
generators, including services that permit a listener to directly purchase a
recording that is being broadcast. IBOC
is, in fact, the demon spawn of the
vague subcarrier policy."
Pete Tridish, staffer
Prometheus Radio Project

"The commission has ... begun to
seek comment on ' whether the 6
Megahertz at 82-88 MHz, currently
used for TV Channel 6, could be reallocated to DAB service at the end of the
DTV transition...(and) whether this
spectrum could be reallocated without
adversely affecting the broadcast television service.'
"The short answer is ' no.' In light of
the commission's prior findings and the
reliance of Freedom and other television
broadcasters on the rulings of the commission that Channel 6will be available
for DTV, any use of the 82-88 MHz
band for DAB would adversely affect
the broadcast television service.
"If the commission were to reallocate
Channel 6for DAB, the DTV strategy of
Freedom and other Channel 6 licensees
will be significantly disrupted and
Channel 6 television licensees would
bear adisproportionate share of the cost
of DTV implementation."
Freedom Communications Inc.

NEWS

DAB Around the World
The Eureka- 147 technology of digital radio is making inroads in several countries,
according to the World DAB Forum.
In India, six digital stations could serve New Delhi by the end of the year. All India
Radio plans to launch services in the capital.
Commercial radio broadcasters in Australia have the go-ahead to begin testing consumer response to digital content and assess comparative spectrum efficiency of Lband and VHF. The Australian Broadcasting Authority has okayed the radio industry's
application for temporary access to band III VHF spectrum in Sydney.
Australian receivers
"We will establish anumber of consumer panels, with alarge number of receivers,"
said Joan Warner, CEO of the trade association, the Federation of Australian
Broadcasters. "We hope to have several hundred in the country by mid-year."
In Paris, citizens may soon hear up to 50 digital radio stations. The French government has awarded nine multiplexes, each broadcasting around six stations, to amix of
public and commercial broadcasters. Digital radio in Paris has been restricted to three
multiplexes since 1997. These three are being replaced.
Korea began DAB pilot testing in February. After afive-month trial, the government expects to decide whether to adopt Eureka- 147 as the standard with the hope of
offering digital radio services next year.
And what happens when digital radio prices are slashed? They sell, at least they do
in the U.K. Radio Broadcaster Digital One and manufacturer VideoLogic worked on a
December promotion that involved making 300 subsidized, portable digital radios and
pricing them at 99 pounds, which is about $ 142.
The companies say consumers stood in line to buy them at eight locations and more
than 6,000 registered to buy through the Internet. The radios sold out in one hour.
But at NAB2002, the president of the company promoting in-band, on-channel
DAB said the Eureka approach was an "abject failure." Bob Struble said only 50,000
or so receivers are in use worldwide.
— by Leslie Stimson
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GUEST COMMENTARY

BBC: Shortwave Needs Differ by Nation
The BBC World Service Says It's Not Abandoning
Shortwave in Countries That Depend Upon It,
But Must Respond to Changes in Listening
by Mark Byford
The author is BBC World Service
director. This is in response to a Sept.
26 Guest Commentary from John
Figliozzi of the Coalition to Save the
BBC World Service, a group protesting
the service's decision to end shortwave
broadcasts to North America, Australia
and New Zealand.
BBC World Service is the best-known
and most-respected voice in international broadcasting, bringing great credit to
Britain. It has achieved its biggest audience ever: 153 million listeners across
the world each week.
Reorganization
This world record-breaking success
is due, in part, to the World Service
recognizing that it must adapt and
modernize to meet changing audience
listening patterns across the world.
Far from neglecting shortwave, we

on the number of countries to which
the World Service has been transmitting. We are changing the delivery
methods in response to rapidly changing audience use.
In the United States, the large
majority of our listeners now access us
through public radio stations that air
our material and via the Internet.
About 2.3 million people now listen to
our programming on FM and the audience is growing.
Just over 1 million listen on shortwave but there is also an overlap in listening such that only 300,000 listen
solely via shortwave — 168 million
people are now connected to the
Internet in the United States.

are actually investing multi-millions of
pounds in this delivery method in key
areas of the world. We are upgrading
our shortwave transmitters in Oman,
Cyprus and Singapore, to reach the
Persian Gulf and South Asia, the
Middle East and East Asia respectively.
The transmitter upgrade will
improve audibility to those countries
where shortwave remains the primary
delivery method for audiences for
some years to come.
Our decision to cut or reduce direct
shortwave transmissions in English to
Internet traffic
North America, Australia and New
A recent survey showed that 60 perZealand means that our primary method
cent of our Internet traffic to
of delivery for the future in these most- www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice comes
developed areas will be through accessfrom America. Moreover, we have eviing our award- winning Internet site,
dence that some indirect shortwave
available 24 hours a day, and through
transmissions are still available across
the numerous re-broadcasting partnerthe United States.
ships with stations that air part of our
In Australia, BBC World Service lisoutput on high-quality FM.
tenership on shortwave has declined
We took the decision with care and
severely over the last decade, from 1.7
consideration. We are not cutting back

Two New Products

The savings

Mark Byford
shortwave rationalization to re- invest
in FM expansion across the world.
The World Service enters the 21st
century in a confident mood as the
world's leading international radio
broadcaster with a record audience
performance. At the same time, we rec-

made on shortwave

reductions will help support FM
expansion and Internet capability.

RF Sentinel—Acomplete auto- backup
system offering full or semi- redundancy
without the expected costs.

FMX — Aproven platform now
with digital system management
and aremote management option.

•-11:11111111
Together, they're the closest thing to
a " no- dead- air" guarantee.

Call today and just say, ' No Dead Air'
for more information about these exciting new products.

br roaricast ®
Toll Free: 877.262.8900

www.crownbroadcast.com

million to just over 100,000 listeners.
Our primary access today is through
our syndication partnerships on FM
stations. However, there is still some
direct shortwave available to Austiilia,
New Zealand and the Pacific Islands.
The approximately $ 737,000 per
year savings being made on shortwave
reductions are significant and will help
to support further FM expansion across
the world and the development of our
Internet capability.
We are now aired on FM in some
form in 121 capital cities of the world.
We have set an ambitious target of
being present in 135 capital cities — 70
percent of the world total — by 2004.
Traffic growth
Today, all 43 BBC World Service
language services are now present as
audio services on our Internet site,
which has achieved a very significant
growth in traffic — 62 percent in the
past year. We are building up the depth
and range of the site that was recently
judged the best radio Web site in the
world at the prestigious Webby Awards.
We are clear that shortwave will still
remain the dominant delivery method
by which the majority of our 153 million listeners access the World Service
across the world. At the same time,
however, we must respond to changing
audience needs and listening patterns
in different markets in terms of delivery and greater audibility, particularly
in the developed world. We need to
release money wherever possible from

ognize that we must develop our delivery and our multi- media capability
speedily in order to serve target audiences as effectively in the digital age.
Reach the author via e-mail at:
mark. byforde bbc. co. uk.
RW welcomes other points of view.
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Goldman From
ABC to First
DALLAS First Broadcasting has
hired Bert Goldman as executive
vice president.
Goldman is among the industry's
more prominent corporate engineers. He was vice president of
engineering for ABC's Radio
Division and has worked at
Shamrock Broadcasting, Patterson
Broadcasting and Nationwide
Communications. He is amember of
the NAB Spectrum Integrity Task
Force and is involved with the
NRSC in evaluating IBOC.
Also hired: Chris McMurray, former vice president and Houston
market manager for Cox Radio and
AMFM Radio. She becomes vice
president of station acquisitions and
will be responsible for acquiring
and operating selected stations and
clusters in emerging markets. She
also worked for Nationwide.
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IBOC
Continued from page 1

transition this year.
The question of IBOC fees for broadcasters rankled with some, however.
Meanwhile, AM station engineers and
owners were disappointed that a standards- setting body has so far endorsed
Ibiquity's AM IBOC system for daytime
use only. This revelation caused some
AM attendees to wonder if they will
ever see the full benefits of digital
broadcasting on their band.
On the exhibit floor, Nautel, Harris
and Broadcast Electronics exhibited
IBOC transmitters and exciters for sale;
managers said serious buyer prospects
visited their booths. Suppliers could not
give firm shipment dates, however,
because the FCC has not yet given its
blessing to IBOC or issued type certification to equipment.
BE was hopeful it could ship product
by this summer.
Harris is hoping for an expedited certification of the FM standard, said Dale
Mowry, vice president of transmission
systems.
"We're getting quality interactions.
People are asking the right questions."
he said during the convention.
Manufacturers received many queries
about AM IBOC. Attendees heard the
news that the National Radio Systems
Committee had, at the start of the show,
endorsed only daytime use of Ibiquity's
IBOC system for AM stations.
Additional testing is needed before
the NRSC can comment further on the
nighttime performance and compatibility of AM IBOC.
"It's not what we wanted to do," said
an NRSC source. " With the data in
hand, it's the best we can do. It would
be reckless to do otherwise."
None if by night
The NRSC has concerns about the
potential interference to first- and second- adjacent channels and about how
the system would affect stations heard
on skywaves at night.
Ibiquity's AM IBOC system " will
allow AM broadcasters to provide listeners with two-channel stereo audio rivaling existing analog FM stereo in quality," the standards- setting committee
write after several months of reviewing
test results.
The NRSC also noted in its report,
approved by the membership on April 6,
that IBOC will make it possible for AM
stations to provide data services, and
that this technology puts AM broadcasters "on an efficient path to an all-digital
service."
The NRSC, jointly sponsored by the
National Association of Broadcasters
and
the
Consumer
Electronics
Association, recommended that its staff
submit the NRSC report promptly to the
FCC for review.
As it did with Ibiquity's FM system
evaluation, the NRSC said the technology is complex and tradeoffs are
required. Some listeners tuning to weaker adjacent-channel stations might experience interference under some circumstances, primarily those outside the
stations' FCC protected contour service
areas.
But overall, the NRSC believes IBOC
will improve the audio quality of AM
stations dramatically.

The NRSC has asked Ibiquity to suggest criteria for nighttime tests. The
NRSC would then develop a protocol
for such tests. Those would include testing IBOC's effect on high-powered AM
clear channel stations operating on skywaves at night.
Given the variable and statistical
nature of skywave propagation conditions, such tests are difficult and timeconsuming, which is why they were not
included in the original AM test protocol.
More tests
lbiquity President and CEO Robert
Struble said the company was pleased
with the endorsement while the IBOC
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Ibiquity said nighttime interference
problems largely disappear once the AM
system goes all- digital. But no one is
sure how long stations will transmit both
analog and digital signals in the transition phase, or indeed if stations will ever
turn off their analog signals entirely.
Several AM station sources, both
managers and engineers, said many AM
stations power down as early as 4:30
p.m. in winter, right in the middle of
afternoon drive, due to long-standing
nighttime interference protections. To
remain analog at that time, they said, is
not preferable, especially if they're trying to present themselves to advertisers
as adigital station.

Photo © NAB
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NAB Radio Board President John Dille of Federated Media said he was ready
to spend money on IBOC. 'Get out your order book, I'll deal today.'
developer continues to look at nighttime
issues and hoped to be ready to discuss
those with the subgroup working on the
NRSC test procedures by the end of
April.
Asked whether the daytime- only
endorsement could inhibit the planned
transition of asubstantial number of stations in six targeted markets by the end
of the year, both Struble and an NRSC
spokesman said no.
Struble predicted the additional tests
could be completed by the end of this
summer. Ibiquity did conduct nighttime
tests of groundwave service and said
that, due to interference, the digital system provided a more restrictive nighttime service area ( RW April 10, page
12).
He said Ibiquity would conduct a
combination of tests, including computer modeling and testing on 50-kW clearchannel stations that use skywaves.
Real- world testing of AM IBOC's
performance at night is important to
many AM station owners. Several attendees wondered why the NRSC didn't
obtain more nighttime performance data
before putting out its report, saying it
would have made sense to delay adecision on AM until that was done.
(Ibiquity did conduct groundwave tests
at night. RW April 10, Page 12.)
NRSC officials said they wanted to
move AM IBOC along in an orderly
fashion and that splitting the day/night
tests seemed agood way to do that.
Several manufacturers said privately
they believe Ibiquity's AM system will
work at night. One said AM station
owners have told him they might as well
sell their stations now if that's not the
case.
One AM owner from upstate New
York said, "The concept of having adigital signal during the daytime only is
bizarre."

"It's crazy. AM is where the biggest
improvement is ... or would have been,"
said one manufacturer. He said big radio
groups are telling him they want to see a
return on their investment within 5years
or they won't make the capital outlay for
IBOC equipment.
Clear Channel Senior Vice President
of Capital Management Bill Suffa
echoed that kind of sentiment in apanel
discussion. He said a daytime- only
IBOC system "would be the death knell
of AM." Several attendees applauded.
NRSC Chairman Charles Morgan disagreed, but does anticipate that AM stations trying to make the digital transition "may be forced to follow FM by
several years."
Money matters
Suffa and Morgan agreed stations
now must think about the costs of implementing IBOC, both equipment prices
and the fees Ibiquity plans to charge
broadcasters for using the technology.
That's especially important, said
Suffa, because the first 100 or so stations expected to go digital this year will
do so before IBOC receivers will be in
the marketplace. Although Ibiquity's
receiver partners plan to have product
for sale to retailers at the Consumer
Electronics Show in January, those
radios won't get into consumers hands
until the second and third quarters of
2003.
The fees that Ibiquity is speaking to
radio groups about would be 15 times a
station's annual FCC regulatory fee
(RW, April 10, page 1). They are licensing fees allowing stations to use the
IBOC technology that is packaged as
part of their new equipment.
Morgan called the fees "an impractical approach" that Ibiquity should
rethink.
Suffa asked when stations would see

a return on their investment to go digital. Acknowledging that Clear Channel
is an investor in Ibiquity, he said he wasn't sure this is the time to make the transition until it's clear whether there will
be consumer demand for IBOC radios
— expected to cost about $50 more than
analog models.
Suffa asked whether it made sense for
Ibiquity to get some digital stations on
the air and delay the fees for early
adopters.
Struble said the suggestion has been
made in talks with broadcasters about
the fees. He said he "wouldn't be surprised to see negotiations go in that
direction." This appeared to be a slight
softening of Ibiquity's earlier stance.
When asked by Radio World to clarify this point, Struble said there may be
"enticements" for early adopters, but
would not give specifics of whether that
meant a fee delay, reduction or something else. He cited on-going negotiations with broadcasters.
Ibiquity executives would not comment on whether any broadcasters had
yet signed the "memorandum of understanding" with Ibiquity about the licensing fees.
The company has tried to set fees as
low as it can, Struble said, adding that
the capital cost of the hardware dominates what broadcasters will spend on
IBOC.
Eventually Ibiquity is expected to
recover the bulk of its costs through its
take on the volume of receivers sold.
Ibiquity has spent $ 100 million and
likely will spend about $ 150 million
total in order to get the technology in
the marketplace, he said.
"We've got to get something back,"
said Struble. He also said Ibiquity
worked hard not to overburden any one
industry sector, among them broadcasters, RF manufacturers, receiver manufacturers, component manufacturers and
other interested parties.
Launch
As IBOC technology is licensed to
more companies, more will pay Ibiquity
for the right to use its intellectual property. Two manufacturing sources said
the licensed transmitter manufacturers
each paid Ibiquity $200,000 for the right
to make IBOC exciters. Neither Ibiquity
nor the licensed manufacturers would
comment, saying their agreement is proprietary.
Ibiquity, NAB and the Consumer
Electronics Association made a big
splash to "launch" IBOC at this show.
"Get out your order book. I'll deal
today," said John Dille, president of both
the NAB Radio Board and Federated
Media to manufacturers on the day the
exhibit floor opened.
Ibiquity estimated the conversion cost
for atypical station at $75,000. Most of
that would go to transmission equipment
manufacturers. A small slice, roughly
$3,000 in this example, would go to
Ibiquity as asoftware licensing fee.
NAB President/CEO Eddie Fritts said
IBOC technology would not obsolete
analog radios. The fact that stations will
transmit both analog and digital signals
at the start of the transition ensures an
orderly transition, he said, one that can
be made at the pace of consumers.
"We know the world is going digital.
For radio to sit back and not have an
avenue to step forward would be a
tragedy," said Fritts.
See IBOC, page 14

Rave Reviews!
"Excellent Product" — Doug Walker, Clear Channel,
Cincinnati

"Telas has taken two great products [the Zephyr
and the Zephyr Express] and made them better.
They listened to tie customer." — Raul Velez KNBR,
KFOG, Susquehanna Broadcasting of San Francisco

"Telas asked us what we wanted and they put it in
there.., you can't ask for anything more than that."
— Paul Burt, Clear Channel, New Orleans

"It's even easier • o use than the original Zephyr."
— Michael Black, WEOS, Geneva, New York ( NPR
affiliiate station)

"The most popular ISDN digital transceiver in the
country has a fresh new look... Zephyr Xstream, a
slick, updated version of [ the] familiar Zephyr."
-Steve Kirsch, Silver Lake Audio, New York

www.zephyr.com
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ating loss of $ 168.5 million, compared
with $ 125.6 million the previous year.
The net loss for the 12 months reached
$235.8 million, up from $ 134.7 million
in 2000.
Sirius reported no revenue for Q4 or
for the year 2001.
Scelfo said its cash flow "burn rate"
is about $ 15 million per month as it
transitions from adevelopment company to one with a product to sell. He
said it has budgeted about $ 10 million
a year in capital expenses to maintain
the terrestrial repeater network.

Loan Terms
Changed
Sirius and Lehman Brothers have
renegotiated their term loan agreement
to give Sirius more flexibility to focus
on the launch. The December 2002 subscriber and cash flow covenants have
been eliminated. The new covenant
quarterly requirements begin early next
year at lower thresholds than stipulated
in the original agreement.
In return, Sirius has agreed to adjust
the principal repayment schedule on
the loan and reduce the strike price of
its 2.1 million warrants to $ 15 per
share from $ 29 per share. Sirius will
repay an incremental $ 15 million in
2002 and $ 25 million in 2003; the
amounts due in 2005 will decrease
accordingly.
Subsequent to an equity offering on
Jan. 3, which grossed approximately
$158 million, Sirius had acash balance
of more than $400 million in March,
which the company expects to last into
the second quarter of 2003.

Satellite Radios for
VW, Nissan, Infiniti
Satellite radios will be available in
some 2003 Nissan and Infiniti division
vehicles beginning later this year. They
include the Infiniti Q45 performance
luxury sedan, the Infiniti G35, the
Infiniti I35 luxury sedan along with the
Nissan Pathfinder sport-utility vehicle
and the Nissan Murano crossover SUV.
Nissan is partnering with XM
Satellite Radio and Sirius Satellite
Radio to provide the radio services, and
Clarion Corp. of America will provide
the radio receivers.
Volkswagen of America, which also
encompasses Audi of America, plan to
offer customers satellite radio in the
future. VW signed distribution agreements with Sirius Satellite Radio and
XM Satellite Radio. Volkswagen and
Audi are expected to detail specific
vehicle installation plans and timing.

Sirius Loss in '01
The company also reported a fourth
quarter 2001 operating loss of $ 51.8
million, up from $38.2 million for the
same period in 2000. For 2001, the
company reported a net loss of $72.7
million, up from $ 44 million in the
same period in 2000.
For the year, Sirius reported an oper-

May 8, 2002

XM: Finances OK
After Stock Plunge
XM Satellite Radio reacted to several recent stories after an auditor had
issued a negative opinion based on
wording in an XM filing with the SEC.
XM said the annual report included a
standard phrase for companies that do
not have 12 months of funding, noting
the company's ability to "continue as a
going concern" depends on continued
fundraising. That statement from auditor KPMG LLP had caused XM's stock
to drop 13 percent on NASDAQ, to
close at $ 13 on March 19.
XM stated, "The story and particularly its headline prompted other stories, leaving the impression that there
was a new and troubling financial
development at XM, causing a drop in
the stock. In fact, the auditor's opinion
contained in this year's 10K is identical
to those that have appeared in every
XM 10K since it went public in 1999."
XM points to its launch in 2001, and
states it raised $ 382 million in financing, and acquired approximately 28,000
subscribers ending Dec. 31.
The annual report states that XM had
$533,000 in 2001 revenues, $ 246,000
of it from subscriber fees, and
$295,000 in advertising less $43,000 in
sales commissions. Operating costs
were $ 101.5 million in 2001, compared
to $31 million in 2000.
Company officials said they were
confident they would hit their end-ofMarch target of 70,000 subscribers.
— by Leslie Stimson

IBOC
Continued from page 12

Fritts said NRSC's endorsement was a
good step and pledged NAB's support at
the FCC in the hopes of getting the
agency to adopt IBOC as radio's digital
standard.
"It's been a long haul," said
Consumer Electronics Association
President/CEO Gary Shapiro, who noted
that he and Fritts haven't always sat on
the same table on this issue, areference
to CEA's early support of Eureka- 147,
and later for another technology that
would also have used new spectrum.
Support
Select receiver manufacturers are
building IBOC radios for launch at the
CES show this January, and Ibiquity has
garnered support of major retailers.
"We believe retailers involved with
Ibiquity have an opportunity to participate in a great new product category,"
said Shapiro.
Ibiquity recently added Clarion to the
list of receiver manufacturers that will
license its technology to make IBOC
radios. That list includes Alpine,
Kenwood, Harmon Kardon and Visteon.
Kenwood Senior Vice President Bob
Law said Kenwood would introduce
home and auto IBOC radios at CES.
Ultimate Electronics President/C00
David Workman said retailers would
work with radio groups to promote digital radio.
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Sirius Moves Launch Forward
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Engineered for
Reliability
A Power Levels from lkW to 30kW
A

High Efficiency, Grounded Grid
Single Tube Design

A Wideband Quarter Wave Cavity
for Lowest Synchronous AM
Solid State Driver with Patch

Sirius Satellite Radio is nudging up its nationwide launch date by amonth, to
July 1. Sirius has radios in approximately 200 storefronts now and plans to expand
that to 3,500 retail floors by the end of June, Sirius President and CEO Joe Clayton
told analysts in March.
Clayton acknowledged some Kenwood and Clarion receiver availability shortages now but expects those companies to ramp up production to have 40,000 to
50,000 units in the pipeline to distribute to retailers to coincide with the national
rollout.
Panasonic units should be available by July and the Jensen Plug and Play is
expected to be available late in the year. Sirius could not say when the Crutchfield
catalog would have its units nationwide.
Sirius launched in four markets on Feb. 14 and expects to have 100,000 to
200,000 subscribers by the end of the year, gaining most of those in the second
half of the year.
Sirius Chief Financial Officer John Scelfo said there is no end date on the
Special Temporary Authority allowing Sirius to operate its terrestrial repeater network and he expects the STA to remain in effect until the FCC adopts final
repeater rules.
— Leslie Stimson
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A Optional Automatic Power
Control & VSWR Foldback
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ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER

CORPORATION

N. Street • Marcellus, NY 13108
PH: 315/673-1269
Fax: 315/673-9972
E-mail: info armstrongtx.com • www.armstrongtx.com

Sirius is using this Dodge equipped with a Sirius radio to demonstrate its
service to consumer electronic retailers as it launches in different markets.

PROPHET

SYSTEMS

INNOVATIONS

Think Fast!

You can design your own broadcast digital
automation system for as low as $9,999.
Now, more than ever, you need to maximize your time,
energy and money. NexGen Digital NS from Prophet
Systems is proof that you don't have to give up quality to get
value. NexGen Digital NS stores audio directly on the
workstations, giving it most of the features of our server
based system at afraction of its cost. And best of all, we just
lowered the price!
Add what you need-skip what you don't:
•Single workstation NexGen Digital NS
•An additional station
•Voice Track Recorder
•Digital Reel to Reel for background recording

(
Prophet,

Introducing
your complete online
digital store. Now you can shop, configure and order your
own NexGen Digital NS digital automation system. Log on
at www.prophetsys.com/NS and see the future of digital
technology. Order asystem online, and we'll configure and
ship your system within four business days.

Real systems-real prices-real simple.
So log on today at www.prophetsys.com/NS or call us at
1-877-774-1010 to receive more information, or an
individually configured quote. Prefer to view the
software in person? No
problem. We'd be happy
to come to your site and
give ademonstration.

877/774-1010
www.prophetsys.com

Legacy: The Digital Future-Value Packed

In today's marketplace, we know finding an innovative solutions at areasonable
price is difficult. But at Harris's Pacific Research and Design Center our engineers
refused to compromise on any of their goals for Legacy. It had to

el) .......... •

have everything: looks, intelligence, robustness and affordability So they
developed new design concepts and manufacturing technologies that
combine the finest quality components with incredible styling and functionality —
all at avery attractive price. Which means you get unparalleled ease of use, quick
and easy format changes, low cost of ownership and legendary Harris reliability.
Contact your Harris representative for the rest of the story.

next level solutions
SERVICE
SYSTEMS
AUTOMATION
TRANSMISSION

www broadcast.harris corn •

1.800.622.0022
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Pau lSchafer, left, receives the Radio En gineering
Achievement Award from NABS Lynn Gaudy.

Greater Medias' new three-station, 11-studio Detroit
facility will include equipment from Klotz Digital America,
Which will supply a Vadis AudioMedia Platform including
23 Vadis 880s and 11 Vadis D.C. II digital consoles.
From left: Chris Crump and Thomas Klotz of Klotz Digital;
Milford Smith of Greater Media; John Carey of Klotz.

Terry Baun of Criterion Broadcast Services presented
the SBE Broadcast Networking Tutorrai.

"We're On-Air
in Five Minutes."
;•

Recording Engineer Robert John Healy It promotes the
John Lennon Songwriting Contest Educational Tour Bus, a
mobile studio that educates audiences about songwriting,
recording technologies and video production. Info: vvwvv.fisc.com.

When you've got audio to cut
and no time to spare...
Trust Short/cut 2000' to get amove on. How fast is it?
You'll be editing tracks as fast as you can push the
buttons. And when you're working on-air, Short/cut's ten
Hot Keys keep your best clips cued-up and ready to go.
We've also tripled audio storage to awhopping 12 hours
-and with ahard drive so quiet you can work right next
to an open mike.
Whether it's breaking news, phone-ins,sports, interviews,
or live events, the new Short/cut 2000 is radio's # 1choice
for stand-alone digital audio editing.

IMAS Founder Steve Dana, left, lend s a hand to Ha n k
Lan dsberg

as Henry Engineering celebrates its 20th year

agon
isysiems.cor
3571‘.
360 Systems, 5321 Sterling Center Drive,Westlake Village, CA 91361 • Phone (818) 991-0360 • Fax (818) 991-1360
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Products for the Radio Broadcast Professional
Mail info and photos to:

RVV Marketplace, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22C-41

JK Audio, Jensen Release Catalogs
'ttE•MQME

If you are the type who collects catalogs to make your
job easier or to keep your lower desk drawer full, here
are two new ones from JK Audio and Jensen.
JK Audio makes audio equipment for phone use, and
the 18-page catalog covers its 20 products. New equipment includes the ComPak telephone interface tool, the
Daptor Two wireless telephone interface and the CellTap
for recording cellphone conversations.
Jensen, a tool maker and distributor, offers a 132page catalog covering tools and cable, telephone and
electrical test equipment. The company promises a 30day guarantee on all products and alifetime guarantee
on its own hand tools.
For more information contact JK Audio in Illinois at
(815) 786-2929 or visit www.jkaudio.com. Contact
Jensen in Arizona at ( 800) 426-1194 or visit
www.jensentools.com.
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ECRESO Launches
TCP/IP FM Transmitters
French supplier ECRESO RFTS Broadcast is out
with anew line of 5and 10 kW FM solid-state transmitters that take advantage of the power of Internet
communication.
The Neptune system uses a 20-watt FM exciter
called Helios, apower amplifier, IPA, couplers and a
control unit that manages and monitors the system.
The exciter's LCD display allows an overview of
functional parameters including frequencies, forward
power, VSWR and deviation. It can be accessed and
monitored using its RS-232 connector or optional
plug-in cards for remote control, remote monitoring,
telemetry, TCP/IP and distant monitoring and control.
The central unit enables access to the modules via
a graphical 1/4 VGA display, keyboard and menus
and informs the user of detected failures, types and
localization.
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illbruck Releases
Corner Traps
illbruck inc. now offers Sonex Corner Traps to absorb
low-frequency soundwaves. They are designed to create
clearer sound in recording studios and other environments.
The triangular traps are made from polyurethane
foam and stand 24 inches high and 12 inches deep. They
help catch the low- frequency standing waves that
acoustic wall panels alone can't control.
The traps provide 12 sabins of absorption below 500
Hz and have fluted edges for better performance. They
can be installed with hook and loop fasteners or permanent adhesive.
For more information contact illbruck at
(800) 662-0032 or visit www.illbruck-sonex.com.

VoxPro PC Is Networked

The IPA and PA are controlled and monitored by the
central unit using aCAN bus. Any failure is displayed,
and the alarm launches arelay and/or sends an e-mail.
The 5 kW transmitter can be upgraded to 10 kW
with the addition of PA modules and acoupler.
For information, visit www.ecresco.com or contact Sophie Lion Poulain via e-mail to
lion@ecreso.com or call 011-33-556-675454.

VoxPro now can be networked.
Audion Laboratories, which
makes the popular digital audio
phone editor, displayed anetworked system at NAB2002.
VoxPro PC workstations can
be linked via an NT, Novell or
peer-to-peer network.
Users can access folders and
files within a work group in
addition to the files they create
individually. Changes made by
group members are visible to
members of the group working at
other VoxPro PC stations on the
network.
With the Network Plug-In,
administrators can manage the
amount of hard-disk space used
by individual users and create
password-protected user space
and group folders where users
can create, edit and share recordings.
For information or an online demo, contact the company in Washington state at (206) 842-5202 or visit
www.audionlabs.com.

Proud to be
Serving
Broadcasters
for 60 years

orne to Dielectric for all your FM
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needs. We have the most complete
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iindustni. You can rely on Diellectric
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German Radio Drama on Stage
by Michael Lawton
BERLIN Four hundred people in atheater, lights dimmed, on stage just two
loudspeakers — the audience listens
attentively to aradio play.
Later, they will discuss it with the
director and author. After that, they will
listen to another one.
This is Radio Drama Week at the
Akademie der Künste arts institute in
Berlin.
Every evening for five days, two radio
plays are aired, giving all 10 German
public radio authorities that produce
radio drama the opportunity to showcase
their best work. A jury drawn from the
public will choose the winner.
Unique opportunity
Last fall saw the 15th annual such
week, an opportunity for those in the
business to discuss their art and for the
public to meet the creators.
In morning workshops, approximately
50 people listened to and discussed classic plays from the past. Afternoons saw
lectures by the creators of these classics
and, in the evenings, large audiences listened to the competition entries.
Digidesign offered workshops on how to
use Pro Tools.
There were competitions for the best

play broadcast in the last year and for the
best unbroadcast play produced by afreelancer. Every day, a local newspaper,
which cosponsored the week, reviewed
events of the previous day.
Radio Drama Week started as ameeting of specialists but has become apopular public event, reflecting new interest
here in cultural, speech- oriented radio.
Not only have the public radio culture
channels stabilized their listening figures,
they are winning new audiences.
Wolfgang Schiffer, head of speech
programming on Westdeutsche Rundfunk
cultural channel WDR3, said WDR airs
60 radio play performances a year from
theaters in its broadcast area.
Schiffer is about to produce
Shakespeare's " Midsummer Night's
Dream" with incidental music composed
by Mendelssohn as alive production with
orchestra and audience.
"It fits in with the new event culture,"
he said.
This interest in radio dramas has been
taken up commercially, with new companies specializing in publishing recorded
books and plays. The radio stations themselves are publishing and selling more.
On the WDR youth channel, Tuesday
evening is devoted to experimental
radio drama.
German radio is trying to catch listeners

German

radio

probably is the
largest producer
of radio plays in
the world.

German radio probably is the largest
producer of radio plays in the world. Each
public station produces its own, as well as
rebroadcasting those of the others.
Each year, 700 new plays are produced. Including repeats, WDR alone
broadcasts between seven and 12 radio
plays aweek.
Traditional approach
From the evidence of the 10 plays
entered for the competition, radio drama
in Germany is keeping up with society in
subject matter and in style. Most dealt
with death but approached the subject in
a variety of ways — sometimes lightheartedly, sometimes agonizingly.
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even younger, with children's drama. The
first day of the drama week was dedicated
to children, with workshops in which they
could create their own radio plays.
Children's radio plays are varied: from
an eight-part version of "The Hobbit" by
J.R.R. Tolkien to detective stories and
"documentary dramas" about the lives of
real children.

MARKET

In " Geist," based on the American
stage-play "Wit" by Margaret Edson and
produced for WDR by Claudia Johanna
Leist, a specialist in sonnets about death
by John Donne must cope with the indignities of cancer treatment and has to
develop anew understanding of herself in
the face of real death.
It was an emotional performance by
Nicole Heesters, backed up by asatirical
portrayal of U.S. hospital practices.
Popular drama
"Norway.Today," by Norbert Schaeffer
and produced for DeutschlandRadio, told
of two young people who meet in an
Internet suicide chat room and decide to
commit suicide together. Their meeting
and their last hours at the edge of a
Norwegian fjord were portrayed with
lightness and humor.
The prize for the best play of the year
went to "Nothing Hurts" by Falk Richter,
produced by Antje Vowinkel for
Südwestrundfunk.
It told the story of two women who
search for the latest kick to cover their
inner emptiness. They decide to join
themselves in death by organizing aspectacular car crash.
Despite the fact that public stations are
suffering financial cutbacks and radio drama is the most expensive form of radio to
produce, Schiffer said he cannot imagine
that radio drama will be cut back.
"It is true that production times are
being reduced," he said, "but radio drama
has become so popular that the stations
cannot get rid of it — it would be dreadful public relations."
He said radio drama is one of the
things that differentiates German pubcasters from private stations.
Michael Lawton, afree-lance broadcast journalist, reports on the industry
for Radio World from Cologne,
Germany. •
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AEO USA Opens
New HO in Florida
Supplier AEQ Broadcast International has opened anew headquarters near Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., saying it hopes to improve its activities in the U.S. market.
General Manager Gerardo Vargas stated that the company has an expansion plan
to double its business here during the year 2002, after its "fundamental contribution" to the Salt Lake City Olympic Games.
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Cell, PBX, Analog, Digital, ISDN, Conventional...
With the rugged ComPack there's near-been a
more portable, flexible, cost-effective solution for
interfacing audio and telecom gear. ComPack
perfect for remote broadcasts, IFB feeds, or inter
views over any phone connection. ComPack ais
functions as asimple telecom interface for you
beltpack intercom system, providing afull duplex
always- on connection to any telephone network.

JK Audi O
REMOTE

BROADCAST

GEAR

Toll Free ( USA & Canada): 800-552-8346
Tel: 815-786-2929 • Fax: 815-786-8502
www.jkauclio.com

Among its products aimed at American radio and TV users are the Eagle ISDN
codec, Swing portable codec, Impact digital audio matrix and Caddy AD/DA
Multiple Converter.
For information, contact the company in Florida at ( 954) 581-7999 or send
e-mail to aeqamerica@aol.com.
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People Skills Rank at the Top
Radio World offers this space to the
Society of Broadcast Engineers as a service to the industry.
by Thomas P. Weber, CPBE, CBNT
What are the two most important
skills you need to do your job well?
I'd say they are knowledge of how to
get equipment to work well for you, and
knowledge of how to make people work
well for you.
People skills actually are the more
important of the two. These two most
important skills are applicable equally
to all engineers, whether they work
alone or in teams, whether they are regular staff members, supervisors or
directors of engineering overseeing
dozens of people.

Your people
skills are more
important to your
success than your
equipment skills.

Because of what engineers are and
what we do, it is often relatively easy to
convince the budget- makers that we
need some specialized training on
equipment. When the GM knows that
you can quickly diagnose and restart the
traffic computers or the commercial and
programming content servers, it gives
him or her confidence that the stations
can operate smoothly and that goals can
be achieved.
Just try to convince the GM, though,
that you need . to develop your skills in
handling people, and you're probably in
for aput-down.
The truth is that all of the equipment
in the world can operate perfectly, but if
you don't relate well to all of the other
station stakeholders, you will be perceived as apoor engineer, and your station managers' ability to do what they
want will be severely compromised.
Your people skills ultimately are more
important to the success of you and the
station than are your equipment skills.
Management need
Larry Oaks, director of engineering
for LIN TV Special Projects, understands this.
"I have found over the last few years
an increased need for management-related skills within technical staffs," Oaks
said. "A higher level of importance has
been placed on those of us in technical
areas of responsibility, and there is an
increased need to work closer with other
managers to improve our company's performance.
"The increased amount of change and
consolidation also increases the need for
these management skills."

How
about
some
real- world
examples?
Do you recognize and compensate for
the differences in motivations and overall natures among the following types of
people? There's the part-time overnight
weekend announcer or photographer
who just doesn't seem to be able to get
through his shifts without yanking acord
right out of its plug; the regional sales
manager who needs you to help figure
out a new store-and-forward system to
help keep regional control of completely
local spots; the client who needs you to
help plan and set up a remote without

disrupting their business more than you
promote it.
Don't forget the high-priced talent
whose off-air monitor just died again;
even the audience member who needs
help with interference problems.
Course offerings
No doubt about it. You have a multitude of people with whom you interact.
Do you note and implement the difference between managing down, sideways
and up?
If you feel that you could use an introduction, a thorough grasp, an advanced

immersion or even just arefresher in the
skills that let you recognize all of the different people you deal with and how to
See TRAINING, page 22

ter.

NOW, a digital
that does what
exciters shoul

•

The ne u f'Xi6C7digital FM exciter from Broadcast Electronics is the first exciter
offer all of the following in asingle package, and all of it as standard equipmen •

•Direct to channel digital synthesis
•Accepts all of the following inputs:
•Composite
•AES/EBU
•Mono
• Left and Right analog
•Automatically switches between inputs

77

•All operational parameters programmable from full color

0! front

panel screen

70

•Fully IBOC compatible: Allows for low level combining

111implementations without the use of asecond exciter or

77.4

costly external combiners and filters.

77 e,
The latest in a long line oi innovative FM exciters from Broadcast Electronics.
A 250 watt version is also available.

www.bdcast.com

(888) 232-3268

.The BE emblem is aregistered trademark of Broadcast flectroni
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Training

to build stronger teams and effective
internal cooperativeness; the complex
differences of people; and discovery of

Course II, Aug. 7-9, picks up where
Course Ileaves off. In fact, those interested in Course II, " Leadership —

Expand Your
Skills

Continued from page 21

make all your interactions be more effective, you ought to attend one of the
SBE's Leader- Skills Seminars in
Indianapolis this summer.
Richard "Dick" Cupka, Sr., president
of Cupka Corp. of Lafayette, Ind., has
taught broadcast engineers for more
than 30 years in cooperation with either
NAB or SBE. They are better engineers
because of his training, because he
helped them become better people
managers.
Course I, held June 5-7, is
"Leadership — The Framework of
People Skills." It covers the function
and nature of your leadership role; how

May 8, 2002
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Mastering people

skills is just

as important to broadcast engineers as
being tech-savvy.

your "natural" style of leading and how
to nurture a "developed" style to help
you adjust to different people in various
situations.

Expanding Your People Skills," must
sign up for Course Ior have attended one
of the previous Leader-Skills programs,
which date back to 1965.

For the sixth consecutive year, the
Society of Broadcast Engineers is
sponsoring Leader- Skills training in
cooperation with instructor Richard
"Dick" Cupka, Sr., president of
Cupka Corp.
The courses are designed for
broadcast engineers who have or
aspire to have management responsibilities.
June 5-7, 2002
Course I: "Leadership —
The Framework of People Skills"
August 7-9, 2002
Course II: "Leadership —
Expanding Your People Skills"
Both courses will be at the St.
Vincent Marten House Hotel and
Conference Center in Indianapolis.
Registration for each course is $475,
which includes three days of programming, seminar materials, completion certificate and classroom
refreshments. Course participants
are responsible for transportation,
meals and lodging.
To register, contact Angel Bates at
the SBE National Office at
abates@sbe.org or at ( 317) 8469000. Class space is limited to 18
participants per course.

Whether you want to get started with digital consoles or need to easily manage all the audio in your facility, Logitek has the
solution. The heart of our system is arouter- based digital audio engine that handles all of the mixing, routing and return
feeds your studios require plus awhole lot more. Add to this our full line of console control surfaces, router control heads
and PC- based control programs and you will find asolution that is just right for you. Why choose between aconsole and a
router when you can have both for the price of one? Call today, 800-213-5870 or visit our website at www.logitekaudio.com.

Logitek

Course II explores individual behavior in groups and the dynamics of interaction between groups; the complex
motivations of people and how to deal
with them; how to handle disciplinary
processes; and where the emphasis
should be in aleader's ultimate responsibility over people and activities.
Registration for either course is $475
for three days of instruction, and
includes course materials. Hotel costs in
economical Indianapolis are a reasonable $82 per night at our partner hotel,
and other choices are a close drive. In
fact, Indy is within a day's drive of a
great deal of the country, which may
help you keep transportation costs low.
Here are some other benefits to consider.: The courses qualify for SBE ReCertification credits. And I'm no accountant, but you should talk to yours,
because the IRS lets you itemize educational expenses that make you better at
your present job, and this may qualify.
Ask someone who knows. Training
and motivation for salespeople and other
managers routinely costs many times this
amount. With the engineer-to- salesperson ratio what it is at most stations, you
could make the case that people skills for
engineers is a far better choice for stations, both per capita and as an overall
total expense.
Need more convincing? Oaks, himself
a 1986 graduate of the program, has
found his Leader- Skills training useful
throughout his career. His advice: " I
would encourage anyone being placed
into amanagement or supervisory role to
attend the SBE seminar to hone these
critical talents."
The author is engineering maintenance supervisor of WISH(TV) Channel
8 in Indianapolis and a 1983 LeaderSkills graduate.
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Digital Cameras Are aBig Help
by John Bisset
Let's start the column with alaugh.
Actually, Fig. 1 won't be funny if
someone gets shocked. But the warning
symbol on the electrical box to the
right speaks volumes.
It only takes a couple of minutes to
do things right. Take the time, you'll
sleep better at night!

tool. It not only works great for documenting troubles, but also displaying
where wires go, or for e- mailing pictures to vendors for replacement parts.
Even cheap digital cameras can be useful, and the prices keep falling.

* * *
can catalog pictures and documents
with titles you recognize. The process
also lets you keep track of fixes. If you
have repeatable problems, the logging
can save alot of time.
For group DOEs or market chiefs, a

* * *
Joe Schloss, chief of KICD(AM-FM)
and KLLT(FM> in Spencer, Iowa, has a
suggestion to keep for that rainy day —
you know, when the gray cloud just
seems to park over your head.
When apiece of 50-ohm rigid transmission line inner conductor fails, and
all you have is apiece that is too short.
remember this temporary fix. Plumbing
supply houses sell what is known as a
1-inch sweat coupler. It fits nicely
inside of the capper inner conductor.
Flux the connection and silver solder. Don't use soft solder!
Once you're soldered the connection,
file the edges smooth and install. Joe
explains that the line impedance is set
by the distance from the outside of the
inner conductor to the inside of the outer conductor. By making the splice on
the inside of the inner conductor, it
affects the line impedance less.
* * *
Damian Centraf is the chief engineer
for Herald Broadcasting's WSHB
Shortwave station in Pineland, S.C. He
suggests you add a digital camera to
your "must buy" list.
Damian uses his as atroubleshooting

typically translates to afile size of 250
to 500 KB.)

Remember the Wollensak reel-to-reel
recorder Imentioned in the Jan. 16
issue?
The students at Chestertown High
School in Chestertown, Ind., got quite a
chuckle. They have 14 Wollensaks in
use, with another dozen as back-ups.
The students in Brent Barber's
"Introduction to Radio and Video
Production" class use them to record
practice PSAs and newscasts. The
machines are more than 40 years old,
and just like the Energizer Bunny, keep
going and going and going.
If you've got aWollensak or two in
your store room, send it Brent's way.
Think of the tax deduction.
By the way, just so we don't think
Brent's living in the past, he encourages Workbench readers to take avirtual tour to see that the rest of the station's equipment isn't as old as the
Wollensaks. Visit www.duneland.k12.
in.u.s/chs/wdso/tourl.html
Isn't it great to hear about old equipment being used like this? And who
knows, maybe some future engineers
will emerge from Brent's classes.
* * *

Fig. 1: Zap! The symbol at right says it all.
Damian has used his camera to capture an image sent to a tech support
person in the middle of the night, to
help convey a problem. After the camera, Damian places a scanner high on
his list.
He has scanned important documents
into his computer, saved them on aCDR, and can carry his technical library
along with his laptop. If you know how
to use your directory tree structure, you

digital picture gallery of each radio station's equipment and layout can speed
troubleshooting by phone. You can be
looking at the picture of the equipment
while you talk your operator through a
diagnosing process.
(Editor Paul McLane adds this
thought: Digital photos make great
companions to the tips you send to
Workbench. Make sure the resolution
is at least 300 dots per inch, which

Dwight Morgan is the CE for
Maranatha Broadcasting in Grand
Junction, Colo. Dwight adds a caution
to engineers planning tower painting
this spring and summer.
Tower painters should never paint
anything below the top of the AM tower base insulator.
We showed a picture a few months
back in which the static arc gap balls
had been painted red. Dwight points
See WORKBENCH, page 24

Digitally Different
emega_FM - $ 5880
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OUR GOAL WAS TO DEVELOP A DIGITAL PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR PO THAT
WOULD RIVAL ANYTHING ON THE MARKET WE MET THAT GOAL...AND THEN SOME.

•••••

Omega FM is a 100%-digital, software- based design. It doesn't use DSP
chips or other application- specific parts that rapidly

ecome

obsolete.

Upgrades don't plug into expansion slots,' they're simply uploaded.
Omega FM is straightforward and uncompicated. Hardware
simplicity keeps the signal path short and your audio clean.
Low latency lets you monitor off- air.
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Incyvcenics

n
1305 Fair Ave. • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL (831) 458-0552 • FAX: (831) 458-0554
www.inovon.com • e-mail: infoeinovon.com

Omega FM is loud, clean and versatile. We don't expect you to
take our word for this, and you shouldn't. Schedule a demo at
your station through an equipment supplier of your choice.
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Voz Cristiana Reaches Out
Parent Company Christian Vision Uses Varied
Channels to Reach Believers and Seekers
by Kenneth D. MacHarg
CALERA DE TANGO, Chile A relatively new radio signal is reaching out
across the Americas: Voz Cristiana.

"We are serving acombination of people," said Juan Mark Gallardo, regional
manager for Voz Cristiana. "We reach
non-Christians who are seekers at the
same time that we are helping Christians

sional style of broadcasting that includes
music, news, sports, a total blessing
without preaching at them."
Using ablend of Bible-based teaching
and contemporary Christian music,
Christian Voice programs tend sound like
many local radio stations.
"Other international broadcasters
switch from one language to another to
provide for as many different people as
possible," said Bennett. " Christian

Vision broadcasts in one language and
tries as much as possible to relate to the
local audience."
Bennett said station programming is
driven by the talent; shows are hosted 24
hours aday.
Favored format
"This is our favored format, and we
believe that it works alongside the other
styles of Christian radio," he said.
The daily program schedule includes a
breakfast program, youth-oriented shows,
amen's release, and several programs for
See VOZ CRISTIANA, page 28

The Voz Cristiana Building in Calera de Tango, Chile
Using a mammoth shortwave facility
built by the former Chilean dictator
Augusto Pinochet, the station is a newcomer to the shortwave spectrum, but it
is also appearing on local stations in the
region thanks to its satellite service.
The shortwave outlet has been broadcasting only in Spanish, but is rolling out
aPortuguese-language service for Brazil
this year. In addition, Voz Cristiana programming is heard on 55 local AM and
FM stations in Latin America.
The parent company of the station,
Christian Vision, also operates a shortwave radio station, Christian Voice, in
Zambia and is developing a large international broadcasting facility in
Australia to reach all of Asia and the
Pacific.
Global outreach
"Businessman Bob Edmiston started
Christian Vision in the United Kingdom
in 1988," said Director of Operations
Terry Bennett.
"Despite success in the secular world,
Bob had adesire to use the gifts God had
given him to introduce people to Jesus,
especially in areas where the gospel
needed to be heard." The organization is
funded by profits from Edmiston's business activities.
The result has been the development
of the Christian Vision network of radio
stations and satellite affiliates carrying
Christian programming.
"Africa was the first target, with its
vast population and the largely Englishspeaking audience," said Bennett. "Latin
America and Spanish were next. With
English and Spanish being among the
most widely spoken languages in the
world, it makes the broadcasting audience immense.
"Add to this Mandarin, and a large
percentage of the population of the
world is catered to."

to deepen their faith."
Gallardo said the station reaches out
to lapsed churchgoers with "a profes-

Workbench
Continued from page 23

out that the static drain should be galvanized, and with no
sharp points. In the case of alow tower concrete pier, the air
gap could be compromised if grass is allowed to grow
around the tower base.
With that in mind, Dwight suggests an application of weed
killer around the base of the tower and inside the tower
fence, to keep vegetation minimized.
Dwights cautions that if the tower is being painted with
paint-gloves, check to make sure that any tower weep holes
aren't left clogged with paint. If you are unfamiliar with the
tower crew doing the painting, tell them you will be climbing
the tower to inspect the job after they are through, and before
final payment is issued.

The Voz Cristiana Transmitters
could you lose? A number of stations used this free service.
A problem developed among some stations months later
when the paint used on the towers started to fade, and fast.
This required a complete repainting, in which the company
agreed to replace the paint but not cover the labor to correct
the problem.
The cost of the paint was miniscule, compared to the overall labor expense. The result was that many stations paid
twice for the same job.
Shame on them for not stepping up to the plate. Broadcast
engineers (and homeowners, for that matter) have long memories.
This instance brings to mind the need to check the fine
print in any painting contract, as well as any warranty. It's
probably a good idea to find out where your painting contractor will be getting their paint, too.

Looking to make your labeling more professional? Mitch
Fine, sales manager for Herman Electronics, is touting alowpriced labeling device, the Brady ID Pal.

Try the Brady

ID Pal

if you need to create lots
of professional labels.

If you can borrow aclimbing belt, to show you mean business, so much the better. Paying a third party to actually
climb the tower and inspect the painting is, of course, the
best solution.
By the way, a couple of years ago, areader suggested in
this column that you use acertain company's aviation orange
and white paint. It sounded like agreat idea. The paint distributor's representatives would visit your site, inspect the
tower paint, even recommend a painting contractor. How

It's a hand-held labeler that prints on four materials:
nylon, cloth, vinyl black-on- white, polyester clear and polyester white. Most labelers were designed for office use, but
the ID Pal is more heavy-duty and uses no ink.
Printing is done using a thermal process, so if the label
gets wet, there's no smearing of the printed image. Herman
Electronics has the Brady ID Pal priced at $ 139. It has a
recharger, but also runs on six AA batteries.
The labeler will yield about 3,500 labels with a fresh set
of batteries. For more information, go to www.hermanelectronics.com.

* * *
John Bisset has worked as a chief engineer and contract
engineer for more than 30 years. He is a district sales manager for Harris Corp. Reach him at ( 703) 323-8011.
Submissions for this column are encouraged, and qualify
for SBE recertification credit. Fax your submission to ( 703)
323-8044, or send e-mail to jbisset@harris.com.
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Only $999

Continuous recording of audio and cues

TimeShift is a revolutionary new software program that will forever change the way broadcasters handle network feeds
and broadcasts. Capable of storing ayear's worth of network programmiig, TimeShift gives you incredible new
capabilities and amazing new programming options in one inclusive software package.
•

TimeShift will continuously delay satellite feeds, allowing for proper " day- parting" in all time zones.

•

TimeShift not only records the network audio, it records network cues as well. When audio is played back, it is just
like it was coming off the bird.

•

TimeShift can record in Windows audio formats... and you select the sample rate, the compression, and whether to
record in stereo or mono.

•

TimeShift gives you the ability to effortlessly create " best of" shows from multiple periods of any network feed,
instantly assembling them for airplay.

•

TimeShift interfaces seamlessly with our Simian advanced digital automation software to allow you to effortlessly
intermingle live, recorded and " time shifted" programming. You can even " export" network segments from
TimeShift for playback on any audio PC.

•

TimeShift forever eliminates tedious dubbing of network features, saving you hours in labor costs and entirely
avoiding missed recordings.

Nothing else has the capabilities and versatility of BSI's TimeShift. You will be amazed by its ease-of- use and powerful
features. Download your free trial copy today.

Test and try before you buyDownload TimeShift today.
Broadcast
Software
International

888-bsiusal www.bsiusa.com sales@bsiusa.com
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RDA Systems Inc. completed an integration project for Hispanic Broadcasting Corp. that consisted of the design,
wiring and installation of afive-station,
12-studio facility in Los Angeles.
The facility, on the 25th of a new
Glendale office building, houses a 30rack Technical Operations Center, four
control rooms, one newsroom and seven
production rooms.
Stations involved were FM stations
KLVE, KRCD, KRCV and KSCA plus
KTNQ(AM).

7
news each week from abroadcast center
downtown and in three city bureaus.
Burli said Canada's five 24-hour news
radio stations now use its system to produce their broadcasts....
Wheatstone delivered an SP-8 midi()
console to Marshall Space Flight
Center's TV support contractor,
Computer Sciences Corp., for use at the
facility in Huntsville, Ala.
Marshall transmits activities on NASA
TV and provides video to the media and
educational programming to teachers and
the public. The SP- 8 will be the main
audio board for center broadcasts and
routing audio for internal productions. ...
Computer Concepts Corp. will primarily use AudioScience audio cards in
its radio station automation systems.
The automation supplier said it will
initially use the AudioScience ASI6114
PCI-bus sound cards in Maestro 3.2 onair digital systems. ...

Sound design and music company
Endless Noise handled music composition, mixing and sound design work for a
series of Hennessy VSOP radio spots
produced for Kirshenbaum Bond &
Partners. The mixes were mastered at
LA's The Village recording studios.
On the programming side, AP Radio
signed about 80 new affiliates over a
four-month period in late 2001 and early
2002.
Among them: Salem's WAVA(FM) in
Washington; two Mid Atlantic Radio
Network stations in Fredericksburg, Va.;
Jefferson Pilot Denver stations
KJCD(FM), KYGO(FM) and KCKK
(AM); Clear Channel's KMXP(FM) in
Phoenix; Cox's WWICA(FM) in Orlando
and WFYV(FM) in Jacksonville; three
Jodesha Broadcasting stations; three
LBJS Broadcasting stations in Austin,
Texas; and Cool Radio's KSNO(FM), in
Snowmass Village, Colo. ...
Westwood
One
and
MarketWatch.com Inc. renewed their
agreement for the production and distribution of The MarketWatch.com Radio
Network.
Under
the
three-year
deal,
MarketWatch.com will continue to provide
programming
for
The
MarketWatch.com Radio Network, which
airs
on
approximately
200
radio stations....
Jones Radio Networks said its
national overnight country show, "John
Hendricks Overnight," is heard in 50
radio markets. ... Jones also said its
evening country show, "Lia," can be

RDA Systems Inc. completed
a project for Hispanic
Broadcasting in Los Angeles.

Every Friday
morning you'll
receive the week's
RW NewsBytes
headlines in one
tidy, hyperlinked
e-mail message!
It's afast,
efficient way to
stay informed!
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Sign up now at:

http://www.
rwonline.com/
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from the editors of

Solid-surface studio furniture for this
project was provided by Mager Systems.
Control rooms are using Harris Digital
AirWave consoles. A combination of
Mackie 8*32 consoles and Harris
Pacific BMX III consoles were installed
in the remaining 12 studios.
Among the new equipment in the TOC
are ATI digital distribution amps,
Audioarts 8400 analog DAs and aSAS
64000 audio router. ...
At the Salt Lake City Olympics,
Sennheiser had 80 channels of high-end
wireless with NBC Sports and another
100 or so channels with international
broadcasters. The company provided
technical assistance to broadcasters on
site. Uwe Sailer, technical director for
Sennheiser USA, and Klaus Willemsen
from Sennheiser Germany were present
to assist in frequency coordination, configuration and trouble-shooting....
At the Super Bowl, James Stoffo of
Professional Wireless of Orlando, Fla.,
used 10 Sennheiser SKM 5000 microphone/transmitters and two Sennheiser
EM 1046 eight-channel receiver racks for
pre-game and halftime entertainment. His
equipment joined 1,500 other occupied
frequencies on Super Bowl Sunday.
Three hundred were other wireless mics
in the same band as his SKM 5000s.
"My spectrum analyzer looked like an
upside-down comb," Stoffo told
Sennheiser. "There were so many frequencies being used, Ibarely had ahole
to fit awireless." ...
CFTR(AM), aToronto all-news radio
station owned by Rogers Media, installed
Burli's newsroom computer system. The
station's 50 editors, anchors and reporters
use Burli to produce 170 hours of live

James Stoffo of Professional Wireless and Staff With
Sennheiser Wireless Rigs for Super Bowl Entertainment
WAY-FM Media Group in Nashville
is using the new Omnia-4.5fm processor
for its flagship Nashville FM station.
Omnia also sold its Omnia-6fm to Rádio
JB-FM in Rio de Janeiro and Rádio 89FM in São Paulo, and Omnia-3fm
processors to Macaé's Rádio Nova 95FM and Rio's Rádio CIDADE.
This winter's Super Bowl broadcast
was sent to ESPN Radio via ABC's
WMVP(AM) Chicago using new Telos
Zephyr Xstream ISDN Tranceivers.
Abroad, Milan, Italy's DJ- TV
processes a satellite music channel with
Omnia-6. Virgin Radio in the United
Kingdom is an Xstream user. ...

heard on WWKA(AM) in Orlando. ...
NBG Radio Network signed acontract with Brickman Concerts Inc. to
provide sales representation and affiliate
clearance for the nationally syndicated
radio program "Your Weekend with Jim
Brickman."
"Who's Buying What" is printed as a
service to our readers who are interested
in how their peers choose equipment and
services. Information is provided by suppliers.
Companies with news of unusual or
prominent sales should e-mail information and photos to radioworld@
imaspub.com.

•

You Need This
Looks like you've got your hands full again. Except you're running out of hands.
And because you have many facilities you could use afew more legs, too.
Let Harris' Intraplex STL

PLUSTM

INTRAPLEJ 4

STL PLUS,

give you ahand getting your new station up and

running quickly and profitably or upgrading your station to the best quality digital
on-air sound available today.
STL

PLUSTM

gives you bi-directional program audio transport over aT1 line, fiber or microwave link. So you can interconnect

your studios, offices and transmitter sites. And because it's is adigital system, you're delivering pure, crystal clear sound —
regardless of the distance. Even if you're surrounded by the highest mountains or tallest buildings.
Now for the PLUS in sn

PLUSTM:

You can also transmit LAN/WAN data, telephone, intercom, and

remote control over the same digital line. All of which can rack up some pretty impressive cost
savings for your inter-facility communications.
Best of all, STL

PLUSTM

SERVICE

grows with you as no one else can. It has the industry's largest assortment

of plug-in modules. So you can design the perfect system for today and quickly, easily, and
affordably upgrade it for tomorrow.

phone:

SYSTEMS
AUTOMATION

So, contact your Harris representative about STL

www.broadcast.harris.com

next level solutions

PLUSTM

today. You'll be aleg up on the rest.

1.800.622.0022
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Voz Cristiana
Continued from page 24

women, including "La Mujer De Hoy"
("The Woman of Today"), hosted by
Norma Pinzón from studios in Miami.
Pinzón was an actress and radio presenter in Colombia and Miami before
joining Voz Cristiana when it went on
the air three years ago.
That people are responding is evident
to Gallardo and his team. " We are
receiving about 500 letters amonth here,
mostly in response to our shortwave
broadcasts and the streaming audio on
the Internet," he said.
"The local stations that carry our programs also receive response from listeners." The Voz Cristiana Web site is
www.vozcristiana.corn.
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The Voz Cristiana transmission site is
at Calera de Tango, about 35 kilometers
to the southwest of Santiago de Chile.
"There are eight Harris SW- 100 short-

One of the

"Christian Vision acquired the site in
1996, and brought up the facilities with
services to Latin America, launching
officially in 1998," he said.

Florida stations can

be heard throughout the southeastern
United States at night.

wave transmitters ( 100 kW) from the
1970s, previously belonging to Radio
Nacional de Chile," said Andrew Flynn,
chief engineer for Christian Vision.

The site has three TCI 527 directional
log-periodic arrays; four TCI 611 fourby-four curtains, two of which are slewable; and ahome-built, two-by-one dual-

111

40,000 Watts
Solid State FM Power.

The Nautel Q20/20 comprises two
20 kW stand-alone FM transmitters
fully integrated to operate as a40 kW
active reserve transmitter system.
For more than 30 years Nautel has
built the best radio transmitters by
blending solid state technology and
innovative engineering design.
The Q20/20 provides reliability and
peace of mind through built-in
redundancies — in all the world you
won't find its equal.
Each Q20 features:
•redundant Power Amplifiers
•redundant Power Supplies
•dual Digital Exciters

nautel

Simply the best engineered transmitters

•dual IPA & Power Supply
•dual Low Voltage Power Supplies
•68% overall efficiency

Contact Nautel for more information about the benefits of our full range of solid state FM and AM transmitters.
Nautel Limited, Hackett's Cove, RR # 1Tantallon, Nova Scotia Canada BOJ 3J0 Phone: (902) 823 2233 Fax: (902) 823 3183 Certified ISO 9001
Nautel Maine Inc., 201 Target Industrial Circle, Bangor, Maine USA 04401 Phone: (207) 947 8200 Fax: (207) 947 3693 Certified ISO 9002

E-mail: info@nautel.com or visit us on the Web at www.nautel.com

band bidirectional dipole with slew.
"The log-periodics and home- built
antenna are used for our services to Latin
America, but it is intended that in the
future the curtains will be used for additional services towards Africa and
Europe, as well as to Brazil," Flynn said.
At the original Christian Vision shortwave site in Zambia, the organization
uses asingle Continental 418-E 100 kW
transmitter, manufactured in 1994, which
is used with aTCI 615 omni-log antenna
for English-language services to central
and southern Africa.
Down under
"Last year Christian Vision acquired
the former Radio Australia facility on the
Cox Peninsula near Darwin," Northern
Territory, Australia, Flynn said.
The Cox site includes a 300 kW
Thomson 2320 transmitter, two 250 kW
Thomson 2326s and three 250 kW
Collins 821As, as well as seven TCI 611
slewable curtain antennas pointing in an
arc across Asia.
"This facility is currently in aramp-up
phase with tentative transmissions taking
place to targets throughout Asia.
Christian Voice Australia will commence
with English services to targets in Asia,
with services in Hindi and Mandarin to
follow," he said.
While Christian Vision continues to
spend considerable energy on its
growing number of international shortwave outlets, Gallardo is excited about
the increasing presence of Voz
Cristiana on local radio stations
throughout the Americas, including
the United States.
"We are on 55 stations in Central and
South America now, and adding more
every week," said Gallardo. The station
can be heard on local broadcasters in
Argentina, Bolivia, Perú, Colombia,
Paraguay, the Dominican Republic,
Guatemala, Panamá and Venezuela. In
addition, Voz Cristiana has added an
affiliate in North Carolina and two stations in Miami.
One of the Florida stations, Radio
Luz, 1700 kHz, can be heard well
throughout the southeastern United
States at night.
Many resources
"Miami is an international city,"
Gallardo said. "For us, there are many
resources, including people, who come
here from many countries and many
Christian leaders who pass through and
are available for interviews."
As the Spanish-speaking population
continues to grow in the United States,
Gallardo is hoping to sign new affiliates
across the country.
"Voz Cristiana provides 24-hour radio
programming especially for radio stations that want to add avariety of styles
and segments to their existing outreach,"
he said. "We try to be as versatile as we
can so that any radio station can use
hours at atime or just ashort segment of
only afew minutes."
The service is free to nonprofit organizations. Commercial stations are charged
amonthly fee depending on their monthly revenue and how much of the service
they use.
Voz Cristiana offers eight minutes an
hour for local commercial or program
insertion. With aC-band satellite dish of
no less than 2.4 meters and the purchase
of aComStream decoder, any station in
the satellite footprint can receive Voz
Cristiana signal.

•

Sure, it's nice to look at. But with over 300 VADIS D.C. II Digital Audio Broadcasting Consoles
in use worldwide it must be more than just infatuation. Maybe it's our revolutionary distributed
fiber optic VADIS AudioMedia Platform. Or simply an irresistible combination of brains plus looks.
5875 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., # 340, Norcross, GA 30092 Tel: 678.966.9900 Fax: 678.965.9903 www.klotzdigital.com
KLOTZ DIGITAL AMERICA a division of KLOTZ DIGITAL AG, Hans-Stiessberger-Str. 2A, C-85540 Munich, Germany 011.49.89.45.672.300
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Waiting for LPFMs in Ohio
by Daniel Slentz

part of a larger "twin-city" community
along with New Philadelphia. The cities
It was with great anticipation that I together have a population of about
40,000 while Sugarcreek much smaller.
followed the FCC's rulemaking for lowpower FM. It was also no surprise that
LPFM started to remind me of the
farce of LPTV. With low-power televibig broadcasters tried to stop LPFM dead
sion, it was my understanding that underin its tracks.
As a former commercial broadcaster
served communities were to get stations;
in fact the FCC licensed them to
and staff at one of Ohio's largest PBS TV
Cleveland, Columbus and cities like Kent
and radio operations, Icertainly could
understand concerns for overcrowding,
that were already getting clear signals
from major AD! TV areas.
but Isensed that their true concern was
The Newcomerstown Village Schools
about losing audience to yet another station. Two of my old friends are commerwere an even better fit for LPFM. Here's
acommunity of 3,000 with poor signal
cial radio broadcasters in Ohio, so Isymcoverage and alot of quiet FM space; the
pathized with this viewpoint.
few nearby stations have little to no
When the FCC finally began to accept
news, support or advertising in or for
applications, Istarted to look for nonprofit organizations that could target a Newcomerstown.
niche or fill a void. Realizing that there
Because the school was in the middle
of a major request to keep local tax
was agrowing Hispanic group within my
home town of Dover, Ohio, Ifelt that a funding in place, the idea of aradio stastation run by Dover Alliance Church
tion was a little frightening from the
could target that group as well as a aspect of tax- dollar support. But the
younger demographic with contemporary
superintendent, principal of the high
Christian music and positive messages.
school and guidance councilor ( their
"grant wiz" and AN media guru) were
Separately, Ialso found an enormous
void in radio coverage in my current
excited about the possibilities of alocal,
home, Newcomerstown, about 20 miles
school-operated station.
south of Dover.
Here was a great opportunity for
future communicators, speakers, engiOpen window
neers, even lowly DJs to gain valuable
Once the window for Ohio opened,
experience, which our county vocational
prior to the third-adjacent-channel rule
school can't even supply, and a way to
change, Icommunicated the LPFM idea
benefit the community.
to our church pastor and the superintenWaiting
dent of the schools. Both greeted the idea
Idid all the engineering, for which I
with enthusiasm.
give the FCC great credit in creating
At Dover Alliance Church we applied
online tools to do the job right. Imet all
and waited. We found that another
church, in Sugarcreek, had applied for
the deadlines; Iwas thorough in my
research and cost estimates for both nonthe same frequency.
It bothered me that achurch about sevprofit groups.
Then Iwaited. Naturally the thirden miles from Dover would apply for a
adjacent rule came up after all this was
frequency in that town. Although it wasn't prohibited by FCC rules, this demondone. To say the least, Iwas disappointstrated that the rules didn't necessary
ed. The rule is important, but Isure wish
support atrue "local" radio station with
it had happened before asingle applicalocal interests.
tion went to Washington.
The rule wiped out any hopes for Dover
Icould see and understand the other
getting afrequency. Newcomerstown still
group wanting to target Dover, as it is

tere

rrneçe By Design

had three good alternate frequencies.
Unfortunately Ihad gone with one of the
original eight that appeared to clash with
the third-adjacent rule.
Icontinued to wait for a second window of opportunity to modify our original application but hoped that the FCC
would find my frequency choice to be
acceptable under the current rules.
The news came! On March 28, notice
by the FCC was given that everything
was in order and our construction permit
granted. Everyone at the school was
overjoyed (and Iwas alittle surprised).
More trips to the FCC's Web site and
calls to their Washington offices were in
order. After alittle work and some great
customer service by the FCC staff, we
applied for call letters. Again the FCC's
site proved useful.
At the time of this writing I'm waiting
on confirmation of acceptance of the call
letters WNHS(LP) for Newcomerstown
High School. I've begun contacting
Broadcaster's General Store and BSW to
get equipment prices, and had opportunities to see most of the gear at the NAB
convention in April.
We're looking at equipment costs of
about $28,000 for a "top-notch" LPFM
system. My preliminary choices are a
Shively three-bay circular antenna with
de-icers fed by Andrews 7/8-inch cable.
The transmitter would be a Crown
FMX100 pre-processed with an Orban
Optimod 2200.
Studio gear would include an
Audioarts board, EV RE- 20 mics,
Pioneer dual DJ CD player and additional
audio support and automation by
Broadcast Software International's
Simian system. I'm still nailing down
our modulation monitor, EAS gear and
transmitter remote control systems.
With the exception of the tower and
antenna installation, I'll be heading up
the wiring of the transmitter chain and
studio. Iwill recruit every young electronics guru Ican find in the school to
help terminate connections.
The school already had determined the

exact antenna site and studio location.
The teaching staff has addressed the
teaching process and started thinking
about how to open opportunities to other
people within the community to become
local broadcasters.
The school guidance councelor (aka
"Grant Whiz") has already secured about
aquarter of the necessary capital and has
many more places to turn for support.
There's alot of excitement about our
little community LPFM station and it
continues to grow.
The author is audio/visual services
manager for the Longaberger Co., the
world's top handmade basket-maker Its
corporate office is in agiant seven-story
basket. The company has in-house
broadcast services including leaky- FM
cable signals.
He also has worked for Armed Forces
Radio and Television and for several
radio and TV organizations. Reach him
at dslentz@longaberger.com.
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Fifteen Years Ago
"After more than ayear, action on
the FCC's Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking to allow noncommercial
FM translators to be fed by satellite or
land-based microwave is still pending,
with no timetable for action.
"The rule change plan was released
by the FCC in April 1986, in response
to several previous requests from
Chicago's Moody Bible Institute.
"Many broadcast groups, including the NAB and National Public
Radio, oppose the translator feed proposal. Complaints ranged from 'objectionable' interference on Channel 6to
the possibility of a 'de facto' network
of translators."
News Item
June 1, 1987

MANUFACTURER
OF RF COAXIAL LOAD RESISTORS.
DUMMY LOADS FROM 1KW TO 1500KW,
AVAILABLE IN AIR, WATER OR SELF
CONTAINED HEAT EXCHANGERS.
HIGH POWER NON- REACTIVE CERMET
RESISTORS FROM 1OHM TO 20 MEGOHMS.

nALTRONIC

RESEARCH INC.

P.O. Box 249 • Yellville, Arkansas 72687 870-449-4093 • Fax: 870-449-6000
E - mail: altronic@mtnhome.com Web Site:http:, www.altronic.com
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Hands- On FM Antenna Repair
by Mark Persons

ed power, in this installation, is 100 watts
or 33 dB of return loss for aVSWR of
1.05:1. The spectrum analyzer and return
More radio broadcast engineers are
carrying RF spectrum analyzers these
loss bridge verified the wattmeter and
days. Analyzers are no longer the domain
VSWR measurements.
of television engineers and laboratories.
A tower crew did a visual inspection
My analyzer is an IFR A7550 which, I of the antenna and it revealed nothing.
understand, is no longer in production. It
There wasn't even an air leak.
The spectrum analyzer and return loss
is, however, the favorite of my friends
who do radio engineering.
bridge puts less than 1watt of RF energy
June of 1988 is when Imustered up the
into the antenna, so it was safe for atower climber to be near the antenna during
courage and about $ 10,000 to purchase the
testing. Ihad one tower climber put his
unit. Once Ilearned how to run it, the spectrum analyzer quickly became one of the
hands on the bottom bay of the antenna
most used pieces of test equipment Iown.
and saw the return loss change. He

climbed up and did the same on the next
bay up and so on until the eighth bay,
where there was no change when he
touched the bay.
Savings
The same was true of the ninth and
tenth bays. If only one bay showed no
change, then Iwould have suspected that
particular bay. In this case, the problem
pointed to the inter- bay line between
bays 7and 8.
Sure enough, the crew opened that one
line section and found aburned-out center conductor. It probably happened from

On the bridge
A friend, Jim Stanley, clued me in on
return loss bridges. These marvelous
three-port devices can literally paint a
VSWR picture on the spectrum analyzer's display.

the crew opened that
one line section and
found a burned-out
center conductor.

To run one, connect the spectrum analyzer's tracking generator to one port, the
spectrum analyzer's input to another port
and an antenna or some other load to the
sample port. When the sample port sees a
50- ohm load with no reactance, the
"return loss" is high, causing the displayed signal to be low on the screen.
Conversely, when the load is an open or
short, the displayed signal is higher up on
the screen.
You actually use a short circuit as a
reference. All readings are taken in dB
below this level. When looking at an
antenna that is well-matched at the center
frequency, you see adip in the response
at the center of the screen and the trace
rises on both ends. It is the Voltage
Standing Wave Ratio, or WVSR,
response curves that you see in antenna
specification sheets.
Using the return loss bridge, you easily can tune antennas and instantly see the
change in the quality of the match at the
frequency of interest and at the surrounding frequencies. It is the kind of tool that
everyone wanted years ago when the
technology wasn't there to produce one.
Irecently performed troubleshooting
on a 10-bay ERI FM rototiller antenna
using my spectrum analyzer and return
loss bridge. The transmitter was putting
20 kW into the transmission line and 1
kW was reflected. This represents a
return loss of 13 dB.
The VSWR was 1.6:1. Normal reflect-

alightning strike.
They lowered the line to the ground,
where Irepaired the center conductor and
cleaned the section. They had it reinstalled in short order and the antenna was
back to normal.
This measurement method took the
guesswork out of the troubleshooting. It
saved the client $ 1,000 or more in tower
climber costs and a half-day or more of
off air time.
As it turned out, the station was off the
air for only afew hours for the complete
troubleshooting and repair.
Mark Persons, WOMH, is certified by
the Society of Broadcast Engineers as a
Professional Broadcast Engineer with
more than 30 years experience. He has
written numerous articles for Radio World
over the years. His Web site is
www.mwpersons.com.

Broadcast Electronics has
developed anew IBOC
signal generator that
eliminates the need for a
second exciter in many
IBOC FM upgrades.

Sure enough,

Introducing the Af=lame.
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'JazzSet' Explores High-Res Audio
This month, the NPR program "JazzSet
With Dee Dee Bridgewater" will feature a
recording of the Count Basie Orchestra at
the 1,380- seat University of Michigan
Power Center in Ann Arbor. The program
will be aired by 140 stations to approximately 200,000 listeners.
Recording Engineer Mike Pappas performed two mixes: astereo mix for broadcast on "JazzSet" and asix-channel surround mix to demonstrate high-resolution
Sony Direct Stream Digital, or DSD,
recording technology. The stereo recording also used DSD.
The performance was part of atribute
to Duke Ellington hosted by the university's jazz program. It marked the first time
Ellington's " Night Creature" has been
captured digitally with full orchestration.
Radio World spoke with Pappas about
this project, which involved unusual use of
digital technology for aradio application.
Pappas also is chief engineer at
KUVO(FM) in Denver.
RW: You recorded this both in conventional stereo and in Surround using Direct
Stream Digital. Why?
Pappas: The conventional stereo mix is
the primary focus. The six- channel
Surround aspect was atechnology demonstration. It's my feeling that we broadcasters had better be looking at future technologies if we are going to effectively
compete in the marketplace.
Iread that people were buying the new
high-resolution formats — DVD-A and
SACD — primarily for the Surround
aspect. The highres aspect placed third in
the buying decision. So we broadcasters
had better start getting aclue about this
technology, even if there currently isn't a
broadcast delivery technology. Do you
want to be caught off guard? Idon't.
Direct Stream Digital is the Sony highres format. It is asingle-bit Delta Sigma
system that samples at 64 times the compact disk sample frequency of 44.1 kHz.
Its sample frequency is 2.8 MHz and it
offers 100+ kHz bandwidth and asignalto-noise ratio of greater than 115 dB.
The problem with single-bit systems in
the past has been noise. Sony, in cooperation with Philips, developed amethod of
using noise-shaping to place the noise artifacts that occur outside of the audio band.
DSD solves all of the problems that
PCM has. It does this by skipping the decimation process that PCM digital uses. In
virtually all PCM converters, the audio is
sampled as single-bit. From there it is run
through adecimation filter with assigns an
absolute value to it. The decimation
process is where thing go wrong in PCM.
Problems of PCMs include inverted distortion — distortion increases at lower levels which is just the opposite way we hear
things — as well as twos conversion, when
you go from aone with as many zeros as
you have bits, to zero with as many ones as
you have bits. When this switch happens
— and it happens thousands of times every
second — it generates all kind of glitches
and contaminates the power supplies inside
of the converter chips, and it gets into
everything — and the fact that any time
you have levels that are less than full-scale,
your resolution decreases.
Even with the "highres" digital formats, you still need brick wall anti-aliasing filters, and the DVD-A format's 96

kHz/24 bit sampling rate only gets you a
48 kHz bandwidth and not much better
than 110 dB signal-to-noise ratio. And
PCM converter technology is not making
great strides to meet the promise of 24bit's 144 dB signal-to-noise.

hybrid version that is fully backward-compatible with almost 1billion existing legacy CD players.
Also, since it samples at an even multiple
of the existing CD format, we can use the
Sony-developed Super Bit Mapping tech-

1,‘ Marcia L Ledford

by Paul J. McLane

MILMILAkia..1111killksecAlikAllk

Now why did we go to all of the hassle
in DSD? Simply because it
§ sounds better than PCM even when run
▪ through an FM chain with its 15 kHz
• bandwidth limitation. It even makes better-sounding 44.1 than using stock PCM
7: converters.

krecording this

University of Michigan's JazzSet,' featuring the Count
Basie Orchestra, was recorded for broadcast on 140 NPR
stations and as an experimental six-channel Surround mix.
On the DSD front, we get around all of
these problems by just wanting to know:
"Is the signal going up or down — Delta
Sigma — compared to the previous sample?" Very simple and very music-friendly.
DSD has aconsumer delivery format
called Super Audio Compact Disk, or
SACD, which, unlike DVD-A, offers a
GUEST

nology to take the DSD and convert it to
44.1 kHz at either 16 or 24 bits without having to do math tricks. All of the EMM Labs
converters we use have this SBM output
available for use with our DAT machines
and digital plant. Any way you try to slice
it, the DVD-A 96 kHz sampling frequency
doesn't evenly divide into 44.1 kHz.

RW: Who paid for the cost of the special.
D
, digital gear to do this?
Pappas: Iown all of the special gear nec▪ essary. In fact, KUVO and Ihave been
recording all of our live performances in
DSD since 1999.
RW: Why should Radio World readers be
interested in this experiment? Expand on
your comments about the possibilities for
high-resolution recording.
Pappas: This remote will be shipped to
NPR affiliates nationwide. "JazzSet" is one
of the hottest jazz programs that NPR
distributes. They have ahuge commitment
See HIGHRES, page 34

COMMENTARY

DAB Needs aKiller Application
While the United States radio industry considers IBOC digital
radio, terrestrial DAB is already a reality in some countries. But
even though the technology as used abroad may provide improved
sound quality, consumer acceptance is lagging.
Sylvie Scolan, DAB product manager for Harris Broadcast
Europe, argues that some features beyond audio quality might be
the boost DAB needs to break through in those markets.

which at times use the whole capacity for data transfer to the student. In several countries, including the United Kingdom, Canada
and Sweden, IP streaming services are broadcast and anew workgroup was recently established to develop standards for this area.
The most obvious and direct way of using the additional data
capacity is to give the listener adistinctly better experience than
the equivalent analog radio.

by Sylvie Scolan

Program guides

It is the classic chicken-and-egg situation.
Low sales of digital radio receivers mean manufacturers are
reluctant to invest in further research and development, and there
is no incentive to develop alow-cost chipset, so prices remain
high. And while prices remain high, consumers will not buy digital
radio receivers, so volumes remain low.
At the equivalent of $400 to $500, the DAB receiver is 10 times
the price of its analog FM equivalent. So how can consumers be
persuaded to buy? And how, in turn, will broadcasters recover
their investment in digital radio infrastructure through new services and revenue streams?
New workgroup
DAB is ideally suited to added-value functionality because it is,
in essence, abroadcast datastream with asingle carrier — the
DAB frame — of 1,715 kbps. Within that bandwidth, it is up to
the broadcaster how to allocate data — at rates from as low as 8
kbps up to 384 kbps.
Some of the data will be added functionality to make the radio
channel more attractive — displaying the name of the music and
performer, for instance, or even apicture of the album cover —
but some will be independent data unrelated to conventional radio.
Already there are experimental distance-learning services,

The Association of Digital Radio Enhanced Platforms and
Technologies, or ADEPT, is developing tools and functionality in
this arena.
Just as digital television needs an electronic program guide to
help the viewer find the required program, so too DAB can support an EPG, suggests the ADEPT project. The EPG carries a
description of the content of each program, so the user can plan to
listen to or to record aparticular program.
EPGs are being transmitted in the United Kingdom and
Germany, and at this writing WorldDAB is close to agreeing on a
final specification for such services.
ADEPT also is working on what it calls Broadcast Manager
Storage, or BMS. This will allow the receiver to be customized to
the requirements of the individual user, from establishing a
favorite channel list to automatic recording.
Panasonic already is implementing the necessary hooks for this
in the VAP1 DAB hardware platform.
In many ways, an extension of BMS is the TopNews "audio
anytime" service, which broadcasts MP3 files in adata channel to
be stored in the receiver. Typically, these will be short items, such
as weather forecasts, news headlines or sport scores.
The user will set up his or her specific requirements — only
local weather, for example, or just cricket reports — and can hear
See DAB, page 34
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to making the best recordings possible, and they spent alot of time
and effort to send me out and make this recording for them.
Second, we need to look at highres formats as broadcasters.
IBOC is just around the corner and Ipersonally would like avault
of highres sessions to feed our listeners when we put it on the air
— and at KUVO we are working with Nautel to beta-test their
IBOC exciter when it becomes available.
We need to be able to compete for listeners not just from other
broadcasters but other delivery formats. The sat guys, XM and
Sirius, are bushing the better-quality aspect, of their product very
hard, and we terrestrial guys had better have an answer. Ithink it's
highres and IBOC.
Third, Surround may become the future of broadcast. Who is to
say it won't? If consumers demand it, someone will figure out a
way to deliver it and we broadcasters had better have aclue about it.
Also, the manufactures always give you press folks all of these
great propaganda releases about their latest wiz-bang products but
they don't show you how people are using them. Here is agreat
example of lots of cutting-edge gear in action.
RW: Talk about the equipment used and how you accomplished
the project technically.
Pappas: The heart of this project is the Genex Research GX-8500
multi format recorder. The Genex is the "Vegimatic" of digital
recorders. It will record any digital format extant: 44.1, 48, 88.2,
96, 176.4, 192 at up to 24 bits and DSD. It records to hard disks
or MO disks and records eight channels at atime. The machine is
solid and reliable
We are using EMM Labs/Ed Meitner converters to take analog
signals from the mics and convert it into DSD. Ed's converters
are really great-sounding and he understands what happens at the
point where analog becomes bits like no one Ihave ever met.
Of course the most important part of any recording chain is the
microphones. For this project Iused awide variety of Neumann
and Sennheiser microphones.
So how did we put this all together?
The conventional stereo mix was created from amatched pair
of Neumann SKM-140 condenser mics. Highlight mics from
Neumann and Sennheiser were used to "help" players that may
need alittle extra support. A Neumann stereo dummy head mic
named Fritz was used to provide the "audience."
For the Surround's Left/Center/Right channel, we used
Sennheiser MKH-800 50 kHz multi pattern microphones. For
Height, we used the Neumann M-150 tube mic; for Rear

Fritz Plays a Role
After the "JazzSet" recording, Sennheiser and Neumann
issued apress release 'detailing the use of their microphones
in the project.
The manufacturer said Pappas captured the stereo recording with acoincident stereo pair of miniature Neumann SKM
140s augmented by a number of highlight microphones.
Important instruments were treated with small-diaphragm
Neumann KM 184s, large-diaphragm Neumann TLM 103s,
omni-directional Sennheiser MKH 20s or pressure-gradient
Sennheiser MKH 40s depending on the situation.
Instrumental soloists received a Neumann U 87Ai, and
vocalists received aNeumann KMS 105 live vocal condenser.
To record the University of Michigan Symphony, Pappas
arranged a pair of Neumann KM 84s in ORTF. "It's like a
1950's film noir soundtrack," Pappas told Sennheiser. "You
can see the black-and-white film stock and shots of mysterious cars driving down wet streets — it's exactly what Imixed
it for?'
Pappas captured the audience and room ambience using
the Neumann KU 100. Known as "Fritz," the KU 100 is
Neumann's binaural dummy head, which typically captures
three-dimensional information for reproduction in headphones. Pappas placed Fritz nine rows back and 25 feet in the
air, facing the head towards the back wall to attenuate the
direct sound from the stage and to accentuate the reverb.
The surround mix used three extended- frequency
Sennheiser MKH 800s for the left, center and right channels.
A Neumann M 150 at 25 feet served as aheight microphone,
and Fritz's outputs were routed to the rear channels.
The dimensional characteristic of the Fritz-captured reverb
impressed the engineers.
"I played it for abunch of colleagues at KUVO," Pappas
told Sennheiser. "When it was over, Ihad to scrape their jaws
up off the floor and put them back in their heads."

Mike Pappas works the recording board.
Left/Right, we split the feed from the Neumann stereo dummy
head mic. (
See sidebar.)
All mics were preamplified on stage using Grace Design 801R
remote-controlled microphone preamps. The amplified Surround
mics went directly into the ENLM Labs converters.
The stereo mix was mixed on aMackie 8*Bus mixer and then
converted to DSD. All of the microphone cables were custombuilt by Cardas Audio Ltd. 1used DAS Monitors in the control
room and intercom by Telex/RTS to talk to my soloist spotters and
stage techs.
RW: Now that the project is complete, what did you learn that
might be of use to radio engineers on similar projects in the
future?
Pappas: All of the hours Ispent and hundreds of e-mails that
were sent to all of the parties at the preplanning stage of this project really paid off. When you are athousand miles from your
plant, you have to make sure you have covered yourself for any
contingency imaginable.
Ithink Icould have done open-heart surgery with all of the gear
that Ibrought along as extra. Having a "game plan" as to how you
are going to get your gear there in one piece (thanks, FedEx) and
making sure you have everything you need is agood place to start.
It also pays to check out the local radio station and see if they
are willing to help keep afellow broadcaster out of trouble. Iwas
fortunate to be able to tap into the University of Michigan radio
station WEMU staff for assistance. Linda Yohn, James Cornish
and Nik Thompson from WEMU graciously pitched in and helped
out with this project from the planning stages to loading up the
van at the end of the show.
Christopher Konovaliv, the audio coordinator at the U of M,
heard about the Basie session from Dennis Wilson, professor at
the School of Music, and showed up to help out. He proved to be
invaluable when Iran into aglitch and need some help that was
outside of my area of expertise.
Coordinating with the staff at the U of M Power Center made
the load in and setup smooth. Ihad the house PA system input list
in an Excel spreadsheet two weeks before the event. Iwas able to
work with the front-of-house mixer, Roger Arnett, to determine
what mics we were going to share and what their assignments
were going to be in the snakes and splitters. This saved hours of
time that we didn't have on site.
Itry to enroll the equipment manufacturers in these types of
projects. For example, Rob Treloar at Sennheiser/Neumann suggested Itry the Neumann stereo dummy head microphone for the
audience pickup and arranging to get me one to use. Ican't tell
you how glad Iam that Ifollowed his suggestion, the mic sounded great.
All of my critical gear vendors knew what Iwas doing, why it
was important and what the dates were. This is areal confidence-booster when you are in a "only one shot at getting it
right" situation. e

the latest information instantly on
demand.
This is likely to be a subscription
service, giving the broadcaster a new
revenue stream for relatively little
extra effort, as the information will be
prepared for normal broadcasts anyway. This facility is already implemented in the Woodstock DAB receiver from Blaupunkt.
Radio is an ideal medium for travel information, not least because it
can be readily received on the move:
adriver needs to know before getting
stuck in a traffic jam. Automated
switching to traffic reports is one of
the most appreciated functions of
RDS in analog radio.
Two services are proposed for
DAB: the Traffic Message Channel
(TMC) and the Transport Protocol
Experts Group (TPEG) formats. The
technical difference between them is
that TMC is a low-bitrate service,
carried in the fast information channel, whereas TPEG is carried in the
Transport Data Channel, giving it significantly more bandwidth.
TMC is designed to give headline
information for highways and main
roads. In conjunction with a GSM
receiver or anavigation system, it will
warn the driver of trouble ahead on a
motorway journey.
Commercial proposition
Because of its greater data capacity,
TPEG can provide information in more
detail, covering more roads. It can also
interact closely with in-car satellite
navigation systems, proposing an alternative route around the trouble spots.
TPEG could be extended to other
modes of transport, covering buses and
trains for instance, giving the user
accurate advice on the best means of
transport as well as the best route.
TMC is defined within the DAB
platform and is on the air in France
and Germany under the service name
Diamond.
The final specifications of TPEG are
being undertaken by the European
Broadcast Union ( EBU) as the same
technology is applicable to DVB, but
TPEG services are on air in the United
Kingdom, Sweden and Germany.
TPEG is an excellent commercial
proposition for the broadcaster, who
could be expected to charge ahealthy
subscription to drivers who want to
reduce journey times and the frustration of being stuck in traffic.
These are just some of the services
that can be added to DAB to make it
more immediately attractive to consumers, raising additional revenues for
broadcasters.
Everyone involved, from broadcasters to consumer electronics companies,
needs to maintain the pressure to
develop an innovative and attractive
DAB service, which is much more
than just digital radio.
Sylvie Scolan is DAB product managerfor Harris Broadcast Europe.
For information on TPEG, visit
www.tpeg.org. Information on ADEPT
is at www.adept.eu.com.
Information
on
other
DAB
applications is available at www.
worlddab.org.
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Model 2023 Au lio Processor VIkIll

S

ettling for flabby, undefined bass? Buried, clouded, mids? Shrill, annoying high end
that you just can't tune out of your current processor? Is your only comfort that some of
your neighbors on the dial sound as bad or worse than you do? Then it's time to step up to
the new Aphex 2020MkIII.
Radically new processing algorithms and circuitry bring even greater loudness while maintaining clarity and musicality. The bass is tight, deep and resonant, the mids are detailed and
forward, and the highs are open and natural. The 2020MkIll is so powerful, yet so clean, it is
the only " broadcast" processor used in world class post production and mastering facilities.
With an extensive range of useful controls you can readily achieve your own unique sonic
signature .... asound that you'll never want to get rid of.
Call us today to audition the new 2020MkIll at your station.

APfailEX

SYSTEMS

Improving the way the world sounds"
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aphex.com
Aphex is aregistered trademark of Aphex Systems
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Mac le Production Mixers

The Mackie 1642VLZPRO mixer offers aperfect combination of mic and line level inputs. It has 16 total channels (8mic/line
plus 2stereo mic/line plus 2stereo line). Superior mic preamps deliver even lower noise and higher headroom than Mackie's
previous design. Features: 10 preamps; 48V phantom power; 8TRS channel inserts; 60 mm faders; 4AUX sends, level, pan
-20 dB and OL LEDs on each channel; 3band EQ with sweepable midrange on mono channels, 4- band EQ on stereo channels.
The incredibly popular 1402VLZPRO offers 6mic preamps, 4stereo line inputs, easyto-control 60 mm linear faders,
separate ALT/cue bus,headphone matrix and more.
The 12- channel 1202VLZPRO is perfect for smaller projects and includes 4extended dynamic range preamps,
8high- headroom line inputs, phantom power, advanced DC pulse transformer RF rejection, 3band EQ and more.
Mackie

1642VLZPRO

Mackie

1402VLZPRO

Mackie

1202VLZPRO

ONLY S849.00
ONLY $ 529.00
ONLY $ 399.00

Top $69"
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Super Affordable
Behringer Mixers
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MX1! 604A

Behringer

MX602A

ONLY $169.00
O NLY $ 69.00
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BEHRINGE

$119"
AC or Battery Operated
The MX81002 10-channel mixing console offers the choice
of AC or battery power! Perfect for studio or on-the- road
applications it offers five mono, four stereo, and aspecial stereo
tape return channel. All stereo channels feature separate gain
controls for mic and line rnputs.Balanced 1/4" and XLR.

,AL e10599"

SHURE'

eeee.7 .-reer

F=7:=

(up to a $ 725.00 value)

cur, •

Behringer's digital console offers afeature set you won't
find in any other product in its class. Its 32 channels, 16
internal busses and 8AUX sends make it extremely
versatile. Full-fledged dynamic and static automation
functions, extensive synchronization options and a
comprehensive internal I/O patchbay make it apowerful
production board. Plus it has four on- board effects
processors. Call BSW today for full details.
DDX3216

$649 "
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Remo eChampion
The M367 is arugged and quiet compact mixer with
6balanced mic/line inputs; phantom power; input peak LEDs;
balanced, 2- position mix bus; switchable output peak/limiter
with adjustable threshold and limiter LED; battery/ACNU
meter and program monitor input selector; and metal chassis.
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MV12/6 is ahigh-performance mixer for use in asmaller
space applications. 12 input channels and 6independently
assignable output buses (4group + stereo) deliver
exceptional versatility. All channels have a3band EQ,
2AUX sends, effect send, bus switches for routing to group
1/2, group 3/4 and stereo outputs, and achannel fader.

Yamaha

MV12/6

powerful monitor section make them enjoya
channel;anv combination of mic or line inpu
studio coitrol with TalkBac•<; remote module

*YAMAHA
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These Audioarts consoles offer totally mcd
suitable for contin IOUS on-air use.Illunriinate

On/Off machine control on each channel; aut

.
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Audioarts
Consoles set th
Reliability and

ONLY $1,599.00
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Choose aFREE Input or Simple
Phone Module with purchase

I 1.

New Digital Console

Behringer

*FREE

$169"

sA
$1,599"

ONLY $ 119.00

Shure M367 ONLY $ 599.00
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Packed with quality features and functionality
and at half the cost of most compaiable mixers,
the Behringer MX1604A is an excellent choice for
budgetminded studios. Features: 12 channel inputs
(4 mono and 4stereo);4 mic preamps with phantom power;
3- band EQ; 2AUX sends and 2stereo AUX returns; steel casing.
The MX602A 6-channel mixer is ideal for your project studio, remote
event or applications that demand quick mixing in alimited space. Behringer's
ultra- low- noise circuitry and high-quality mic preamps ensure transparent, noise-free
performance. It offers 2mono and 7stereo channels, 3- band EQ and more - all in a
unit weighing no more than 3lbs.
Behringer
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limited time offer!
R6012 ( 12 channels)

List $ 8,243.00

R60128 ( 8channels)

List $ 5,812.00

R6018 ( 18 channels)

List $ 11,280.00

R601812 ( 12 channels)

List $ 8,364.00

SP60

Simple Phone

Lust $ 725.00

IN60

Input Module

List

$614.00
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ON'
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ON
FRE
FRE

AUDIOARTS

HURRY, Sale Ends 6/15/02

Order

st Source for Professional Audio Products.

SAVE on 5 Packs!
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BEH RINGER
You'll be p.emantym_rprised at the ire rate
sound from nese very wel built, rery inexpen-

KOSS

sive mi!! Inch. ales 2 had case for each, and an
on/off vvitch ft.r inuedibte deal!

GreE to•N ccst headphc ne; far studio or
remotes. Lght-ve.ght. witly aful -enclosure Jesig

XM2000SF'KG ( pack of 5)

5

TD61PKG ( pack of 5)

.DIALY $ 89.00

ONLY S9Ç..00

5for $ 89 °

Winctech vrriscee rs are hig 'aqua is', cost
ffective,anc co -ne . n 4ariety ot colors! This
-pack is per -e:tly suited for the Itehrirxer
XM200E mica.

‘ A_s

HOT
PC Audio
Card!

SAL/

60 On-Air
Standard for
Performance
ihr design with features and durability

5for $49" làkwe

PROCO
Quality,
low- loss 25' mi: cables at
agreat prire.Complete yc..ir new
ma lawcxage with this 5pack!

IVi2SPKG ( pack of 5)
ON

LY $49.00

switches, smooth glide fadErs and a
Ile to operate. Features:: two inputs per

-111—

ihese durable mic stands ai
incredible bargain exclusively from BSW.

MS200PKG ( pack of 5
enic stands)

ONLY $ 89.00
Ark IL— WW1/JR IIIre

s; Program, Audition and Mono buses;

ALE

If you're serious about
digital audio, you shouldn t
settle for anything less than atruly

199°'

professional audio iiterface The 11,11A audio card
features 2balanced inputs and outputs (+ 4dBu),
24-bd/96kHz converters. 106 dB of dynamic
range, S/PDIF digital audio interface, and
8 " virtual" outputs_

Echo

s A Le-

MIA

ONLY $ 199.00

$99"

control of On/Off, Cough andlialkBack;
)matic control room and studio moni:ue amp and speaker; LS- 60 six- source
el ma nframe loaded with 12 channels.
san 18- channel mainframe loaded with
laninels.Righ: now, through June 30,
lone or IN60 Input. Hurry, th is is a

$7,189.00
( $ 5,069.00
( $ 9,835.00
( $ 7,295.00
with purchase*
with purchase*

ENGINEERING

Signal Distribution Wizard
Whether as 2 splitter, amixer or alevel raiser, the
Behringer ULTRALINK PRO MX882 guarantees ultimate
reliability and the shortest possible sigial paths. Its
extensive routing possibilities, professional switching
concept, and XLR and ' /4" TRS conned ors make it
extremely flexible. Features: 8- in, 2ou - line mixer; 2- in,
8-out line splitter; usable as 6- in, 6- out level matching
amplifier or DI box; usaole as indepencent matching
ampâfier to convert between - 10 dBV and +4dBu.

Behringer

MX882

ONLY $

99.00

s A LE110"

Rack-Shelf 4- Pack
Rack em' up people.This heavy-duty 2- space rack-shelf is
perfect for racking gear without rack ears. Fits equipment up to
17-3/8" wide. Save money with this exclusive 4pack!

Middle Atlantic

U2PACK

ONLi $ 110.00
•

o

Industry Standard Voice Processor
TheSymetrix 528E is the on-air standard voice processor. Features: microphone preamp,
phantom power; t
,
oice symmetry switch ( phase rotator; de-esser; compression/limiting with
downward expansion; and 3band parametric EQ.

Symetrix

528E

ONLY S499.00
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Today 1. 800 42 6 843 4 or www.bswusa.com

Bob Bruno, VP and General Manager of WOR Radio
8c WOR Radio Network is passionate about his city.
"

New York is the greatest city on earth, and WOR has been
avital part of it for 80 years. New Yorkers don't settle for
second best in anything. So when we got our new
digital audio delivery system, we chose the best—
DADPRo32 from ENCO Systems. It's powerful, easy to use
and it works great. So do yourself afavor, call ENCO Systems.
Then come visit New York City!,,

c

Smarter. Faster. Better.

ENCO

SYSTEMS, INC.

www.enco.com
I - 800-ENCO-SYS
1-248-827-4440
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How to Prove Safety First Is Good Business
Effectiveness
Of Ad Copy
CORNER

by Ken R.

by Vincent M. Ditingo
Why did radio face such an uphill
battle in 2001? The answer lies not only
in a sluggish advertising economy, but
in the inability of many radio sales managers to substantiate the effectiveness of
radio ad copy recall, especially when
compared to television.
Certainly, the disappearance of dotcorns, consolidation in other industries
and fluctuations in consumer confidence contributed to a fairly unstable
advertising landscape during the past
18 months.
Lack of research
According to many radio salespeople,
however, there still was alack of specific marketing research information, particularly as it relates to the structure and
creativity of ad copy and its ultimate
effect on listeners.

Study results

Some accidents are more serious
than others.
If someone slips on the ice in your
station parking lot and twists an ankle,
it is usually aminor problem.
But if an employee or even a contract engineer falls off your tower or is
electrocuted at your station, it triggers
along line of unpleasant consequences
beyond the human suffering.
There are potential fines, time-consuming and expensive lawsuits and the
possibility of additional targeted
inspections from the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration.

Anticipate danger
Mark Perriello is director of safety
and health for Viacom Inc., which
owns more than 180 radio stations and
34 TV stations including CBS/Infinity.
It is his job to anticipate dangerous situations at the company's facilities.
"If you look at the Bureau of Labor
statistics for all industries in 1999,
about 6.5 percent of the population at
work had some type of injury,"
Perriello said. "Radio is not as risky as
construction sites, but it's probably a5
on ascale of 10."
Perriello cited electricity as one of
the biggest safety concerns in broadcast and believes strongly that people
should be trained for the specific voltages they will be working with.

A crew from W1TG(TV), Washington ran its van mast into a230,000-volt circuit
line in 2000. The mast transferred 115,000 volts to the ground, lifted rocks
and shattered the sidewalk and curbing within seconds. The photographer had
acamera on his shoulder, tethered to the truck with multiconductor cable. It
exploded_ He has not returned to work two years later due to his injuries.
For example, he said, many think it's
safe to work on an electrical system if
the power is shut off. But turning off
the power is not sufficient.
"They are wrong because anyone
could walk into that maintenance area
and turn it on by accident," he said.
Safety
measures
such
as
"lockout/tagout" devices are available
to ensure working engineer's safety at
the station.
"This means power is shut down and

alock is put onto the breaker or switch
so someone can't turn it on accidentally while the engineer is working."
Other areas
Perriello also studies areas not
designed for human occupancy. This
can include wiring trenches, equipment
closets or spaces under floorboards and
between walls.
"In those cases, OSHA has a 'confined
See OSHA, page 42

reveal that radio
ads are capable of

Some things just don't go unnoticed.

achieving significant
recall even when

right signals.

listeners are distracted.

For example, do radio ads lead to the
recall of copy points and brand name
among consumers?
Because advertisers measure research
value for service industries such as radio
by results, amore detailed and organized
documentation of radio's proven track
record for moving product needs to be
presented to the advertising community.
That task is the mission of the new
Radio Advertising Effectiveness
Laboratory.
The RAEL, ajoint effort between the
Radio Advertising Bureau and Arbitron,
with funding from several radio companies including Interep, recently published the findings of its first major
project, acompendium of some 50 existing studies of radio's effectiveness as an
ad medium.
See AD COPY, page 46

That's why you need
to make sure
you're senCing the

P

A Furman
MS Series
Confidence Vonitor
helps broadcast and
recording
professionals ensure
analog and digital
audio and/or video
signals are de ivered
as planned.

Contact Furmar
Sound Icr more
info -mation
FURMAN SOUND, INC., 1997 South McDowell Blvd.,

etaluma,

CA 94954-6919, Phone: 707-763-1010, Fax: 707-763-1318
www.furmansound.com, e-mail: info@furmansound.com
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GALLERY

Crystal Radio Award Winners. Top, from left: John Davison,
KABCIAM), Los Angeles; Cal Flak WJON(AM), St. C/ouct, Minn.; Bob
Breck, KNCO(AM), Grass Valley, Calif; Bruce Agler KWJJ(FA4),
Portland, Ore. Bottom: Bill McElveen, wrcs(F-44), Columbia, S.C.;
sandy collins, tril_cinF114), Dayton, Ohio; Donna Renae, KIRO(AML
Seattle; Susan Nguyen. KPAM(AA4), Portland, Ore.; Drew Horowitz,
WTMX(FM), Chicago. Also honored was KLIDL(FM), Kansas City.

Keith Reinhard of DDB Worldwide Communications
Group spoke about taste and decency in advertising.
While critical of those who would regulate them, he
said radio airs much that he's embarrassed to share
with his teenagers.

THE SOURCE FOR SOLUTIONS
For the last 30 years QEI has supplied innovative FM Transmission
solutions.
HIGHLY RELIABLE SINGLE TUBE GROUNDED GRID FM
TRANSMITTERS
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n the AEIA Audio bootkl talk host Bob Enyart conducts aSan
spirited
Ffahdebate
,-With HaffiS0h

Chastang, news director of KPOO(FM) in

CiSCO.

For 15 years QEI has manufactured a line
of technologically advanced grounded grid
FM transmitters that provide outstanding
performance and reliability.
SINGLE PHASE HIGH POWER FM
TRANSMITTERS
QEI was the first broadcast equipment
supplier

to

offer

high- power

FM

transmitters able to operate from single
phase AC power sources. These products
allow the development of many transmitter
locations where providing 3 phase power
would be cost prohibitive.
COST EFFECTIVE SOLID-STATE FM
TRANSMITTERS

i--}

QEI has been manufacturing solid-state FM transmitters since 1975,
longer than any other US manufacturer. The QUANTUM Series FM
transmitters are power efficient and very competitively priced. They
are designed in 600-watt increments so you can buy precisely the
amount of power output need.

Sam Donald

Fritts
Mays, Michael Powell and Eddie Fritts

QEI also manufactures the finest FM Modulation Monitor and Test
System available and the CAT- LINK Digital STUTSL System.
Contact QEI today and let us put our innovations to work for your station.
Contact our sales department at 800-334-9154 ( International 856-7282020) or by e-mail at qeisales@qei-broadcast.com.

Web site http://www.qei-broadcast.com
0E1 CORPORATION
PO Box 805 Williamstown NJ 08094 USA
54\856-728-2020\856-629-1751 Fax

800-334-91

QUALITY

ENGINEERING

INNOVATION
Attendees rest befole hitting the expanded

LVCC show floor.

1314‘11L
technologies

today's
broadcaster
thou ht:
You need

dependable
broadcast software
you can count on

Because you
have a

radio station
to run

You have mo -e important business than worrying if your
broadcast automation software is working. So why devote
your valuable time and resources trying to reinvent the
same hassle free experience OMT's iMediaTouch is known
for? After all, we have been developing broadcast automation
software that radio stations have trusted since 1984.
With a host cf automation features designed to save both
time and resources without breaking the bank, our ¡ Media
software family has received multiple industry awards for
innovation. Maybe that's why over 400 radio stations around
the world choose OMT for their broadcast automation
software. VVny not join them?
In the broadcast industry, you can't afford to divert your
attention awEy from driving your business. But you can afford
iMediaTouct-,and we're just
.
acall away: 1-888-665-0501.
iMediaTouch broadcast automation software.
Completely dependable. Completely affordable.

To learn more, visit
www.omt.netidependable
for afree demo

Broadcast Automation Software
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OSHA
Continued from page 39

space' standard," he said. " Before
someone goes into that area, he or she
must test the air, ventilate the area and
again, make sure no power can be
turned on in that space while someone
is in there."
While it is impossible to anticipate
every contingency, OSHA has developed preparedness procedures for most
weather, fire and medical situations.
These rules do not have to be part of
the station public inspection file, but
employees should be familiar with
them.
Control issues
"What do you do in these cases?"
said Perriello. " Who is in control?
Which critical employees will stay on
the air at the station and which will
vacate? And how do you keep the
remaining people safe and out of the
way of emergency workers?"
Perriello said about 80 percent of
the safety rules that apply to radio stations could also apply to any business.
It's the other 20 percent that are so
important.
"At a radio station, one might
encounter lead solder, isopropyl alcohol or paint," Perriello said. "There
could be flammable materials such as
acetone near where a spark of static
could start afire. And people also need
to know the possible reproductive dangers of inhaling any chemicals."
While safety laws vary slightly
among states, most jurisdictions have a
"right to know" law, according to
Perriello, which means employees
must be told how hazardous or reactive
materials workplace materials may be.
"It is up to the employer to collect
the names of these substances, identify
them and receive and disseminate
information from suppliers," he said.
If someone has to make an emergency trip to the hospital, it is helpful
to know what he or she was exposed to.
"People buy things like lubricants or
paint, use aportion and store the rest,"
Perriello said. "This can not only be a
hazard but adisposal problem as well.
Those Styrofoam signs from a remote
broadcast will release soot and carbon

monoxide when burned, for example."
Fire suppression is abig item in any
facility; radio, though, faces the additional danger of people falling from
towers and other structures.
Perriello
said
many people are
guilty of thinking
that accidents only
happen to others.
"A guy will say,
'I've been working
on towers for 10
years and Ihaven't
fallen yet.' How
dumb is that?" said
Perriello.
"If you're asking
someone to climb
higher than six feet,
even if he or she is
not one of your
employees,
that
person must follow
OSHA guidelines,
because if it occurs
on station property,

ante to bring companies into compliance. If they can't get you on conscience, they get you on the money,"
Bell said. "Money tends to be the bottom line of enforcement."

Another factor of which stations
should be aware is how OSHA looks at
consolidation in the radio industry.
"Let's say your company has stations in multiple markets and a workplace accident occurs in one city,"
Perriello said. "If the accident happens

Tower of power
While Perriello is concerned with
the arena of radio station safety, Mark
Bell, president of Safety Awareness/Certification Associates, concentrates on electronic newsgathering
equipment — specifically ENG trucks
with telescoping masts.
"The OSHA codes are built on testimony of witnesses' to accidents and
autopsy reports. The codes that are in
place are good and it's really more a
matter of making stations train all their
employees better," Bell said.
"Electrocution is a very cruel,
vicious thing to happen to anyone. The
consequences of making one wrong
move can change lives dramatically in
milliseconds."
Height is not the only factor to
consider.
"It's the mast height radius perimeter. If amast is 40 feet high, the liability area includes the whole area where
that tower could fall. It's the station's

SPACE

TECHNOLOGY G ROUP. I
NC.
PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST

AVAILABLE

Orlando, FL32835
Te1:407-822-7055
Fax: 407-296-2587
www.balsys.com
sales@balsys.com

Call Simone For Details
1-703-998-7600 ext. 154

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio World's readers. Reach Radio Station and
Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message.
For information on affordable advertising
call Simone at

training manual and give it to everyone, having them sign a document
saying they read it."

Mark bell conducts asmall group
safety awareness seminar.

"Last year in North Carolina, six or
eight people died falling from towers,
and now the state has initiated a standard that could be adopted throughout
the country for tower work," he said.

BALSYS
Analysis - Installation - Support
7141 Tallowtree Lane

Bell believes OSHA uses monetary
fines as away of controlling behavior.
"Their job is to keep increasing the

Mark Perriello is director of safety
and health for Viacom Inc.

the owner could be held accountable,"
said Perriello.

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
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liability, and perhaps the operator's
liability."

1-7 03-998-7600,

ext. 154.

The A/V Pane' of the VVTTG Van After Power Line Contact
Bell said many manufacturers do an
excellent job of preparing educational
materials. He named Will-Burt as one
company active in this area.
"But for some reason, all of the
people responsible for operating those
vehicles don't always get this information," Bell said. " Stations should
take the manufacturer's materials, use
them to prepare a comprehensive

in another city, OSHA could look at it
as a 'repeat' incident for your company. Even if the manager in the second
city is unaware of the first incident, he
could be liable for repeat inspections
and larger fines," said Perriello.
Ken R. is a former broadcaster
whose only on-the-job disaster was
when he aired a record that the own.
er's wife hated.

•

Resources
NAB offers the ninth edition of "The NAB Engineering Handbook" on
its Web site, www.nab.arg ft has sections devoted to electrical shock, tower safety, OSHA rules and disaster management. The site also offers several "lockout/tagout" safety signs for purchase.
At www.sbe.org, the SBE provides radio-relevant safety links including
Bell's site, www.engsafety.com. Another SBE link is to www.lightningsafety.com, the National Lightening Safety Institute site.
The National Association of Tower Erectors, at www.natehome.com, is a
nonprofit trade group that provides specialized tower safety standards and
works to prevent price collusion among its 500 members. NATE is dedicated to tower loss control.

•STATION

SERVICES•

Programs and Services for Radio Stations
Mail info and photos to:

RVV Station Services, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

Daily Radio Feature
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Encourages Prayer for America

Lets Listeners React

"American Inspirations" is a new
radio program that encourages listeners
to pray for the president and the nation.
The daily one-minute feature, which
highlights the role played by people of
faith in the founding and building of the
United States, airs on approximately
1,000 stations.
"American Inspirations" is part of
The Presidential Prayer Team, which
is described as a nonprofit, nonpartisan effort to enlist 1percent
of the population (2.8 million
people) to pray daily for the
president and the nation's
leaders.
In conjunction with the
radio
program,
The
Presidential Prayer Team
announced that President
George W. Bush was chosen
as the recipient of the 2002
American Inspirations Award
due to his "unwavering emphasis on prayer and reliance on God
for the heavy decisions he must
make in the world's most powerful
office" after Sept. 11 and as the war on

terrorism continues.
The program is available on CD.
For more information on the
"American Inspirations" radio program, call (520) 797-7173 in Arizona
or visit www.presidentialprayerteam.
org/media.asp.

Listeners who call
your station are
most likely to be
among P-1 listeners, according to Arbitron.
But many stations are
unable to answer those
calls, losing a potentially valuable link to their
audiences.
With a phone line
and Web access,
RadioVoodoo
ensures radio stations that each listener's request, song
query
or
comment
is addressed.
The interactive phone
service allows stations
to track callers, including
demographic information
daypart via searchable database, and to see trends in
song performance as well as

how astation playlist's popularity varies
by daypart.
With RadioVoodoo, when calls aren't
answered within six rings, listeners are
greeted in the voice of your station and
offered five options: Press 1to request a
song, 2 to leave a recording, 3 for
what's playing, 4 for the weather
and 5for the traffic report.
RadioVoodoo clients
include Radio One's
KKBT(FM)
in
Los
Angeles and Infinity stations
WBCN(FM) in Boston and
WHFS(FM)
in
Washington.
Jones
Radio
Networks will market
Radio- Voodoo exclu,ively.
For more information
contact
Eyal Rimmon
in
Massachusetts at (413) 458-1201 or visit
the
company
Web
site
at
www.radiovoodoo.com.

Steppin" Out' Is
True Reality Radio
The recovery community has anew radio resource. "Steppin' Out" is marketed
as a 12-step show targeted toward people struggling with recovery from addictions
through a12-step program.
Hosted by industry veteran Tom Zarecki, the program is available two hours
weekly on a100-percent barter basis via CD or MP3 Internet delivery.

your voice is your life.
spend it wisely.
Tom Zarecki hosts "Steppin" Out.'
"Steppin' Out" features pre-screened guests from the recovery community
addressing issues from drug and alcohol addiction to gambling. It became nationally syndicated in January and airs on several major-market stations in Los Angeles,
New York, Las Vegas and Nashville, Tenn.
For more information contact Denise Mclntee in New York at (845) 359-3299 or
e-mail info@powerfulradio.com.

www neumannusa com/103RW
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Telephone: 860.434.5220 • FAX
Canada .Tel .514-426-3013 Fax 5144263953
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Quick: How many octogenarians can
you name who are not only still active in
broadcasting but also still regularly onair? Paul Harvey? Naah, he's only 70something. Dick Clark? Same thing!
WTIC(AM)'s Bob Steele? Absolutely
— the Hartford legend still stakes over
the airwaves once amonth.
But how about weekly?
At Inner City Broadcasting's
WBLS(FM), black radio pioneer Hal
Jackson, at the ripe young age of 86, continues to host his "Sunday Classics"
show on the famous urban station.
Jackson has been a part of the New
York radio landscape for more than five

But as happens with many successful
people, the commitments took their toll
on his personal life, ending several marriages and for a time, creating distance
between Jackson and his children.
Jackson tells of his involvement in
the 1950s payola scandal, and how
false accusations forced him to start
over. He tells of union activism and
subsequent union-busting as a manager/owner, fundraising and community
service efforts on behalf of scores of
causes and his career as a sports and
rock ' n' roll promoter.
Early on, you get the feeling he would
have thrown it all away for the chance to
become the first black play-by-play
announcer in baseball's major leagues.
He had announced Negro League games
on apublic address system and Howard
University sports on the radio in
Washington during the ' 30s.

decades as apersonality, promoter, programmer and broadcast executive.

Early radio promos

Radio Trailblazer: Hal Jackson
by Peter King

Some of the book's best features are
the reproductions of promotional materials and articles featuring Jackson during
the early parts of his career.

He was there
Jackson and co-author James Haskins
have written the long-time broadcaster's
memoirs in "The House That Jack Built,"
named after the program he hosted for
many years.
While parts of the book may leave you
wanting, there's plenty to savor and
digest. Jackson's memoir reads like areal
life version of "Forrest Gump."
The best stories are Jackson's continual efforts to break down racial barriers in
and out of broadcasting. He was present
at many of the landmark events of the
1950s and ' 60s (Martin Luther King's "I
Have A Dream Speech," the SelmaMontgomery march in Alabama) and
hung out with the leaders of the civil
rights movement ( King, Jackson,
Abernathy).
He was, apparently, in the right place
at the right time to meet the role model
for George Gershwin's Porgy, baseball
legends Babe Ruth and Jackie Robinson,
black educator Mary McLeod Bethune,
President Harry Truman and scores more
of the rich and famous.
During the ' 50s, he hired struggling
actor Telly Savalas and child model (andfuture Commerce Secretary) Ron Brown
as gofers in New York, to run errands
and pull records for his show. And the list
goes on.

They include posters of his various
concerts ("WLIB Stars Get Around!
Hal Jackson Brings Rock and Roll to
Carnegie Hall featuring Bo Diddley,
Etta James, Bill Doggett, Joe Turner,
tickets $ 2.50 to $ 4.75!") sporting
events (" Thrilling Play by Play
description by Harold Jackson, Howard
University vs. Virginia Union,") ad
fliers (" Coca Cola is in the air with a
bigger advertising schedule than ever
on Hal Jackson's popular ' House that
Jack Built' every day on WLIB") and
news clippings (" Harold Jackson
Returning to D.C.").

break. All for the princely sum of 50
bucks aweek.
Jackson made a name for himself on
WOOK and other stations in the D.C.Baltimore area, sometimes working three
shifts on three (non-competing) stations
daily to make ends meet.
By 1949, he hit the big time, when he
was offered $300 a week to go to New
York's WLIB(AM). Although he would
briefly return to Washington, by 1951, he
was back in New York to stay, this time at
legendary station WMCA(AM).

Benny Show," blacks were almost nonexistent.
Jackson had become apopular radio
personality, in part, he said, because
many listeners and broadcast executives
didn't realize he was black.
That didn't happen until he was
recruited for his own kids show on TV,
"Uncle Hal's Kiddie Show," on New
York's WPIX. A groundbreaking show,
the audience was totally integrated.

Disappointing is that only 26 pages are
devoted to 1968 and beyond. Jackson and
co-author Haskins zip through the shift of
AM to FM and the struggles and successes of Inner City Broadcasting, where
Jackson serves as group chairman along
with his WBLS hosting duties.
Inner City's WBLS became one of the
most successful and profitable stations in
New York; one would think its rise would
merit more than ahandful of paragraphs.
Nor do we hear much about Inner
City's success and struggles in other
cities. Those stories might have provided

His first radio gig came during the
Appreciated
1930s at WINX(AM), but not without a
This time would be different. WMCA
struggle. Jackson approached the station
had abigger signal than WLIB. He writes
manager about running abrokered black
he hired struggling
that owner Nathan Strauss wanted him to
sports show, " The Bronze Review
return
to
the
city
"not
as
a
black
personwhich Jackson would sell and host.
actor Telly Savalas and child model (and future
ality, but as apersonality, period.
The manager, Jackson said, told him
"He didn't expect me to adopt the per"No n-- will ever go on this radio
Commerce Secretary) Ron Brown as gofers.
sona of black emcees ... nor did he
station."
expect the jazzy delivery that went along
Jackson got around the roadblock by
with (that role).
purchasing the time through an agency,
"He let me keep my dignity and ...
never mentioning the color of the host or
believed
that Iwould appeal equally to
guests to the station.
While it would last only six months,
black and white listeners."
interesting and useful information for the
Although he promoted "The Bronze
the show broke down yet another color
Interestingly, Jackson writes that
next generation of urban broadcasters.
Review" widely through black-owne d
barrier
and
allowed
Jackson
future
televiStrauss had done his own market
businesses, churches and other channel
There are some minor mistakes,
sion opportunities.
s,
resear
chon bl ac kli
steners — this was in
Jackson said no one at WINX caught on
including some incorrectly captioned
. 1951, mind you — an d f
ound that New
As he did in D.C., Jackson pulled a
By the time he and his guest showed u
pictures and some misspellings, but
radio hat-trick in the Big Apple during
p York-area blacks spe ntwe ll over $ 1 bil15 minutes before the 11 p.m. airtime, h
overall,
"The House That Jack Built" is
the early 1950s, working on the air at
e lion annually as their incomes and li vi
ng
an educational, sometimes heartbreaksaid, there was no choice but to let him
WMCA(AM) and WNJR(AM) in
standards increased.
go on the air.
ing, often heartwarming story about the
Newark, N.J. and hosting a nightly jazz
In other words, Strauss was one of
Jackson's first full-ti me radi o j
ob came
rise of one of radio's groundbreaking
show
live
from
the
famed
"Birdland"
the first mainstream broadcasters to
broadcasters.
later, at WOOK(AM) i
n Washington
nightclub on the ABC Radio Network.
D.C. It would notbe an understatemen , desegregate radio at a time when that
"The House That Jack Built" is pubIn addition, he promoted scores of
t was an unpopular move.
to say that Jackson was the radio statio n;
lished by Harper Collins Publishing, with
events, including the first rock ' n' roll
Also not popular in those days: blacks
alist price of $26.
he was on the air from sunrise to sunset,
show at Carnegie Hall. In those days,
on TV. Except for roles like Eddie
and sold adve rti si
ng dur i
ng his lunch
Peter King is an Orlando Based correpromoting R&B shows to white audiAnderson's "Rochester" on "The Jack
spondent
for CBS News Radio. Contact
ences was also an unpopular cause.
him at pkingnews@aol.com.
,
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During the 1950s,
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Experience. Stability. Vision.

And Max Turner.
Here's aguy who makes the most of his opportunities.
After ten years of on- air work at WFMS, Max wanted to
better utilize his electronics skills. Susquehanna gave him
the chance, with apromotion to Chief Engineer.
Then, just two years ago, as Engineering Manager of
three Indianapolis stations, Max had the opportunity to
fulfill alifelong dream.
"My dream," he says, "atotal
rebuild of the facilities...a
chance to design the studios
the way we always wanted, with
state-of-the-art equipment."
As he took the stations
from records and carts to
atouch- screen digital
operation, Max enjoyed total
support from the corporate
office. In his words,
"Susquehanna has the
best group of engineers in the industry.
We all communicate and share ideas."

Make aSound Career Choice!
With operations in major markets across the USA,
Susquehanna offers anumber of employment options.
For more information about radio career opportunities,
call our Human Resources Department at ( 717) 852-2132.

Max Turner
Regional Engineering Manager
WFMS/WCRL/WGLD, Indianapolis
WRRM/WMOL Cincinnati

razi SLISQUEI-IANNA
RADIO

CORP

140 East Market Street • York, PA 17401
(717) 852-2132 11 Fax ( 717) 771-1436
Susquehanna Radio Corp. is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer,
an ESOP Company, and maintains aDrug- Free Work Environment.
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Continued from page 39
The collection of studies, mostly
culled from the last two decades, comes
with details of methodology and major
findings based largely on brand recall.
They are taken from key radio marketing studies conducted in the United
States as well as other countries including Canada, Germany and Great Britain.

Other study results from the compendium reveal that radio ads are capable of achieving significant recall even
when listeners are distracted and that the
best radio ads can be as potent as the
average television ad.

May 8, 2002

percent to 38.4 percent of all respondents).
The test was conducted via telephone
among 600 radio listeners and 600 TV
listeners on their ability to recall ads
that aired the previous day.
Also of interest in the radio- vs.-TV

Ad length
Important findings that emerged in
more than one study show that the effectiveness of radio ads (as measured by
recall) is highest when the ad is longer
— 60 seconds vs. 30 seconds, for example — contains frequent brand mentions
and has relatively few different ideas.

For instance, a 1997 Canadian radio
study conducted by the Radio Marketing
Bureau of Canada and detailed in the
compendium, reveals that aided recall for
radio advertising achieved 83 percent of
TV's rate of aided advertising recall (32

debate is aGerman radio study, released
in 1999, sponsored by a consortium of
European media companies. The study
used data collected in radio and TV
diaries over ayear's time and in face-toface interviews with some 2,000

respondents.
The authors concluded that an ad
campaign combining radio and TV is
nearly twice as effective in creating ad
recall as TV alone.
The release of this comprehensive
research package goes along way to statistically counter common objections by
advertisers and agencies for using radio
even as a secondary medium for their
messages.
"Advertisers have increased their
focus on return on investment, and are
now demanding higher accountability
from their agencies and media partners,"
stated Owen Charlebois, president of
Arbitron U.S. Media Services.
Charlebois and RAB President Gary
Fries are co-chairmen of RAEL.
According to Arbitron and RAB, several new studies are planned for coming
months. A RAEL research committee
will include agency and advertising representatives along with executives from
the radio industry. Research findings,
past and future, are being posted on
www.radioadlab.com.
Uptick

Meanwhile, after adown year, radio
entered 2002 on apositive note by posting
a 1-percent increase in total advertising
revenue in January as compared to the
previous January.

MARTI can
With
cutti

make your next remote broadcast a breeze
products designed and produced with
ng edge technology at a MARTI price.

DIGITAL CELLCAST
The digital version of our popular Cellcast transmitter is the easiest to use - lighter, more rugged
and capable of remote broadcasting from virtually
anywhere in the world. Just turn it on and go!

To that end, it appears more radio
salespeople have been applying "outside-of- the- box" non-traditional business tactics. This includes such methods
as increasing per- inquiry and per-order
advertising in which stations receive a
percentage of each order.
But when it comes to the impact of
advertising, the proof remains in the
pudding or, in radio's case, in the effectiveness of ad copy.
The task of communicating radio's
deep successes in brand as well as in
general overall recall to all levels of
advertising management should be the
responsibility of every local and national sales manager, from New York to San
Diego and from Tampa to Seattle.
To borrow a line from Alexander
Pope's "An Essay on Criticism," circa
1711: "A little learning is a dangerous
thing: drink deep or taste not the Pierian
spring."
Vincent M. Ditingo is an assistant professor of communication arts and coordinator of the radio program at the New
York Institute of Technology. Contact him
via e-mail to vditingo@aol.com.

STL-20C
The easy to tune STL-20C
delivers more power,
reliability and better cooling.
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Premiere, TVVI
Create Sports

SRPT-40A
The SRPT-40A is highly reliable and feature
packed. Now, the exact frequency can be dialed
in from the front panel, from 430 MHz through
480 MHz, making it easier than ever to use.
Other frequency bands available in 2002.

News Radio
A joint venture between TWI and
Premiere Radio Networks has created
Sports News Radio.
SNR is touted as aglobal sports news
service for stations that will provide affiliates access to breaking sports stories.
SNR is available on the Web to subscribing stations.
The service offers aminimum of eight
audio clips aday on breaking sports features plus a 1- minute daily sports bulletin.

e2002

Broadcast Electronics, Inc. MARTI is a regIstered trademark of Broadcast Electromc,. Inc
RVV2002

TWI will produce SNR content while
Premiere Radio Networks is slated to
market the service.
For more information call Premiere in
California at (818) 461-5400.

Musicam USA
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POTS Codec
See Page 54

Resource for Radio On-Air, Production and Recording
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Take Care of Hearing Health
by B azo Guzina

Audio professionals in general and
sound recording engineers in particular
are aware that hearing is the most precious tool they use in their everyday
activities.
The sensitivity of the human ear is
much greater than that of the eye. The
audio frequency spectrum covers a
range of more than 10 octaves while the

ratio for intensity levels.
Dynamic range — the difference in
dBs between the loudest and the quietest sound intensity that the ear normally can detect — is spread between
the threshold of hearing and the threshold of feeling ( 120 dB at 1kHz).
That means the human ear provides a
subtle yet very robust mechanism capable of responding to sound pressures at
aratio of 1million to 1.

Pascal ( Pa). This sound pressure is
superimposed on the ambient atmospheric pressure, which is of the order of
100,000 Pa, or 1bar, while the ear can
withstand and respond to sounds of
pressure amplitudes in excess of 100 Pa.
The healthy ear is not only an
extremely sensitive microphone but,
together with the brain, areal-time frequency analyzer capable of fine discrimination between tones.
The sense of hearing could, therefore, be regarded as the most complicated and efficient of receivers, comprising
a complex and sophisticated system of
acoustic, mechanical, biochemical,
hydraulic and electrical engineering.
The upper limit of sound-pressure
level to which a human ear responds
without discomfort, tickle or pain usually is called the threshold of feeling and,
though it is chosen arbitrarily, it is most
often considered as a level of 120 dB
over the threshold of audibility (0dB at
1kHz).
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Shecky 's
Back: Oh Joy,
Oh Rapture
by Alan R. Peterson

Due to circumstances beyond our control, The World According to ARP reluctantly announces the return of Shecky
Peterson.
Shecky represents my dark side, the
shadowy, smarmy, washed-up Vegas-style
comic that annually emerges from my id,
shortly after an NAB convention.

Approaching danger
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Fig. 1: Audible Range of Frequencies and Sound Pressure Levels
With Approximate Regions for Music and Speech
visible light frequency spectrum covers
less than one octave.
The ratio of highest-to-lowest audible
frequency ahuman can hear is 1,000:1.
By contrast, the ratio of highest-to-lowest light frequency visible to humans is
barely 2:1. Even more convincing is the

The sound pressure variations produced by vibrations of a sound source
in the air are very small compared with
the static atmospheric pressure.
The slightest sound that an average
and healthy young adult can hear corresponds to a sound pressure of 0.00002

This does not mean that higher
sound- pressure levels cannot exist.
Unfortunately, they can, and this is a
reason we also speak about athreshold
of pain, corresponding to asound-presHe is easily envisioned: think of every
sure level greater than 130 dB.
cliché lounge comic or crooner in history,
Human hearing can cope with peaks
real or imagined. Then place him in the
of sound so loud as to produce pain, but
classic pose, sidled up next to achipped
it can also detect the quietest of sounds,
Baldwin baby grand, tie loosened over a
which must originally have served as a frilly blue "tux" shirt, mic in one hand and
warning of approaching danger.
awatered-down gimlet in the other. That's
Because hearing loss can occur not
the guy.
only with age but also overexposure to
Shecky frequently offers up one convenloud sounds, audio professionals
tion groaner after another, some with a
should educate themselves in hearing
sparkle of truth or an observation that some
conservation.
of us would not have noticed.
Let us first examine the aging effect.
Bounce agold spotlight off that grayHealthy young people can hear sounds
ing pate, add a self-triggered rimshot on
See HEARING, page 52

See SHECKY. page 53
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MZ-B100 Offers Improved Design
by Daniel A. Robinson
Since introducing the MiniDisc format in the early 1990s, Sony has been
busy year after year redesigning and
shrinking the size of its various
recorders and players.
We have gone from the first MD, a
battle tank called the MZ-1 ( with its
huge NiCad battery, optical line in and
out capabilities, backlit LCD and direct
entry keys), to MDLP and NetMD
machines operating on asingle AA.
My first Sony
My first MD recorder was the MZR3. Ifollowed the development of the
technology and by 1995 felt confident
enough to purchase an R3 while on a
stopover in Hong Kong.
Iimmediately began using it as my
main portable recording device as I
reported for the Voice of America in
Southeast Asia (although doing direct
phone feeds from portable MDs is quite
another matter).
The MZ-R3 operated on two internal
AA batteries — regular alkaline or
rechargeable — along with an LIP- 12
lithium in an external case attached to
the left side of the unit.
To recharge the LIP- 12 batteries,
however, required a separate AC unit,
capable of charging two batteries
simultaneously and also capable, with
the addition of a separate cord, of running the MZ-R3 on AC power.
Istart with the description of the
MZ-R3 to preface my review of the
new Sony MZ-B100 because Ibelieve
the early Sony recorders — particularly MZ-1, R2, R3, R50 — had features
that users of MD dearly wish had been
retained.
But Ifocus here on two of the most
important aspects of portable operation
— reaction time of the mechanism to
commands and the time required for
Data Save/TOC Edit.
My MZ-R3, with which Istill have
with no plans to part, has extremely
quick reaction times in FF/RR, as well
as the super fast mode with the Pause
button depressed. This makes editing a
joy. Within ahalf second or so of pressing abutton, the machine engages.
After recording or editing changes,
upon pressing Stop, the TOC Edit
process is no longer than 2seconds. The
same is true on my companion MZ-B3
(which Iacquired new via the Internet).
While Iam no expert in MD motor
design or power consumption issues, I
can only assume that the price we have
paid for miniaturization is longer TOC
edit times and maddeningly slower
FF/RR. Sony's revision of its splendid
MZ-B3, a solidly built field performer,
was the MZ-B50.
Those of us who either purchased the
B50 or who were able to test them
immediately noticed the problems —
TOC edit times of 10 seconds or more,
and frustratingly slow FF/RR. There
were ergonomic issues as well.
The B50 was somewhat uncomfortable to hold in the palm of the hand —
far too boxy. The volume control,
placed on the right side of the machine,
nonetheless was difficult to access with
one finger, an issue linked to the overall size of the unit as well as the
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thumbwheel itself.
The LCD window on the B50 also
had acheap appearance; the clear plastic seemed to have been plunked down
on the face of the machine — on my
unit, it took little time for dust particles
to make their way into the display, an
issue that has been raised of late in MD
discussion groups on the Internet.
The B50 also suffered from loud
motor noise. This could be heard clearly on the recording being made. If the
actuality ( sound) wanted was in the
first 15 or so seconds after activating
Record, chances are you would hear the
whirring of the motor as it accelerated
to "cruise" speed.
So, with the B50 the main problems
were the long TOC edit times, slow
FF/RR engage and the loud motor.
Design issues
Onto the B100. Let me begin with a
positive. Sony gets high marks for its
design of this unit. Its ergonomics are a
joy to behold. It has a light bluish silver color, and the first thing Inoticed
was the curved design of the machine's
top half.
The overall size has been reduced
from the B50. The stereo mics have
been moved in from the top edge of the
machine, as the LCD itself was relocated to near the very top of the unit. As
well, the Easy Search buttons, formerly
two long silver sliver buttons at the bottom of the LCD on the B50, have been
rounded on the B100 and moved up
below the LCD. These also double as
cursor locators when in labeling mode.
The track mark button has, with
apparent considerable forethought,
been placed at the bottom right of the
machine just near the side volume
control wheel. This is excellent —
when holding the machine it is very
easy to move the thumb across the
range of button options, from Stop on
the left to track mark and record mode
on the right.
The small LEDs for REC and VOR

have been relocated — they are now
above each other over the still thankfully large REC button. FF/RR has been
turned into a single toggle, and thin at
that. And while Iam on the size reduction, the small vertical buttons under
the LCD, including Enter, Play Mode
and Display, are also quite small.
On the B50, the Erase button on the
right side of the machine is around silver button. This has been changed on
the B100 to ared rectangular one — a
most welcome change since it has a
very different feel.

Regardless, Sony deserves praise for
the look of the B100. It has a wonderful, sleek appearance and is easy on the
palm. The Stop, Play, Pause and REC
buttons, along with the track mark button, are located in an indent that is part
of abump that includes the FF/RR toggle bar and the record mode selector.
The speaker is in the depression
leading to the nicely designed LCD,
which is framed ( unlike that of the
B50, which seemed merely to be a
LCD slab glued to metal) in an attractive dark gray.
On the very front of the B100 are the
Mic/Remote plug, the Eject slide switch
and the Hold button. Eject also has been
redesigned. The disc now jumps out
upon eject activation, anice touch.
As for the remote, it is terrible, overly simplistic and seems to have undergone absolutely no redesign from the
B50. Ergonomically, it is a flop. It is
uncomfortable to use because of its
flatness and small size, and it is
extremely difficult to activate the controls on its thin edge.
While on general complaints about
construction, let me add this. Sony,
please give us back the little black ribbon in the battery compartment ribbon
which aids extraction of the AA or other battery types.
Improved response time
Returning to the key issues of the
B50 and the question of what Sony has
done to improve with the B100, it
appears that Sony has improved the
response time of the FF/RR. You can
expect a 3- to 4- second delay on hitting FF or RR. It is clear that the delay
is caused by the need for the motor
to spin up.
Hitting FF or RR for about 1second
or a bit more, releasing, then immediately hitting FF or RR again, results in
an instantaneous response. As Ihave
had only a Japanese language manual
while assessing the B100, Iam not sure

Two important aspects

of portable

operation are reaction time of the mechanism
to commands and the time required for Data
Save/TOC Edit.

Similarly, on the left of the
machine, the Bass control is a gray
rectangular button. As for inputs, the
B100 retains the single jack for analog
and optical, next to the microphone
jack. The mic sensitivity control is on
the left side of the B100, a simple
two-position slide switch.
Shifting between record modes on
the B100 is accomplished via a button
to the right of the VOR LED. Sony has
placed the record Sync button on the
right side of the machine.
It is not yet clear if the MZ-B100
was designed after the MZ-B50, possibly in reaction to the flaws of that
machine. Ihave my doubts about that
because the B100 rolled out in Japan
quite quickly after the B50.
Perhaps the two designs were put into
production almost concurrently. It also
seems that Sony's main objective with
the B100 was to add MDLP capability.

whether Sony includes this advice in
the section dealing with FF/RR, but if
they do not, they should.
On the issue of TOC read times, Iam
sorry to report that there seems to be no
little or no improvement. Tests yield
TOC/Data Save times of up to 13 seconds. The only explanation that comes
to mind is the power/voltage tradeoff.
A test with an MZ-R50 yields a 6
second TOC/Data Save time. Again, my
old MZ-R3/B3s are in the 1- to 2- second range.
This is most frustrating. For ajournalist, it is important to be able to go
quickly from recording material to
editing. Having to wait 13 seconds is a
time-waster.
But here's where it gets interesting.
When the B100 performs a Data Save
and TOC Edit, rather than only aTOC
Edit, read times are much longer. This
See SONY, page 51
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The radi o
exhibits will
move from
the North
Hall to th e

David Beesley, Ian Jones and Henry Edwards of HHB Communications
show off their new 8-track location sound recorder, the PortaDrive, offering portable 2 4b96 HZmultichannel recording and on-board mixing.

Central

Hall
next J/ear

Michael and Theresa Gay of Purdue University made
this quilt for Broadcasters General Store. Posing are recent
additions to the sales team Cindy Edwards, Gary Tibbot
and Cecile Gibson, along with BGS veteran Buck Waters.

Try to control yourself...

cdcast
NAB
in

Hall of Farne Inductee

Dic k Orkin,

shown

with David Kenne dy and Eddie Fritts, recalled hisyouth
Sunbury, Pa. 'The Orkin boys wan ted
TV of course, but

my father wourd tell us, You don't need a TV just close your
e_yes and you'll sa ve us nearly a thousand dollars."'

Remote Facilities Controller
control transmitter from any telephone
8-64 channels of telemetry and control

1:.<

programmable control by date and time
optional printer and modem adapters
programmable telemetry alarms
full- featured, affordable, reliable
integrated rack panel

1,
o

E

knelligent Rack Adapter
parallel ponter interface
internal modem for data
front panel status indicators
battery backed power supply
rack mountable chassis ( 1U)

Dual Channel Andre Faiside
provides contad closure on loss of audio
adjustable from 7seconds to 4.5 minutes
monitors two audio channels

•It

integrated rack panel
cost-effective, reliable

model ofs-2

SO

International dealers are trained on new Omnia products by Frank Foti.

innovative solutions
nashville, tennessee • 615.228.3500 voice • 615.227.2393

4111> Sine Systems
ax-on-dern

www.sinesystems.com
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Sony
Continued from page 48

also seems to have something to do
with battery power. When the B100
does only aTOC Edit (0 to 5 seconds)
read times are about 7to 8seconds.
For me, motor noise can be a relatively minor concern — as long as one
is aware of the issue. But it is interesting to observe, or more accurately,
hear the problem itself. To activate
Record requires a single push of the
largest button on the machine. This
sets the motor in motion, and the
machine begins recording almost
instantaneously.
Some motor noise
Between 0 and approximately 6 seconds the motor seems to go into apreliminary startup mode. From 6 to
approximately 15 seconds, it is in a
slightly less- noisy stage, finally settling
down to a relatively quiet state. Imust
still report, however, that this motor
noise is quite noticeable on playback,
particularly in the first six seconds of a
recording.
Thanks goes to Sony for the useful
jog wheel on the left side of the B100.
It functions for labeling and track
moves, as well as speed control. Ihave
not gone into the Group function in this
review, as Ido not use it in my work
with MD.
As for MDLP, it is a nice feature to
finally have in Sony's single business
recorder. In my testing, LP2 is quite
good, and it is handy to have the option
of using LP4 when in need of cramming more material on asingle disc.
The bass control, by the way ( which
is labeled Sound), operates only when
using headphones or playing through a
car cassette adapter. The Voice Up
mode, which appears in the LCD, only
operates with material recorded in
stereo mode.
Two final recommendations: There is
no reason in my view for Sony to have
left out the ability to set record mode
manually. And one excellent feature
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would be abutton allowing the user to
skip backward in atrack in small increments; such a feature is used by
Marantz on its large 650 machine.
Considering the labor required with the
B50, and the B100 to an extent, to
engage quickly in FF/RR a skip back
control would be highly useful.
Sony is still the only manufacturer
with a portable speaker/microphone
MD recorder. The MZ-B100 has
enough features to justify its purchase
by news organizations or individual
journalists looking for a well-built,
compact machine, with long battery life
on asingle AA and MDLP capability.
This evaluation is based on my
hands on use of the MZ-B100 for afew
weeks, using aJapanese manual. Ihave
not had the opportunity to correspond

with aSony representative.
Sony responded to my observations
on the B50 with explanations emphasizing that machine's focus on business
users ( thus the Voice Up function).
Sony did, however, say that Sony engineers would be working on the issue of
battery longevity and FF/RR times.
Perhaps we still have yet other models in the business/pro recorder line to
look forward to. Sony is still the only
manufacturer with a small portable
speaker/microphone MD recorder.
My thanks to minidisco, the Internet
MD retailer, for providing the test unit
on which this review is based.
Dan Robinson is an avid MD user
and works as a correspondent for the
Voice of America. He is based in
Washington. e

Product Capsule:
Sony MZ-Bl 00
MiniDisc Recorder

e

Thumbs Up
/Excellence of design/ergonomics

rMDLP capability

/ Extensive group folder functions
• Onboard mics and speaker
./ Single AA battery power

—

Thumbs Down
/Overly long times for
TOC Edit/Data Save
FF/RR still slow to engage
Motor noise still significa
Price: S499.95
For information contact So
New Jersey at (201)930-100

@weefeafaa

Mackie Forges
Agreement
With Peak Audio
A licensing agreement Mackie
Designs recently made with Peak
Audio, adivision of Cirrus Logic Inc.,
will permit the incorporation of the
Peak Audio CobraNet technology into
current and future Mackie, EAW and
RCF products.
CobraNet is a real-time digital
audio distribution technology that
allows the transportation of audio and
control data over 100 MB Ethernet
networks. The company says it has
become a standard for multichannel
distribution in the commercial sound
marketplace.
Mackie says its aim is to offer reliable solutions to customers who design
and assemble digital audio systems with
Mackie, EAW and RCF equipment.
For more information contact
Mackie Designs in Washington state at
(425) 487-4333 or visit the company
Web site at www.mackie.com.

INTRODUCING THE ASI4342. Get abundle of features, without spending abundle. The 4342 has everything
you need for serious audio: 2stereo outputs, 1stereo input, 4play streams and 1record stream. It handles
MP3, MPEG Layer 2 and 16 bit PCM. Want more? How about drivers for all flavors of Windows, and
Linux. XLR breakout cables included, naturally. All for just $ 995 list, even less in volume quantities. So
grab the ASI4342 and start getting more. For a lot less.

+1-302-324-5333

40i

Sound Engmeenng
Sonic Excellence

I"

www.audioscience.com
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their ears as the finest tool they use in
their work. The hearing mechanism is
the final recipient of sounds produced
by audio systems.
Perceptual changes usually occur
Continued from page 47
over the course of several years and
with frequencies ranging between 16
appear gradually rather then suddenly.
Hz and 20 kHz. At the age of 30,
Consequently, even audio professionals
humans still hear tones over 17 kHz;
for all sound pros to
may not immediately notice that hearbetween 30 and 40, up to around 15
ing loss is taking place.
kHz, and between 40 and 50, up to 12
be aware of the harmful effects that can
When hearing loss is due to overexkHz. Over the age of 50, the upper limit
posure to loud sounds, it will first result
could be lower than 10 kHz.
come from years of day-to-day overexposure
in aloss of the ability to hear high freThe ear's dynamic range also is
quencies
and, later, to hear middle and
reduced by frequent overexposure to
to high sound levels.
low frequencies. People usually begin
sound levels exceeding 85 dBA for
to notice achange in their hearing abiliextended periods of time. Hearing loss
ty during normal activities.
may be even greater among professionThey may notice difficulties in
als who are used to prolonged work
understanding aconversation in anoisy
health than do other people, especially
be open to sound.
with high listening sound levels —
those who work under pressure — cornAlso, as emphasized at the begin - environment while, in more serious casaround or over 90 dB, for instance —
es, they may notice changes of atimbre
mon in radio and television stations.
ning, sound professionals depend on
during their everyday activities.
in music. Sound professionals who find
themselves increasing the volume of
control room loudspeakers are experiencing an early sign of loss.
Sad but true: most people suffering
from hearing loss usually need not an
increase in volume but in clarity of
sound.
See the sidebar for specific steps to
protect your hearing.
Loud sounds can interfere with
speech communication. They can
Dear Radio World Reader: Last year, many of the greatest names
annoy. They can disturb concentration,
in our industry teamed up with Radio World for a year- long sweepstakes _.e.)
thus causing a decrease in efficiency.
extravaganza that resulted in almost $ 50,000 in prizes given away. .0004
And, worst of all, they can damage
•
hearing.
Due to the overwhelming response from you, we've decided to do
Bla.fo Guzina is a senior engineer at
it all again in 2002 as away of showing our appreciation to our
110d1.
Radio Televizija Srbije in Belgrade,
loyal readers.
Serbia. He is a professor in the Sound
Throughout 2002, Radio World will conduct 26 random drawing ,? ,
eltStS
Recording Department of the Arts
Prizes and winners will be announced in every issue of Radio
iieçr'
Academy at Univerzitet Braça Kariç.
Contact him via e-mail at blazo_
World. That's 26 chances to win!
guzina@yahoo.com or visit www.bg.
To enter the contest you need to complete these three easy steps:
dk3.com.

Hearing

Hearing loss also is affected by stress
and anxiety levels. Sound professionals
have to be more concerned with hearing

Further, unlike other people, sound
recording engineers cannot wear hearing protection devices. Their ears must

It is important

Enter to win one of 26 great
prizes in Radios World's reader
appreciation contest giveaway!

*rid.

('77

•

1. Go to our Web site: www.rwonline.com
2. Click the Readers' Choice icon on our home page.

SeePsta4
Nee

3. Follow the instructions and fill out the electronic entry
form — that's it, you're done!

This is your chance to participate in our Readers' Choice program and win great prizesfrom these fine Radio World supporters:

Broadcasters
General Store

4.,°/•fem,r
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FOR THE SIGHTS AND
SOUNDS OF THE WORLD

431b.
AUDIO

PROCESSING

I. Adopt the habit of working
with listening levels as low as
possible. Sooner or later — the
later, the better — you will be
forced gradually to increase the
sound level of your monitors.

co=x®
GEPCO

INTERNATKJNAL, tsC.

Can Take
Sound professionals should be
aware of the harmful effects of
years of day-to-day overexposure
to high sound levels.
If you work in such environments, consider these measures
to safeguard your hearing:

TECHNOL

*audiolechnica.

TECHNOLOGY

Steps You

FE

2. Take regular pauses between
recording sessions. Spend some
time in a quiet environment in
order to let your ears rest a little
before continuing.
HENRY
ENGINEERING

Lighthouse
Digital

©MM . s.c.m.s. sonliFEx OYAMAHA
Contest Rules .To enter the drawing, simply register online at www.rwonIine.com/sweeps. 26 drawings will be held throughout the year. Contest registration
expires Dec 4, 2002. Final contest prize announcement on Jan. 1. 2003 One prize per winner. All contestants MUST reside in the United States and have avalid
mailing address. Winners should receive prizes within 30 days of notification; however, actual delivery time may vary and is not guaranteed by IMAS Publishing.
Federal, state and local tax laws may apply to prizes and are the sole responsibility of the winner . Employees and affiliates of IMAS Publishing are not eligible.

3. Visit aqualified audiologist at
least once a year for diagnostic
testing. Beyond standard clinical
hearing tests, new tests have
been developed to evaluate hearing ability in the presence of
background noise; the normalized Hearing in Noise Test
(HINT) is more appropriate for
sound professionals than the usual tests.
Always bear in mind that damage is proportionate to length of
exposure, sound levels and frequency.
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Shecky
Continued from page 47

the punchlines and you've got the full
picture.
So ladies and gentlemen, direct from
Washington D.C. — where aman is still
aman unless he's voice-tracked — please
welcome Shecky Peterson!
Cue the band
(Brass and sax music stinger the usual
polite golf-claps) Hey-yy, good evening,
ladies and gentlemen. Good to see you all
here. Hey, show of hands: who went to
see Dick Orkin get inducted into the
Broadcasting Hall of Fame?
(Every hand in the room goes up)
Wow. Nice turnout. Inever met the
man, but Ionce had one of his guys spray
my house for bugs. Ba-dabum!
Man, the trip out here was horrible. I
was seated between two vultures on the
plane. Yeah, real vultures! The flight
attendant comes by and asks if they're
hungry. " Yes," said one, "I'd like two
dead raccoons please." The flight attendant brings him one dead possum
instead. "What kinda airline is this?" he
screeched. "Iasked for two dead raccoons!" And she said, "Sorry sir, rules
allow only one carrion per passenger."
Badabum!
Oh, and things were no better when I
got to my hotel. One of those "theme"
places with awestern motif. I'm there at
the bar when a three-legged basset
hound in acowboy hat sits down on the
stool next to me. He stands up unsteadily
on the barstool and announces to the
room, "I'm lookin' for the man who shot
my paw!"
Of course that was before that big black
bird sat down next to me and ordered a
highball. The bartender told him, "Sorry, I
can't serve you. You're amynah."
Ba-dabum!
Thank you, thank you, yer awunnerful
crowd.
So now what's with this IBOC thing?
Does it work or doesn't it? Just when I
got used to all those other acronyms like
LPFM and LMA, along comes this one.
So what do those letters stand for?
"It's Bogus, Old Chap?" " Infinitely
Brilliant, Only Costly?" " It'd Better
Operate Correctly?", or maybe it was two
engineers talking after tests one day: "It's
Broken!.. . Oh, Crap!"
(Piano player whispers in Shecky 's
ear)
What? " In- Band, On- Channel?"
What's that mean? Iworked acruise off
of the United Kingdom one summer with
some bum musicians. Iended up throwing them all into the English Channel. I
called that "One Band In Channel." Is
that the same thing?
(Piano player shakes head)
Oh. Well, you know the one thing
an IBOC engineer never yells when
he invents something? EUREKA. Bada bum!
Light bulb jokes
So how do you get your I.T. person to
change a light bulb? Tell him it runs
under NT and you want aLinux bulb.
How do you get a music director to
change alight bulb? Tell him its misfiled
under Recurrents.
How do you get Dr. Laura to change a
light bulb? First be sure the light bulb
really wants to change first.
How do you get a news director to
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change a light bulb? "We don't have a
news director Call our AM station ... no,
Idon't have the number."
How do you get the "flood warning"
bulb to light up on your EAS box? Call
for atornado alert.
How do you get a tower climber to
change a light bulb? "Oh, they're not
bulbs anymore, they're LEDs."
How do you get an overnight jock to
change a light bulb? You can't; computers don't have hands.
Oh, and hey, speaking of computers

this is easy up here??!
Did you see the Mayo Clinic had a
booth at NAB2002? Yeah, so did
Hamilton Metalcraft and the guys that
make the Rycote mic windscreens. Dare
they call themselves Ham with Mayo on
Ry? Good thing they didn't talk to
Wheatstone.
And
what
if
Winemiller
Communications — you know, the guys
that recondition broadcast vans —
merged with Fischer Connectors?
Hmmm, wine ... fish ... got the mak-

'Washington, D.C. — where

53

call the show closed:
It's 4o'clock, the day is through —
Frank Foil's blasting out The Who —
People grabbing fact sheet bags,
One last roundup for neat-oS.W.A.G.,
Isit and watch the Crowds Go By —
(Bring in the strings)
It's time to take those airsick drugs —
We lost our boss in rolled-up rugs —
All the NAB signs come down,
As we shuffle out of town,
Isit and watch the Crowds Go By —
(Turns on red spotlight for effect)

a man is still

a man ... unless he's voice-tracked.'
— Shecky Peterson

Let's box our demos off the floor —
And see the dings not there before—
One more pull at the quarter slots,
Imight win ...
(pause, smile, then sad expression to
crowd)... but Ido not,
It's time to join the Crowds Going By —

The piano winds down
(Seinfeld-type whiny voice here), what's
ings of apretty good Friday night meal,
Well, that's the show this year, folks.
the deal with all those computers on the
don't they?
Don't forget to tip your waitress, and
show floor? Nobody is bringing cart
send anice note home to your families.
machines to the show anymore. It's all
Mandatory tearjerker
Use those free postcards in your
computer! And they all came to the conhotel room drawer, but do it before the
vention floor in two models: obsolete and
(Piano player plunks awannup chord)
new postage rates take effect. Vegas is
obsolete-ready.
the only place where it takes 23 cents to
(Author's note: It's true. This may well
Okay, bring down the lights. Iwant to
put your two cents' worth on a penny
have been the first year in five decades
leave you with a pretty tune done years
postcard.
that nobody brought a cart machine to
ago by my personal good friends, the
Thank you, thank you, yer awunnerful
the NAB show. If you know differently,
Rolling Stones. You remember "As Tears
audience. See you at the 10 o'clock show.
drop aline.)
Go By," right? Well, this is what you'll
Reach Shecky — er, Al — via e-mail to
And all those operating systems! I be humming next year right after they
alanpeterson@earthlink.net.
mean, yeah, everybody wants to move to
Windows XP and Win 2000. But you've
got Windows CE for PDAs, NT for
II
servers and ME for the program director's office machine ... folks, ever notice
that those letters spell CEMENT? Your
computer doesn't crash, it hardens and
tips over!
Oh, by the way. Last week, Iaccidentally put my Windows 95 CD-ROM into
my car stereo. Know what happened? My
car crashed for no reason.
Ba-dabum!
Armstrong's single tube grounded grid design transmitters offer
you exceptional quality at an affordable price. A common sense
Merger mania
approach to transmitter design gives you troubleshooting tools
And this convention is always great for
accessible locally or via remote control. Fiber- Optic arc detection
announcing mergers, isn't it folks? Big
and thermostatic protection in the PA are
companies becoming bigger by acquiring
standard features as are temperature sensors
somebody else. It always happens.
in the power supply, keeping you informed
Like this year, when the company that
of the transmitter's operational condition.
makes Molex connectors announced it
Available from 1KW to 35KVV.
was going to acquire Alesis. The new
company name? Molasses!
Features Include:
Cool Edit would become a sub•1/4 Wave Broadband, Highly Stable, Grounded
sidiary of Starbucks Coffee. They'd call
RF Amplifier.
it Cool Beans. And Thomson
•Never Requires Neutralization
Multimedia may try to get in good with

•

Broadcasters
General Store

Experience Armstrong Transmitters....
Exceptional Quality, Reliability & Service!

furniture maker Mager Systems to he
called Mager Thom.
Iunderstand Klotz Digital is in negotiations to obtain the cartoon sound effects
library from Sound Ideas, but the name
"Cuckoo Klotz" doesn't sound appetizing
to either party.
More ambitious may be the marriage
of Inovonics with Garner Products,
Dalet Digital Media, Veetronix and the
folks who make the Da-Light rear projection screen: Io-Gama-Da-Vee-Da.
Okay, that one was astretch. You think

We Can Fix It!
Quick, cost-effective & expert solutions
for your rectifier requirements

www.rectifiers.com
800-649-6370

•Advanced Control System with temperature
sensors, Fiber- Optic Arc detection
•More internal monitoring sensors than any
transmitter available
•VSVVR Foldback and Protection
•Automatic Power Output Control
•CD Quality Audio
•Complete Remote control and Monitoring
Capability
•Exceptional Quality
%Ne

iS growing... th.
"'fee /vie c

ARMSTRONG

Gary Tibbot
765-935-6707
E-mail: gary@broadcastdealeccom
Cindy Edwards
828-698-2893
E-mail: cindy@broadcastdealeccom
Cecile Gibson
937-783-2995
E-mail: cecile@broadcastdealeccom

www.broadcastdealer.com
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David Blackmer,

Lithgow Visits

A Lifetime in Audio

Irving's Place

David Blackmer, founder of dbx and
Earthworks Audio, died in his New
Hampshire home on March 21. He was 75.
According to his son Eric, Blackmer was
involved in audio since entering the business as a stock boy at Lafayette Radio in
Boston in the 1940s. Building radios since
the age of 10, the young Blackmer managed to fix apile of radios that no one else
was able to repair.

Actor John Lithgow recently visited McHale Barone's Irving's Place
Studios to record apackage of 60- second radio spots for abranding and advertising campaign for Amica Insurance.
Agency Cossette Post (New York) developed the TV and radio campaign
featuring Lithgow guidi ng consumers through a series of utopian slice-of- life
vignettes.
Pictured from the left in Studio C are Amica Communications Officer
Patricia Stadnick, Cossette Post President and Creative Director Steve Crane,
Lithgow, Amica Senior Assistant VP Margaret C. Munroe and Chris McHale.

That was the beginning of his lifetime
quest to improve the sound quality of
audio until it approached the sound of the
original. Blackmer studied radar electronics in the Navy and studied at Harvard
University and the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.
He was longtime fellow of the Audio Engineering Society and alife member of the International Electrical and Electronic Engineers.
David Blackmer is perhaps be known as the inventor and founder of dbx,
which led to the Blackmer VCA and RMS detector, which in turn yielded the
dbx noise reduction system, dbx compressors and the dbx subsonic synthesizer. dbx VCAs were used mostly in early automated consoles; dbx processors
were used in many early stereo televisions.
As president and chief engineer of Earthworks Audio, Blackmer developed
many audio tools that were extremely accurate, according to the company. In
recent years he developed anew model for human hearing, which considered
the importance of time domain resolution.

PRODUCT

GUIDE

Low-Cost POTS Codec
From Musicam USA
Liberty, alow-cost POTS codec from Musicam USA, was introduced in Las
Vegas at NAB2002.
Priced at approximately $2,600, Liberty is touted by the company as compact
and portable. The codec delivers 15 kHz, bidirectional audio over asingle over
an analog telephone line with connection rates as low as 24 kbps.
If line rates below 24 kbps are encountered, Liberty gradually reduces highfrequency audio response. Audio end- to- end delay is
minimized at less than 100 ms. If line quality
changes during a connection,
Liberty can automatically
negotiate in less
than 1second.
Liberty contains
features that may not
be found on more
expensive
POTS
codecs, such as dual
mixing inputs, independent level controls for
send and return audio monitoring and programmable
function keys for instant
access to frequently dialed
numbers or menu functions.
The codec connects easily with
a cell phone for wireless operation
at normal telco bandwidth. When encoding for improved audio, avisual display
of line condition lets operators further optimize the connection. In the event of
aline or power failure, Liberty automatically reconnects in seconds.
A suite of Windows-compatible remote control software is available for free.
For more information from Musicam USA contact the company in New Jersey
at ( 732) 739-5600, fax ( 732) 739-1818, e-mail info@musicamusa.com or visit
www.musicamusa.com.

WireReady NSI, the manufacturer of WireReady32 studio automation, sales
and newsroom software for radio broadcast facilities, started offering free
software licenses for radio stations that purchase SalesReady.
As of April 1, stations that purchase SalesReady, a telephone sales, client
tracking and customer service program, qualify for an equal number of free
licenses for the Newsroom system.
According to the company, this sort of offer is part of a trend, with Metro
Networks, Associated Press and other companies providing free electronic
newsroom software as part of bundled packages.
WireReady first provided the SalesReady sales system to the Shepherd
Radio Group in Missouri in 1995. A Windows-based version began shipping
in 2001. WireReady provides electronic newsroom software to 2,000 radio stations in the United States.
For more information contact the company in Massachusetts at (800) 8334459, e-mail sales@wireready.corn or visit www.wireready.com.
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REPORT

Nautel Q20 Install Is aBreeze
by Lewis Downey
Chief Engineer
KUERIFM)

thin at such ahigh altitude ( 8,446 feet
above sea level).
After several days of telephone visiting with engineers using Nautel FMs
SALT LAKE CITY
Last year I across the country and taking a close
installed aNautel Q20 solid-state 20-kW
look at the design of the Q20 and other
FM transmitter for KUER in Salt Lake
transmitters, Iknew that the Q20 was my
City. Ihave to say that the installation
choice.
was easy and Ihave been impressed with
The preinstallation information supthe design features.
plied by Nautel gave me an edge for
The transmitter site is atop Mt. Vision
preparing to receive the transmitter. The
on the west side of the Salt Lake Valley,
AC disconnect panel, containing the first
which is not always accessible in the
layer of MOV protection, was convewinter months, so reliability was akey
nient for our situation because it providfactor in my decision.
ed an additional easy-access primary
So was efficiency, because the air is so
power disconnect for installation testing.

The remote control and telemetry interface is straightforward and the documentation is thorough, detailed and
accurate.
The company provided a preinstallation book, essentially acourse on light-

ning and transient protection.
Imentioned that reliability is key for
me. A description of the power supply
will show you why this transmitter is so
reliable.
The AC power comes into an AC rectifier suite, which can be wheeled out for
easy access for servicing. The AC power
is rectified by asix-pulse rectifier. At the
electrical entrance there is an 8604
See NAUTEL, page 63

EMEILIEPORT

WGY, Harris Pave
Path to Digital Future
by Bob Blanchard
Market Engineer
Clear Channel
SCHENECTADY, N.Y. NewsTalk Radio 810 WGY(AM) has been breaking
new ground since it became the state's first commercial radio station in 1922.
The tradition continued as we prepared for our 80th anniversary by installing a
new Harris 3DX50 transmitter with aclear migration path to digital.
Ever since General Electric put us on the air, WGY has been committed to providing the best possible signal to listeners — not an easy task in the Mohawk Valley.
Irecall hearing some time ago that when GE owned the station, some of its
high-level executives went to their design engineers and asked what could be done
to improve reception in our service area in the Adirondack Mountains. The story
goes that the GE SuperRadio receiver was aproduct of this request, but Idon't
know for sure that this is so.
Coverage commitment
Ipoint this out because Clear Channel too is committed to providing maximum
coverage for our stations — especially 50-kW clear-channel AMs.
With ahistory dating to 1922, it's not surprising that WGY's transmitter site had
become asnapshot of broadcast equipment history. The American Bridge Co. had
put up the WGY tower in 1936-38, and GE purchased it for $30,959! The transmitters we'd used over the years also were something of a "Who's Who."
For 20 years, we'd been using aHarris MW-50 and our backup was a40-yearold Gates BC-5P. Although the transmitters had served us well, component failure
was becoming an issue. Plus, with the significant performance improvements in
See HARRIS, page 56
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The Impact and Caddy were the

AEO
caddy
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preferred equipment used in the
Audio Switching Control Room
in Salt Lake City.

Digital Router
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Caddy AD DA Convegter

•
Capable b sum all inputs to all outputs
•
Acompanion to the Impact digital
•
Able to distribute one input to all outputs.
router, it is also an deal stand
•
Gain control for each individual 10 Port
alone AD DA Converter.
•
Modular one rack unit 12x12 or 24x24 AES/83U
•Expandable: adds more units and easily enhances routing,
summing and distribution capabilities.
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JT's FMT-30 Exci
ter F i
ts in Florida

by Frank Vela
Chief Engineer
1/1/TBHIFM1

May 8, 2002

most change Ino ti ce d was only
300- Hz decrease (i
n ah
ot room).

a 200-

The only issue Ihave with the FMT-30
is the ventil ati on holes for the main

Current readings can be used to determine
almost no tilting of the waveform.
heatsink. In an enclosedenvironment, this
the PA input power. The transmitter effiIattempted to measure the noise floor
doesn't appear to create a probl em.
The only other issue is ch angi
ng f
reciency at 30 W measured 74 percent,
of the exciter — it was better than the
CHIEFLAAID, Fla. WTBH(FM) is a according to a Waters dummy
noise floor of the monitor! Idisconnected
quency. You have to open the main cover,
small, class- A noncommercial station
load/wattmeter. The relative forward powthe RF output to see what would happen.
then the PLFM-100 co ver. A f
ew minor
serving most of LevyCounty, Fla. It operer reads 10 at 30 W output, and appeared
The PA voltage decreased to approxitrimmer adjustme n t
s have to be made
to track within 3-5 percent of the act
ua l mately
12
V
and
stayed
there.
ates 24 hours a day with continuous comwith the PLFM-100. However, astation
power output.
munity programming.
does
not change its frequency every day,
Reconnecting the dummy load/wattmeter
The rear panel cons i
sts of the IEC AC
so once again, atrivial i
ssue.
WTBH suffered a major lightning
filter input, fuse an d AC power switch.
reset the power back to the rated output.
strike late last f
all . Our old Versa-Count
Next to the power filter is a ter m i
na l
The
$999
price
of
the
FMT-30 is we ll
Apparently, the SWR foldback protection
exciter was severely damaged, and conblock for audio input and remote control
worked fine.
worth the investment. The FMT-30 ha s
sidering it has been Ban d-Aid repaired
connections To the 1ft i
been working flawlessly for months, and
man y ti mes over, this was the ti
me to
e sthe RF output
sounds, performs and operates identically
Remote operation
connection.
replace the exciter with something fresh.
to the high-priced digital cou nt
erparts.
The power supply cons i
sts of a comThe remote RF feature allows me to
Our Versa-Count PLL/O sc i
llator secOnce
funds
become
available,
we w ill
operate the transmitter remotely. When the
posite ± 12/±5V switcher anda linear suptions were repl ace d with a JT
p
be purchasing a bac kup chain, and
FMT-30
is
set
to
the
"RF
OFF'
position,
Comm unications PLFM-100 ret ro fi t
bly for the PA module. The main control
already have anoth er JT FMT-30 in the
all BI- is removed from the PA module.
budget.
card several years ago, and it has proven
coard is mounted on the front panel and
Frequency stability remained well
ontains the electronics for power control,
to be depe ndabl e and trouble-free.
For informa tion contact JT CommuniAFC lock, SWR f
oldback protection and
within FCC specs, considering the master
cations
in Flo rida at (352) 236-0744 or
over-voltage/current protection ICs are
oscillator is not oven -controlled. The
Door-to-door demo
visit
www.atlantic.net/--jtcomm.
socketed.
JT Communicatio ns Pres id ent Jim
An internal in-li ne f
use opens if the PA
Trapani advised me th at a new 30-W
changed the way we move air around at
regulator
components
sh ort
, protecting
exciter had been i
nt
rod
uce dto its product
the building, from using outside ducted air
the
power
amp
from
ca
t
astroph
i
c
failure.
line. As the JT Commun i
cati
ons manufacunder the original setup to using t
wo new
Heat -related corn ponents are located on
turing facility is al most i
n our back door
wall -mounted, five-ton air conditi on i
ng
Continued from page 55
the main heatsink, cooled by aventilation
in Ocala, Jim decidedto deliver an exciter
units with the 3DX50.
recent
transmitter
designs,
it
was
time
to
to the stati on personally. After he
system that draws air in from the front
It has been on ly a few months, but with
reevaluate and, let's just say, retire those
panel, through the heatsink and out the
explained some of the f
eatures, we were
our
new arrangement — the 3DX, air con Conalrad buttons on the 5P.
rear of the chassis. There is athermal cuton the air with the exciter in mi nutes.
ditioning
and denser modulation we now
We wanted a new transmitter that
off switch on the heatsink, opening at 140
The FMT-30 cont
ai
ns i
nteresting feaemploy — our bill s have been corning in
could
handle
dense
modulation
with
ease
degrees if the fans fail to onerte.
tures, some un i
que, some conventional.
at around $4,800. That's quite abit ofheat
and, by sending our MW-50 to auxiliary
The FMT-30 contains the same PLFMThe FMT-30 is frequency-agile, with little
we used to burn. And there '
s no more
status,
we
also
could
100 electronics as the Versa-Count, but
tuning required. The power amplifi er i
s a
finally retire the BChybrid, no- tun e mo du l
e. It is easy to
the FMT-30 seemed quieter. The dual fans
5P
that so badly
replace if the need arises. Control of power were not offensively loud; not much loudneeded to go.
er than the noise of afew computers.
is adjustable f
rom 0to 30+ W, with aclean
This spurred our
transition at all power l
eve l
adjustments.
Idecided to perform some additional
decision to purchase
tests.
Front -panel controls in cl
ud
e a power
a3DXSO transmitter.
Iconnected the FMT-30 to the dummy
control, RF transmit switch and aBright
Clear Channel's AM
load and ran asample loop from the Bird
LED meter with aselector that switches
specialist,
John
sampler to the Belar modulation monitor.
among several parameters both necessary
Warner, was instruIconnected a square-wave generator to
and supplementary to the exciter. The relmental in making
ative forward and re fl ected power readthe composite input and looked at the
this project happen.
ings are just th at, i
ndi cating a relative
modulation monitor composite output
John, who has had a
with ascope. Iset the frequency to 100
indication only. The PA Voltage an d PA
fair
amount of expeHz, and was impressed at the pattern;
rience with the latest
AM transmitter technology, specified the
3DX50.
SVPA Offers FM Amplifier
Bob Blanchard and th e Harris 3DX50 Transmitter

Hams

Silicon Valley Power Amplifier Corp. recently introduced its 10/1000 power
amplifier to the FM broadcast industry. The power amplifier produces 1kW of output power from a 10-watt input. The higher gain is achieved by adding apreamp
stage, which drives two of the SVPA's 500-watt power amplifier modules.
The preamp is aversion of the company's 150-W module (010-150 CP), and in
this application is required to supply amaximum of 40 W, so the company says the
module coasts at the maximum 10/1000 output power.
The 500-watt modules are identical to the SVPA 700-W modules except for the use
of an aluminum base plate instead of copper. They are internally preset for amaximum 575-W output, so they always operate within their potential. The power amplifier uses aswitch-mode power supply that has power factor correction and will put out
asteady 48-V as long as the AC line voltage is between 165 and 265 VAC, keeping the
output power of the amplifier constant despite any line voltage fluctuations. The combiner/filter unit is the same used in the B-1000 amplifier for seven years.
The power amplifier is self-contained and needs to be connected only to the
exciter, antenna and AC
power to be put into service. At 70 pounds, the
10/1000 transports and
installs easily. A higher
output power version of the
10/1000 is available that
uses two of the 700-W
modules. The unit retails
for $6,500.
For information contact
Silicon Valley Power in
California at 408-986-9700
or visit www.svpa.com.

Purchase criteria

feeding the tube monster.
The foremost purchase criterion he
set
WGY's new transmitter includes
for WGY's new transmitter was impro
ved
Harris' patent
edDirect Digital Drive techreliability. But it also brought us impro
ved
nology, whi ch ta kes digital amplitude
signal quality, reduced operating co
sts
modulation t
o th
e next level. With 3D
over a long period of time, and,
not
modulation, Harri
sh
as b
een able to elimiinsignificantly, digital compatibility.
nate the RF driver section of the transmitSince the 3DX50 went online
in
ter; instead, a l
ow-level signal directly driDecember, it has met these criteria a
nd
ves each power amplifier module. This
more. The many features built into t
method improves modulation linearity and
transmitter are impressive. Its extensi he
bandwidth —important for the transition
redundancy, its ability to maintain 12ve
5to IBOC DAB.
percent modulation capability even if sevWhile we won't be transmitting digitaleral power amplifier modules are out
of
ly in the immediate f
ut
ure, we certainly
service and its ability to be serviced du
ing operation prov id e the reliability w rexpect to do so within the operating life of
needed.
e the transmitter. The 3DXSO will give us a
seamless transition to hybrid, then solely
These features mean no emergenc
digital, transmission. Idoubt that we
trips to the transmitter site — espec i
al] y
nice as I'm responsible for seven stationy would have purchased a transmitter in
in the Albany area, each with adifferens 2001 that could not make an easy transit tion to digital.
transmitter site. Controland monitoiin
As we celebrate our 80th birthday, it
are excellent; and the status fault log f
ea
ture leaves no one wondering about wha- feels, on the transmission side anyway,
happened or whe n .Remote transmitte t like WGY has never looked or sounded
r better.
switching is easy.
The 3DX50, with typi
ca loverall effiThe transmitter has aretail price of
$179,900.
ciency of 87 percent, is reduci ng our power bill.
For more information contact Harris
Corp.,
Broadcast Communications
Our monthly electrical bill at the transDivision in Ohio at (513)459-3440 or vismitter site used to run about $6,000. We
it www.harris.com.

Follow every good decision with another
1. Are you installing

VVI-ic)t_x-tor-i

2. Then you should be talking to

RDA Systems has installed affordable world-class radio
facilities in every market size all over the United States.
As aWheatstone Factory Qualified Systems Integrator,
RDA is completely familiar with the entire Wheatstone,
Audioarts, and Auditronics product lines, including the
new Bridge audio routing system. By teaming RDA
with your Wheatstone purchases you get the following
benefits:

products?

RDA

System

• Fast revenue generation. Your facilities will go in fast
and work right the first time.
• Easy to take care of. Your facilities will be thoroughly
documented and easy to maintain.
• Less taxing on station resources. Let us take the
loéd off your already overburdened engineering staff.
• Pride and value. Your Wheatstone / RDA facility will
set the standard in your market.

RDA Systems offers awide variety of services that can be tailored to fit any budget.
Join the growing list of radio broadcasters who have made the decison to trust Wheatstone and RDA Systems to get
their new facilities on the air fast and flawlessly.
Contact us today at 888-616-7980 for aquotation on your project. Or find out more at www.rdasystems.com

RDA

System s
e

112 Weldon Parkway, Maryland Heights, Missouri 63043

Products & Services

Telephone Solutions by CircuitWerkes

RECEIVERS
The HC-3 hybrid telephone autocoupler
The HC- 3is ideal for many tasks like listen & concert
lines, remote broadcasting, IFB interfaces, & More.

CP-1 & CP-2 call progress decoders
Did you ever connect atelephone coupler to a phone
line or PBX only to discover that it won't hang up?
CircuitWerkes' call progress decoders can save the
day on most systems. They listen for dial- tone or busy
signals and, when present, force your couplers offline.

CircuitWerkes

OUTSTANDING specifications and pricing on professional
quality AF210 FM receivers designed for the most demanding sensitivity, low distortion and signal to noise requirements, such as FM relay (translator) service, SCA monitoring, data and paging services. Stereo, SCA and RDS
demodulators are provided in the AF91r desig n.

The 72cee Telco-6, six line,
incoming, ring detector
Is someone calling? Find out with the new Telco- 6!
The telco-6 detects telephone ring signals from one to
six lines and provides adry relay output for each line.

AF210 FM Stereo, SCA, RDS $ 564.95
The AC- 12 telco autocoupler bank
Get up to adozen, full featured, telephone autocouplers in
just 5.25" of rack space. The coupler bay features a
common power supply and two audio busses for easy
mass feeds. Individual couplers can be used for sending
or receiving seperately from the rest - perfect for IFBs.
Newly updated design improves audio performance and
overall reliablility to anew standard of excellence!

The Model AF210 is single channel with internal switch
selectable PLL (synthesized) tuning. Features include wide
and narrow band AGC, carrier detection relay, LED indicators, composite, SCA, RDS and Stereo outputs.
DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION
2237 Industrial Blvd., Sarasota, FL 34234 Tel. (941) 351-4454
Email: SCARadio@aol.cotn WebSite: www.DaytonIndustrial.corn
Quality Receivers Designed and Manufactured in the USA since 1980

SIX MILLION

'N MATCH

THUNDERSTORMS HIT\
PLTÁNET EARTH EVERY YEA
IT TAKES ONLY ONE TO
PUT YOU OFF THE AIR!

System 10,000 Modular Amplifiers

Over 40 interchangeable Microphone, Line and Audio DA Modules
for you to mix ' n match to your requirements.

AUDIO

T ECHNOLOGIES, INC.
328 W Maple Avenue, Horsham, PA 19044, USA
800 -959-0307 • ( 215) 443-0330 • Fax: ( 215) 443-0394

Transformer or Active Balanced Outputs • VCA Option
Available • Backup, Alarmed Power Supplies • RF Protected

The STATI-CAT LIGHTNING

•Clean 8 Quiet Performance • Attractive 8 Safe Design
•Cool Operation

PREVENTION SYSTEM provides
a continuous, low- resistance

Free Brochure Available Upon Request
htt p://www.atiguys.corn

discharge path for the static
electric charge on tall structures.
Dissipation points are 1/8 "
stainless steel rods.
This affordable and rugged system has
proven itself in the field for over 15 years.

Lortana
Write or call For a Free brochure and design
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington. N.M. 87499-2548
Toll Free Ph:

888 -325-5336

• Fan; 505.326.233/

PSC-I1 Programmable Schedule Controller
With 512 eents intended kircontrolling up to ow, RS-232/RS-412
serial devices.; 16- 'PDT relays;arerdia ry serial ports arid relays all in
asingle rask rpace The PSC11 ors nis (
unctions by either scheduks1
toneand dateatimeand day of week. semi port ocernandsand irmzite
input contact closures.
DSC-32/64 Satellite Channel Cotroller
The DSC-32/64 allays complete remote control of two Sta rGuide

flan, Wegener Un ity1000 or ComSt rea m receivers. An encoder

SDD-8 Serial Data Director
The SDD-8 is aSerial Data Director, with one master RS232
port, and8. 85232 target ports that can he selected under
software control. from ahost computer, or other serial
device. the function of the unit is very similar to a
mechanical port selection switch ( A. 13, C. etc.)

Innotative Problem Solving lbols for Broadcast

terminals. The COA 37 is designed to plug into the male
Module,DSub conne ct
or on any StarCuide 11 or Ill
Relay

DSC-20 Dual Satellite Controller

sertit a16 x2LCD display provides local "antiol and

The DSC-20 adds remote control capability to two
StarGuide 11/111, Wegener Unity 1000 or ComSt ream

program descript ions. while external control may be in the
form of serial or 64 contact Closures Custom programming is
accomplished with a non- dedicated computer.

receivers, a! lowing somplete control of receiver loot ti011t
by serial or contact closures. Customized programming
is accomplished with a non dedicated computer

tonnai

COA37 Connect O' Adapter 37

The Connect 0 Adapter 37 provides an effective way to
convert the DR 37 connector to removable screw

COA-15 Connect O' Adapter 15

COP Connect O' Pad
The Connect 0' Pad, (COP), provides an effective may to connect
and adjust the audio outputs on your StarGuide 11 and Ill
receiver. The COP is equipped wrth an eight position removable
screw terminal for connection to the balanced left, right,
monaural outputs,audio and chassis ground.

The Connect 0' Adapter 15 provides an effective way to

USC-16/SG Upgrade

convert the DR- 15 connector to removable screw

The USC-16/SG is ati rimva re upgrade for the USC-16, Universal

ter minals. The COA 15 is designed to plug into the male
/5- pin D- Sub conn ector on any StarCuide 11 or Ill Audio
Module.

Satellite Channel C.ont roller. The USC-16/SG is field
programmable to swit,h all functions vn SiarGuide 11 / Ill or
other satellite receivers.

D5C-32/61

098:-20............ .. gg ........
GOA Connect O'Adapter 17

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing, and distributor locations!
corn • ema

,uoporrebroacc:,co

•

(41 Connect O'Adapter 15

COP Connect 0' Pad

Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our cocino (ers and
connectors gny you thetunctionality you needfor your satellite system.
Choose the model ata! est fits your upplicatton.
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BE Races in Transmitter Olympics
by Barry McLellan
Engineering Manager
Clear Channel of Salt Lake
SALT LAKE CITY While everyone
was caught up in the 2002 Winter
Olympic games here in Salt Lake City,
we were busy preparing to move two
FM transmitter sites from their respective mountaintops, power down transmission for three others and reengineer
another, all of which required creative
transmitter swapping on our part. In the
process we were in the market for anew
transmitter.
Triathlon
Our triathlon began long before the
Olympics, when the engineers at
KSL(TV) finalized plans to add three
stations to its existing 10-station community antenna on Farnsworth Peak, an
antenna farm named after electronic
television inventor Philo T. Farnsworth
that towers over the Salt Lake Valley.

Farnsworth Peak this summer, KOSY no
longer will need its 20-kW transmitter —
a reliable Broadcast Electronics FM20T. So we decided to replace an older
CSI transmitter servicing another station
at Farnsworth Peak with the FM-20T, and
purchase anew 10-kW for KOSY.
Buying anew transmitter is abig deal
under any circumstance, but these circumstances called for just the right
transmitter. We needed apower-efficient
transmitter in order to participate in
Utah Power and Light's cash incentive
program, which effectively would give

we have replaced four
main transmitters and
four back-ups from
BE. In that time we

ing forward to having such a reliable
and redundant transmitter such as this
FM- 10S at this site. Being responsible
for 11 stations, the fewer transmitter
problems Ihave, the more Ican enjoy
my life.
In fact, over the last six years, we
have replaced four main transmitters and
four back-up transmitters from
Broadcast Electronics. In that time we
have had only two component failures.
And those were caused by a bad tube
and apower line problem.
The real Olympics start for us after the
snow thaws, when we'll begin swapping
around transmitters and moving sites.
For more information contact
Broadcast Electronics in Illinois at
(217) 224-9600 or visit the company
Web site at www.bdcast.com.

•

PQRTADISC

THE POWER PORTABLE
Only PORTADISC has the strength, sound quality and features necessary for the most demanding portable recording applications.

USB Connectivity

Over six years,

us a cash rebate based on the
kilowatts/hour we saved during the year.
The Broadcast Electronics FM- 10S,
listed for $ 62,500, exceeded this
requirement with greater than 61-perent
overall efficiency. It's efficient on space,
too. In about the same space as the old
transmitter required, we were able to fit
the FM- 10S and our equipment rack. We
were also able to bring the entire transmitter into the building with two men
using aheavy-duty hand truck.
From my experience with a BE 5kW solid-state transmitter, Iam look-

PORTADISC is the only
MD portable with aLIS8
interface for transferring
audio to and from
computers. So a
PORTADISC
and alaptop
with the
appropriate
software is all
you need to record
and edit finished pieces
in the field.
IIt't

Flexible Powering Options

4,5;cv•I=Pzelfl zmatel =et
Three separate powering options are all
supplied as standard: Rechargeable Nickel
Metal Hydride batteries, an AC mains
adaptor/charger (that connects to the 12-15V
DC input) and aspare caddy for 8standard
AA alkaline batteries.

PORTADISC Reporter's Kit
This unbeatable
package includes a
PORTADISC, a
Sennheiser MD46
interviewers mic and
afull range of
accessories in a
rugged. waterproof
Pelican case.

11

have had only two
component failures.

Ten stations run off the shared antenna at the site, but by increasing power
handling capability — courtesy of anew
Jampro antenna — another station under
our charge, KOSY(FM), was able to join
the fray. KOSY is aClass C owned by
Mercury Broadcasting, for which we
provide engineering services.
In order to move KOSY, 106.5 MHz,
from Lake Mountain to Farnsworth
Peak, we had to resolve achannel spacing problem with another Mercury station, ICRAR(FM) on 106.9. We also had
to build a mountaintop site for KRAR
75 miles north of Salt Lake Valley in
order to satisfy the FCC contour and
reduce second-adjacent-channel interference.
Efficiency
Meanwhile, we had our hands full
with the changes at Farnsworth Peak.
Station owners leasing space at the
site had passed the hat and collected
enough money to add two bays to the
proposed new antenna. With more
antenna gain, we could reduce power on
all FM transmitters at the site, reengineer another on the mountain for the
shared antenna and reduce power down
to around 10 kW TPO.
Once it makes the hike up to

The PORTADISC
portable MiniDisc
recorder combines
exceptional sound
quality, arugged,
dependable MD drive and
afull complement of
professional features
including a6second pre- record
buffer. 40 second memory buffer
and lockable controls.
Comprehensive connectivity includes balanced

o

XLR Mic/Line inputs,
RCA/phono line outputs and
coaxial and optical digital I/0s. An On- board
sample rate converter is included and Mic
inputs feature switchable attenuation, bass
roll- off, limiter and 48V phantom power.

Comprehensive Connectivity

59

An intuitive menu
structure makes it easy
to configure the PORTADISC
for your precise requirements. There
are five user programmable set ups so you
can switch quickly for different recording
applications. The large illuminated display
also provides clear metering, margin
indication and track, time and battery
information while working in the field.

INPLIT—L

ON

LIMITER INP1JT—R
!ET
ON

5 User Set- Ups

www.hhbusa.com
HHB Communications USA Inc., 1410 Centinela Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90025-2501, USA T: 310 319 1111
F: 310 319 1311 E: salestehbusa.com • HHB Communications Canada Ltd., 260 King Street East, Toronto, Ontario
M5A 4L5, Canada T: 416 867 9000 F: 416 867 1080 E: salesOhhbcanada.com • HHB Communications Ltd.,
73-75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 60U, UK T: 020 8962 5000 F: 020 8962 5050 E: sales@hhb.co.uk
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FIRST WE LISTEN

eacIphe Echo" driv
Use MoniSwitch to eliminate it!

moniswitch

is a special audio switche
that automatically switches the DJ's headphones from " air" to " local" when the mic is
on. Those weird echoes and flanging
effects are gone!
Everything you need to get on the air FAST!
V 35 watt FM stereo transmitter

Quick and easy installation...

V Integrated CD player

only $ 195!

ONLY
S379500

V Integrated cassette player
V Integrated audio mixer
V Professional microphone and cables
Omnidirectional antenna and coax

moniswitch is IN STOCK at all Henry

xe Installed and prewired in a high impact road case!

HENRY

Engineering dealers.

F

One of the most requested FM broadcast products over the past year has been a
'radio station in abox'. Overseas customers, as well as some of the new LPFM
licensees have aneed to quickly "get on the air at temporary locations or in the interim to their installed studio/transmitter setup. A number of overseas customers also

IE

had to originate short term programming from venous remote origination sites hr disaster preparedness broadcasts! Well, here you go.. .a radio station in abox!

ENGINEERING

For detailed info, visit www.henryeng

RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, INC.
793 Canning Parkway • Victor, NY 14564
(800) 446-2295 • ( 585) 924-4560
www.highpowerf m.com
f
m sa I
es@ra m seyelectro ncs.co m

FAS

Price $ 1750.00

Equipment is in stock for
immediate delivery!

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

FAX 740-592-3898

/Competitive Prices
'Extensive Rental Fleet (RF Codecs

Test Equipment,Audio)
/Experienced Staff

/Used Trade- Ins Welcomed
/New and Rebuilt RF and Audio
/Custom Studio Design and
Furniture

/Representing Over 600 Quality
Manufacturers
/Turnkey Installations Available
You Know We Know Radio
800 -438-6040

• www.scmsinc.com • Fax 704-889-4540

ENC0080 0C-COOta FCC 10 Mum;

• 5two-way RS-232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote signboard & character generator
•6audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs • 2year warranty
are transformer isolated from encoder-decoder board
• 2minutes of digital audio storage

•Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended
Operation

•25 pin parallel printer port for external printer

•4line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting

• 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

•20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set
input levels
•Will handshake with automation equipment

• BNC fitting with 600ohm balanced audio out
for second transmitter
iimB@Borman-redlich.com Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com

• Also available. weather radios, antennas for weather radicts, crystal controlled synthesized FM digitally
tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, character generators.

• New Windows

DON'T
FIGH
IT.

When your voice is all
the audience hears

AIP-2

Programs LI Utilities
• Powerful and reliable software
at prices YOU can afford
• A fully featured system

A

Designs

presents

the

pure

a Z.^

tube-in/tube-out

stereo microphone preamplifier... the NIP- 2

including on-air, production,

Built with Jensen input transformers.

and music scheduling software

Paired with custom output transformers.

• Live: Product Support 24/7
• Complete integration with all

You get unimpeded
lowest noise level.

dynamics

delivered

at

the

traffic and music schedulers
• Add last-minute spots and
reconcile them for billing
• Record C.1 edit phone bits
• Record (.1 time-shift audio
programs

Capture the warmth and richness of analog.
Yet maintain the crystal clear spectrum of sound,
perfect for broadcasting and post production.
MP- 2 by A Designs... True
mic-pre. Built in the USA.

pro- audio

stereo

• LAN Cl WAN compatible
• Se habla español

ADESIGN.>
Ask for a demo at your favorite retailer
A DESIGNS
Voice: 818-716-4153

West Hills. CA 91304

Visit us at

w ww.adesignsaudio

rr,o,
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better than 55 dB below areference level equivalent to 100 percent negative
modulation of either Left or Right channel in a 22- Hz to 30- kHz bandwidth
(unweighted). Our ears confirmed it;
this transmitter gave us 125-percent posin terms of lowering power consumption
itive peak modulation with unheard of
and getting out the best sound for the
audio quality.
legal modulation limit.
Ialso like the idea that the AM- 6A
But being from the old school of
operates at a lower temperature above
broadcast engineering, Iharbored conambient than its predecessors, which
cerns about the durability of a solidwill increase the life of the power transtate transmitter and whether it would
sistors. This transmitter is so "cool," in
hold up to all the lightning hits we get
fact, that we don't have to exhaust heat
here in the Bluegrass State. Then I from the transmitter building. A set of
thought of the Bush Hog incident.
muffin fans is all that's needed for air
flow. There isn't enough heat coming
Good experience
out of the transmitter to even bother
About five years ago, our station in
with ductwork.
Georgetown, Ky., now WSNE(AM), had
That's acost saving, certainly, and so
lost two towers in its three-tower array
is not having to buy tubes, which was an
due to an accident with an industrialannual $5,000 event when we had the
strength mower.
MW5.
We needed alower-powered transmitOur first budget round after installing
ter to operate temporarily with the
the AM- 6A showed it decreased
remaining omnidirectional antenna
WLAP's technical operating budget by
while we put the array back together
21 percent, thanks to component cost
again.
savings and reduced power consumpThe station's Continental transmitter
tion.
is powered for 10 kW. Period. Powering
But the AM- 6A has earned my
it down to 1kW or less would mean an
respect in its durability. It has a stellar
entire retooling of the transmitter. We
AC line surge suppression design. In the
needed a new transmitter, fast, so we
event of a lightning hit to the tower, a
contacted all the transmitter players.
Ferrite toroid transformer at the transBroadcast Electronics was able to
mission line suppresses EMP induction
ship its AM- 1A solid-state 1-kW transinto the solid-state amplifiers. It actually
mitter overnight. We used it continuoushas a photocell that can "see" lightning
ly for the time needed to repair the towand will drop off transmission when it
ers and get our 10-kW Continental back
detects ahit.
online, and then began using it for
Other design techniques — like
reduced 45-W nighttime power. For five
VSWR detection and foldback circuit
years, the transmitter has held up in all
that reduces carrier interruptions from
kinds of rough weather, so when the
nearby weather disturbances — make it
time came to replace WLAP's transmitdurable enough to weather our thunderter, Ipushed for aBroadcast Electronics
storms here in Kentucky. In the time
AM-6A solid-state transmitter.
we've owned the AM-6A and in the five
When we received the AM-6A, it was
years we've owned the AM- 1A, we've
light enough for three of us to unload it
had quite a few thunderstorms roll in,
from the truck. Installation was reminisand these transmitters haven't so much
cent of my experience with the AM- 1A
as coughed.
at Georgetown. We simply plugged it in
For more information including pricand turned it on.
ing, contact Broadcast Electronics in
Ditto on performance. Broadcast
Illinois at ( 217) 224-9600 or visit
Electronics advertises noise (stereo) at
www.bdcast.com.

BE AM Saves Costs in Kentucky
by Girard Westerberg
Engineering Manager
Clear Channel Communications
WLAP(AM)
LEXINGTON, Ky. Managers decide
which transmitters to buy using different
sets of considerations.
For those of us making the decision
for WLAP in Lexington, Ky., it involved

afew good specs, some hard-won experience and aBush Hog.
When
Clear
Channel
Communications gave us the go-ahead
to purchase asolid-state AM transmitter
for the 5-kW WLAP and semiretire its
Harris MW5 for backup, we made the
usual list of transmitters. All were competitively priced and had decent enough
specs, so Iknew we couldn't go wrong

•
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SBS Offers FM
Exciter/Transmitter
Sound Broadcast Services makes the FM30, abroadcast FM exciter that can
also be used as alow-power, stand-alone transmitter. The FM30 series comes in a
variety of models, two of which are the FM30/M mono version and the FM30/S
stereo version.
The exciter uses wideband design techniques and frequency adjustment via
internal switches. The FM30 uses the SBS linear modulator to give what the
company calls quality sound reproduction with freedom from overshoots and
artifacts. It will operate into a load without damage due to its VSWR cut back
circuit, which protects the power amplifier stage from adverse operating conditions.
The front-panel metering shows forward and reflected power with internal
voltages and the modulation level. Additionally, afront-panel monitor point for
RF output is provided. Quick-view status monitoring using dual-color LEDs
indicate that PLL lock, forward power and reflected power are within a preset
tolerance when green. The rear panel includes aremote control/monitoring socket that allows carrier muting and status signaling to an external system.
The exciter has a range of input options. It has a multiplex/composite input.
The FM30/M includes a mono limiter with preemphasis and the FM30/S
includes astereo limiter with 15-kHz filters and astereo encoder. Powet output is
0-30 W on an AC power supply of 230 V, 50/60 Hz or aDC power supply of 2430 V. It takes up 3RU.
The 30/M retails for $2,475 and the 30/S for $2,992.
For more information contact Broadcasters General Store in Florida at (352)
622-7700 or visit www.broadcastdealer.com.
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PREVEN:i
DOWNTIME WITH
VV
TVSS Transient Voltage Surge Suppressors and WHR
Automatic Voltage Regulators: Your best defense
against transients and voltage regulation problems.

STABILINE DM surge
suppressors protect against
extreme transients and are
rated up to 300 kamps.

SiABILINE WHR Voltage
Regulators maintain output voltage to +/- 1%
with 99 efficiency.

Superior
Nr Electric
••C..1:• ••• • 383 Middle Street, Bristol, CT 06010
Phone 860-585-4552 • Fax 860-582-3784
www.superiorelectric.com
e •
.Toli-Free 800-787-3532 ext. 4552
ADanaher Corpor000n Company

Products & Services

COMET NORTH AMERICA
471 Weds CCener Reid

Your complete products

Cinc.nnah, Ohio 4540
Pli (
513) 831 woo
Fr 1513) tot -nu

and services provider

veAfm, cometna.com
eitatisytykuoggiseairjr .be

CSSWt r
ans.,,, Irt ,i
4
}

• FM Antennas

ProIesticrisl }IV test eg
regularly test spares

• XMounting

i

ab Teamed in North America with Kiflt Tûrc
labs to provide engineering expertise to
broadcasters

Systems
• Filters
• Towers

Kintrothc Labs, Inc
14 %As« alet • •
Muir Cat rig 2310
Pit 4233 V15.3141
h 14231 8784221
www holm* corn

• Monopoles
• Lightning
Protection
• Grounding
Systems

Silicon Valley

• Structural

OWER

Analysis
• Installation &
Services

1 0/3000

10 watts in. 34m,out

AMPLIFIERS

The RF People

Our growing product line
TISFACTION GUARANTEED

B- I500

up to 1750w

B-2000
B-850

B- 150A

up to 165w

Electronics Research, Inc.
812- 925-6000
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
www.ERlinc.corn

DESIGN

B-300A
up to 330w

B-450

1 0/1000

up to 500w

10 watts in. 1000w out

B-600

up to 22kw

up to 930w

B-1000

up to 1200w

up to 630w

Phone:- (408) 986 9700
Fax:- (408) 986 1438

e-mail:- salesgsvpa.com
Website:- www.svpa.com

ESPN
RADIO
CHICAGO

INSTALLATION

USA: 800-779-7575

RAM BROADCAST SYSTEMS
www.ramsyscom.corn
CANADA: 705-722-4425
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Larcan Makes Compact
25-Watt FM Translator
Lorton is promoting anew 25-watt FM Translator, introduced at NAB2002, as
the most compact and all-inclusive on the market. The FMT-25 solid-state translator is designed to provide strong audio performance in arebroadcast chain, with an
RF output in excess of 25 W in the 87.5-108 MHz band.
The FMT-25 includes an FM rebroadcast receiver and awideband FM transmitter in a single-space, 19-inch rackmount unit. The frequency for both sections is
controlled by aTCXO and synthesizer. The receiver includes ahigh-quality "front
end" with tracking filters and aselective ceramic IF filter to ensure selectivity and
audio performance.
Metering facilities are provided for monitoring. The FMT-25 includes aheadphone output for monitoring the received signal. It can be powered by a 120-V AC
supply or a +24-V DC.

It also includes an additional wideband ( 100-kHz) input for the insertion of RDS
or External Code Key facility. The FCC code key facility is provided on the unit for
insertion of acode key module internally, operating on aFSK subcarrier or insertion of the subcarrier externally via the auxiliary wideband input. The retail price is
$3,295.
For more information contact Larcan in Colorado at (303) 665-8000 or visit
www.larcan.com.

0E1 Offers Multipower
Transmitters
QE! Quantum M-Series 1.2-kW to 9.6-kW solid-state FM transmitters are promoted as providing reliable, trouble-free service with several cost-reducing features. The products use modular power amplifiers that are available in power levels
between 1.2 and 6 kW at 600-watt increments and between 6 kW and 9.6 kW in
1,200-watt increments.
QE! used CAD/CAM techniques and computer-assisted manufacturing to produce
an internal modular system that is easy to maintain and allows the transmitter to be
upgraded to ahigher power level in the field. The transmitter houses the exciter, IPA,
FET power amplifier modules, output combiner, power supplies and harmonic filter/directional coupler assemblies in one unit.
The solid-state design has reduced
operating expenses because it
eliminates tube replacement
costs. It saves on power consumption and reduces heat loads.
Controls and meters are placed
ergonomically.
The M- Series Quantum
exciter is descended from QEI's
Model 675 linear- frequency
modulated oscillator (FMO).
The power amplifier modules
comprise four FETs combined
for 600 W output power. A selfaligning connector feeds each
module to the high-power, solid-state combiner. This provides
low-loss matching and isolation
of the power amplifiers.
The company says this design
eliminates trouble-prone connections and high-loss cabling.
Filtered air pressurizes the cabinet, eliminating dust infiltration.
The power amplifier module
compartment has several quiet
fans for redundancy and to
ensure even cooling of modules.
The M-Series is available in a
range of power levels priced
from $20,595 to $56,595.
For more information contact QE! in
New Jersey at (856) 728-2020 or visit
www. qei-broadcast.com.
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Nicom Packs Power in
Small FM Amplifier
Nicom's NA 5001 FM amplifier is
designed to be small, relatively lightweight and powerful. It is under four
feet tall ( 19-inch, 22-unit standard rack)
and is less than 3 feet deep. It weights
286 pounds, which, according to the
company, makes it easier to handle than
other 5-kW FM amplifiers. It puts out 5
kW with 75 W of drive power.
The amplifier is made of two RF
•
modules placed on either side of the
unit that can be extracted from the front
for maintenance or from the side by
taking off the side panels of the rack.
Each module has amaximum power
of 3kW. Each module has autonomous
control and protection. The modules
are coupled through a 3-dB combiner
located in the middle of the system.
The power supply is three-phase and
has a 12- phase rectifier in an
extractable drawer at the bottom of the system. It can be ordered as either 220- or
380-V units and meets U.S. and European standards. Because of the power supply,
distortion of the absorbed current is low.
The front has adigital display that shows the main parameters and accesses the
diagnostic menus. Pricing for the system, including driver, is $39,900.
For more information contact Nicom in Cahfornia at (619) 477-6298 or visit
www.nicomusa.com.

Nautel
Continued from page 55

capacity MOV from each phase to ground, reducing the bulk of any transient energy to an acceptable level for devices downstream. Additional MOVs are then
placed between phases.
Further downstream, the AC is rectified by 24 1,600-V redundant diodes. Each
diode is fused in series, and each diode is again given transient suppression via MOVs
in parallel with the diodes. With as few as two operating diodes per phase, the transmitter will continue to operate. An LC filter then filters out any DC ripple, and the
inductor provides current limiting in the power chain to the switching power supplies.
This is just the beginning.
Power supply
The Q20 uses 16 modular switching power supplies. Each has asmall isolation
transformer for added transient protection. In addition, the switching power supplies
use no electrolytics in the power chain (which are highly susceptible to transients).
Nautel did it right when they designed this power supply. This feature (no electrolytic capacitors) will contribute to along life for these power supplies. There are
also dual low-voltage switching power supplies for the criticad low-level circuitry
and aswitching power supply for the IPA. For me, this meant not only plenty of
protection, but also alot of redundancy in the power supply, resulting in extremely
high reliability.
The 16 switching power supplies power 16 RF power modules. The power modules are hot-swappable, each housing four 370-W power amplifiers. These broadband
RF amplifiers use Motorola MRF151G (Gemini Series) prentatched FETs. Each RF
amplifier is individually connected to asingle-stage combiner via aBNC connector.
This part went surprisingly fast and relatively easily. Ilike the level of redundancy
here. Loss of an RF power module or switching power supply means only aslight
reduction in output power.
Remember, there are 16 of these RF power modules, or 64 power amplifiers in
total. If one fails, Iknow it's nothing serious, and when Mt. Vision is covered with
snow, Ican gladly wait until the weather clears.
She's a beauty
The combiner is abeauty. It's asingle-stage unit that combines the 64 amplifiers
in parallel. There are no wasteful balancing reject loads to be found, so it runs cool
and efficient at roughly 68-percent efficiency.
Twenty-four hundred cfm is all the cooling air exchange it needs. As Isaid, the
air at this altitude is quite thin, but the Q20 runs fine.
The unit is compact for 20 kW of power. It takes up roughly 15 square feet —
much less than its tube predecessor — so now Ihave much more room in the transmitter building.
It was nice to see that the front section of the chassis can be taken off. That way it
can fit through astandard door without needing to tear down any walls.
The transmitter has been on air for roughly nine months, spanning its first winter
without asingle burp through the attendant AC power failures, exhibiting reliable
operation and excellent performance.
Hats off to Nautel for awell-designed transmitter.
For more information, including pricing, contact Nautel in Maine at (207) 9478200 or visit the company Web site at www.nautel.com.
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Products & Services

FOR AM DIGITALLY COMPATIBLE
ANTENNA SYSTEMS.

Weathsrproof Directional
Antenna Phasing System

Mini Mix 8A

Kintronic Labs Will Supply
What You Need
When You Need It
With Top Quality
Al A Competitive Price

KAFY Radio
Bakersfield, Ca
3- Tower 1/5kW

Kintronic

DA Phasing System Cabinet
KMJ Radio Fresno, ca
4- Tower 50kW 580KHz

DA -2 970KHz

Phone: (423) 878-3141

Also shown is Kintronics
Model DL- 50 Dummy Load

Product Brochures ieiellable At

Fax: (423) 878-4224

www,Idntronic.corn

800.327.6901

We Design And Build For DRM Or IBOC Digital Audio
Broadcasting

www.autogramcorp.com

AM Antenna Solutions

LBA Tunipoler.
Folded Umpole Systems

rhe

W°rid Leader Id

Ra411° MaPPulg

rechn°1°g `

??

Is aFrequency Available

Answer "RadioSoll's Frequency Finder"
?? Where do I
build the site

Diplever, Triplever and
Phasor Systems

Answer "RadioSoll's ComStudy2.2"
9?How do I
get it licensed

Since 1963
LBA Technology Inc is your proven supplier of innovative digitakeady AM
antenna systems Our products include tuning units, phasing systems
multiplexers AM/wireless Isolation systems and components for every power

Answer "RadioSoll's RadioFonns"

level We help hundreds of broadcasters in the USA and worldwide to -Reach further — sound better!

LBA Technology, Inc.
3400 Tupper Drive, Greenville. NC 27834
8 00-522-4464 / 25 2-757-0279 / Fax 2 52-752-9155 / Email Lbatecteelbagroup.corn
www.Lbagroup.com

You have the questions, RadioSoft has the answers!!
RadioSoft 109 W. Knapp Avenue, Edgewater, FL 32132 386-426-2521 386-423-0821(Fax), www.radiosoft.com

STUDIO

UROLOGY
TEL: 610-640-1229
FAX: 610-296-3402
32 Pennsylvania Avenue, Malvern, PA 19355
email: sales,,studiotechnology.com
web: www.studiotechnology.com

RADIO WORLD'S
Products and Services Showcase
provides aperfect medium for
marketing your products and services.
For more information, contact
your safes representative or
Simone Fewell at
703- 998-7600, ext. 154
to request amedia kit.
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Continental Adds
New Tube to Transmitters

Bext Offers Power
Transmitter/Exciter Series
Bext's PT LCD series of frequency agile- LCD display FM
transmitters/exciters comes in 30-, 60- and 100-watt versions.
The exciters take up two rack spaces. They are microprocessor-controlled; S/N
typically is at 90 dB, providing digital CD-quality sound. The optimized PLL
design improves low-frequency response.

Bext PT 30LCD 30-W Transmitter/Exciter
Functions are visible and programmable from alarge, illuminated display on
the front panel, which is built to have auser-friendly RS-232C graphics interface
that allows the setting and reading of aunit's working parameters. Alarm conditions come with automatic notifications and have apermanently memorized time
stamp.
The exciters can perform self-diagnosis, and they are always on-air at any
VSWR level due to abuilt-in proportionate auto foldback circuit.
The exciters can be connected to the engineer's home PC via amodem, so the
operator can read the status of the equipment parameters and make changes.
AES/EBU digital inputs are available, as well as a24-V DC power supply, so that
if AC is lost the station can stay on the air.
For more information including pricing, contact Bext in California at
(619)239-8462 or visit www.bext.com.

Nautel AM Systems
Ready for IBOC
The new Nautel XL60d 60-kW AM solid-state broadcast transmitter is
designed to be compatible with Ibiquity Digital Corp.'s IBOC digital broadcasting system.
Nautel designed awide-bandwidth modulator filter with improved phase linearity, increasing the modulator bandwidth to 40 kHz, which it says is approximately three times the bandwidth of the IBOC signal. In addition, the modulator switching frequency has been increased to approximately 130 kHz.
Other Nautel AM transmitters ( 1kW, 2.5 kW, 5 kW, 12 kW and 30 kW) are
compatible with Ibiquity's AM IBOC system. Nautel also offers the NE IBOC
Digital Exciter, built under technology license from Ibiquity, for use with AM
transmitters for IBOC digital transmission.
The 80 power amplifiers of the XL60d contribute equally to the RF output
signal, so if an amplifier is lost, spectral integrity is maintained. The company
says this design puts less stress on the amplifiers.

The Continental Electronics Corp. veteran 816R-5C and 816R-6C 35- and 30-kW
FM transmitters have received an upgrade in the form of the new 4CX20000E Eimac
power tetrode tubes.
The "grounded screen" single-tube power amplifier 4CX20000E can provide 20-dB
gain in the FM broadcast service with over 35-kW output, and has been tested at over
40-kW output, according to Eimac. The tube has the physical dimensions as the previously used YC-130 available from Eimac and Svetlana. Continental supplies the parts
and installation information to convert to the 4CX20000E tube.
The transmitters feature dual-module solid-state WA, which increases reliability and
decreases maintenance and complexity. The IPA offers greater bandwidth and aselfprotecting RF module. An automatic power output control maintains output power at
reduced AC line voltage.
Dual VSWR protection circuits cover severe instances and limit reflected power
during antenna icing. Positive pressure cooling pressurizes the cabinet, drawing intake
air through the top-mounted air filter. A second fan provides PA cooling.
The power supply protection uses breakers and indicating fuse holders on the front
panel for quick power supply diagnoses. Twenty-seven LEDs indicate the operation of
control circuit interrupts, interlocks and overloads.
The broadband quarter-wave cavity provides extended bandwidth for stereo and
extended SCA performance. The AC phase loss detector monitors phases, voltages and
phase rotation. The remote control interface has optoisolated DC connections to link
to any remote control system. An automatic power recycling features recycles the
transmitter after apower failure.
For more information including pricing, contact Continental in Texas at (214) 3817161 or visit www.contelec.com.

Crown Features Remote Management
Crown Broadcast has designated its newest line of FM transmitters as the FMX series,
allowing an engineer to monitor and adjust transmitter performance without asite visit.
FMX has digital monitoring and control plus aremote management option. One part is
the Digital Management System, designed to make managing and monitoring transmitter
performance easy. Management is accomplished with one control knob and display.
Operators can use menus to make readings or adjustments with password protection.
The other half, the Remote Management System, allows the engineer to use aphone
to keep track of the transmitter's performance and make parameter changes. The RMS
can call the engineer if a significant fault occurs. It can enable the user to monitor
remote site functions such as HVAC, tower lighting, STL status and security status via
digital, analog and relay-type connections.
The FMX series is available in 30-, 100- or 250-watt power levels in standard configurations: exciter, integrated transmitter and translator. FMX is available in Crown's
1-kW and 2-kW medium-power products.
Older Crown transmitters can be changed to FMX capabilities with upgrade kits. A
Digital Management System can be added by removing atransmitter's front panel,
exchanging a circuit board, switching connections over the new front panel and
installing it. The FtMS attaches to the rear of the unit with afew connections.
For more information including pricing, contact Crown in Indiana at (877) 2628900 or visit www.crownbroadcast.com.
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The transmitter is capable of 66 kW with 125-percent modulation or 50 kW
at 155 percent. The dual exciter offers duplication of RF drive, modulation drive and critical low-level control/monitor circuitry. If a power module fails, it
can be removed and replaced without shutting down the transmitter.
The XL60d and its predecessors do not require tuning and loading adjustments for antenna matching. The XL60d is capable of operating into an equivalent 1.5:1 antenna mismatch at the carrier frequency and ± 15 kHz from the
carrier.
For more information, contact Nautel in Maine at (207) 947-8200 or visit
www.nautel.com.
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You
can measure...

bith the best monitor and the most accurate test set.

The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before...You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70 dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream.

Aci

ELikpl

www.belar.com

(
610) 687-5550

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.

LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333
cidi or write for more irdormetion on Beier AM, RA, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
ACOUSTICS

tuned to 105.7.
Recently rebuilt. $ 10,750 +shpg.
Keith Shipman, Horizon Bdctg
Group, 854 NE Fourth St, Bend, OR
97701. 541-383-3825.
Jampro JSCP-8,

Want to Sell

Acessticeirsr
Z.8118-788-1911

TOA RX-5-16 (
stereo) 16 channel mbáng
console, works great, looks great,
$200 +shpg. Gene Whittenberger
Whittenberger Studios, POB 396,
Mexico IN 46958. 765-985-2224.

Pull product line for sound

AUTOMATION

Control & noise elimination.

WBS R2000 radio console w/2 power
supplies, $2250. Chris Fraley, KMA
Recordings , 1222 Arch St, Philadelphia
PA 19107. 215-816-4575.

EQUIPMENT

WVAV.8COUStiCSfir8t.COrn

Want to Sell
AMPLIFIERS
Want to Sell
Leitch DA, power supply 10 card
chassie w/10 Leitch stereo DA
cards, model FR-882, $250; WBS
DA, power supply & 12 card chassie

w/12 WBS stereo DA cards, model
D8212Q, $200. Chris Fraley, KMA
Recordings,
1222
Arch
St,
Philadelphia PA 19107. 215-8164575.
amplifiers & preamplifiers,
any
model,
any
condition, top dollar offered. Larry
Drago, WELI, POB 85, New Haven
CT 06501. 203-230-5255.
Western Electric

Want to Buy
tube amplifiers & mixers
in any condition, working or not.
Larry Drago, WELL POB 85, New
Haven CT 06501. 203-230-5255.
RCA, Altec

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell
AM GROUND SYSTEMS: Reliable, Onlime Installation, Quality liVorkmanship,
Ground System Evaluation & Repair.
www.amgrouncisystems.com 1-877766-2999.

3-5/8" motorized four
port coaxial switch . Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm @ fiastinet.
Dielectric

THE
ANTENNA SITE STORE
Tower Registration Signs
FCC and OSHA Compliance
Tower Leasing Signs
Your Wording Added
610 - 458 - 84 18
www.antennalD.corn
•Antenn• ID Products Glennroore, PA .

Cablewave 3.5" transmission line,
approx 450' available. Line is
pressurized but buyer must remove
from tower & spool for shipment.
John Gifford, KZFM, POB 9757,
Corpus Christi TX 78469. 361-8833516.

3-bay, 104.1 mHz,
good condition with tuner, $ 1800
+frt. Jim Garling, KTIL, POB 40,
Tillamook OR 97141. 503-8424422.
Jampro JLCP-3,

Phelps/Dodge CFPA/LP3 3 bay
tuned to 95.3FM with de-icers,
removed from service in 7/01 due to
upgrade & freq change, power gain
1.5, 3 sections, $500. Tony St.
James, KFLP, POB 658, Floydada
TX 79235. 806-983-5704.

Cool Edit
system. Dual computers, network
hub, Antex cards. Complete satellite
switcher, hard drive music & Live
Assist included. Two years old &
fully working. Logs included & there
is a service support available.
$3900 + shpg. 434-242-6635 or
email: rick @ cstone.net.
BSI

Want to Buy
Paying up to
$7500 for this console & always
buying WE mics, tubes, catalogs &
turntables. Larry Drago, WELI, POB
85, New Haven CT 06501. 203-2305255.
Western Electric 25B.

Western Electric 25B. Need parts
or full unit in any condition, will pick
up, offering $ 7500 for decent
console. Larry Drago, WELL POB
85, New Haven CT 06501. 203-2305255.

DADPRO
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Fourth St, Bend OR 97701. 541383-3825.
complete
system for studio & production
rooms, includes Super Log Traffic &
Music Log, BO. Hiram Champlin,
Chisholm Trail Bdctg, PO Box 952,
Enid OK 73702. 580-237-1390.
Scott

Studios

AXS,

CART IVIACHINES
Series, (3) R/P
machines in good cond w/manual,
$100 ea; BE Dura-Trak 90 Series, 5
PB machines in good condition
w/manual, $ 75 ea. William Boyer,
WMOP, 3349 NE 28 Ave, Ocala FL
34479. 352-629-5147.
COMPLETE
FACILITIES
NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIOST UTRANSMITTER/ANTENNA

OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-

currently
on the air, but due to an ill-fated

serial 530284,
BO. Hiram Champlin, Chisholm Trail
Bdctg, PO Box 952, Enid OK 73702.
580-237-1390.
8100A,

$350 +shpg. Gene Whittenberger,
Whittenberger Studio, POB 396,
Mexico IN 46958. 765-985-2224.

.•!•-•

Haven CT 06501. 203-230-5255.

is available... SO

to•
idet

It

Create "real-world" coverage maps
>217
with Longley-Rice,
. ,oreee•
TIREM, PIP & other models using polygon map features.

y

Prepare concise FCC model coverage maps and allocation
studies using USGS geographic map databases.
Census calculations, tower and airport databases.

Plot SIL paths in 3-D using NGDC terrain databases... and more!

Want to Buy
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

RCA microphones, any model, any
condition, will pay up to $ 1000 for
decent one. Larry Drago, WELI,
POB 85, New Haven CT 06501.
203-230-5255.

Comintiuft

call Simone Fewell
703-998-7600,

ext. 154.

MONITORS
Want to Sell
Used Mod Monitors, McMartin & Belar.
Many to choose from, tuned& calibrated
on your frequency, full guaranteed.
Goodrich Ent. 402-493-1886.
Bird model 3171 monitor, BO.
Hiram Champlin, Chisholm Trail
Bdctg, PO Box 952, Enid OK 73702.
58 0-237-1390.

RECORDERS
rack mount 24
channel EQ, works great, $50
+shpg.
Gene
Whittenberger,
Whittenberger Studios, POB 396,
Mexico IN 46958. 765-985-2224.

Want to Sell
(
2), good working
cond when removed from service,
includes manual & roll around stand
available, $400 ea. William Boyer,
WMOP, 3349 NE 28 Ave, Ocala FL
34479. 352-629-5147.
OtaniMX-5050BII

Panasonic SV-4100 DAT machine, tile
new, $800; Panasonic SV-3700 DAT
machine, like new, $5W. Chris Fraley,
KMA Recordings, 1222 Arch St,
Philadelphia PA 19107.215-816-4575.
Tascam
DA -30MKII
DAT R/P,
excellent cond, low hrs, $600. Jay
Swafford, Newschannel 5Network,
474 Jas. Rob. Pkwy, Nashville TN
37219. 615-244-50W.

Comrex Nexus ISDN Codec unit,
works perfectly, used 1year, $ 1300.
Charles, Pitroad Racing Network,
WCON, 706-886-0652.

transmitter AC & DC
power cords & instruction manual
included. Dual frequency, one crystal
included 455.99 MHz, $800. William
Boyer, WMOP, 3349 NE 28 Ave, Ocala
FL 34479. 352-629-5147.
Marti RPT-15

RCA 77-DX's 8i 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
RCA 77 DXJ44BX. Will pay $ 1000
for these mics. Call anytime. Larry
Drago, WELI, POB 85, New Haven
CT 06501. 203-230-5255.

Warranty Service on Most Brandi,
,
Over

3000 Machines Serviced!

New/kefurbi,hed DA T, Available
(»Inp.irl• Our R.Ite,!

Pro D7giial Inc.
/ /11 ,4order Nett it v

Silver Lake Audio
(516) 763-1776

SATELLITE

silverlakeaudio.corn

EQUIPIVIENT
Want to Sell

Mani RPT-40 IR30 RPU transmitter &
receiver, 161.7 & 161.76 frequencies,
$500 each. Jeff Smith, WSALNVLHM,
425 Second St, Box 719, Logansport IN
46947. 574-722-4000.
Marti STL-10, R-Series model
PSF-15K/951, discrete receivers &
transmitters, gd condition, 947.375
mHz,
BO.
Hiram
Champlin,
Chisholm Trail Bdctg, PO Box 952,
Enid OK 73702. 580-237-1390.

Comstream DAC-700, less than 2
yrs old & has been on a UPS,
$6000; Comstream CM-701 modem
is less than 5yrs old & has been on
a UPS, $3000. Joe Barker, Trans
World Radio, 1441 Commerce Way,
#250, Miami Lakes FL 33016. 305894-1214.

SPACE FOR RENT
PRIME TOWER SPACE UP TO 500
FEET

REMOTE 14

WITH

CLEAN

AIRCONDITIONED

BUILDING

AVAILABLE

ATLANTIC

REG

NUMBER

JERSEY.
1061710

60 9-466-2000

OIR

FCC
39.

856-853-9062

FOR DETAILS.

VANS:

starting at $25,500; 65' Will-Burt,
Pneumatic Air, '91 Ford E-150 cargo
van, G/A, $23,500; 110' Surveyor, '
99
Ford F-550, 2,700 miles, Powerstroke
DIA, Statpower AC Inverter, Prowatt
1500 DC/AC Inverter, Elevation
Azimuth Dual Controller G5500,
$59,500. Call Rob, 260- 824-6340.

IN

NEW

33.35323 75.44.761518. CONTACT

Want to Sell
REMOTE BROADCAST TRUCKS &
65'
surveyor,
Camera
Controller with Elevation Azimuth Dual
Controller '97-98 Ford E-350 cargo
vans, G/A, low miles, 5 available

ialist.

(6 10) . 353-2400

COUNTY,

Want to Buy
RCA 77-DX, 44-BX, KU-3A's, WE639's, On-Air & recording lights
wanted, top dollar paid! 615-3523456, FAX: 61 5
-352-1922. E-mail:
billbryantmgmt@yahoo.com..

Fast, expert repairs on all DAT
recorder brands & models
including ADAT and DA-88

REMOTE
EQUIPMENT
RENTAL

MICROWAVE

Broadcast Equipjk Exchange
Call 70 3-998-7600, ext 154,
or e-mail: stewellgimaspub.com.

Altec microphones, amplifiers &
mixers in any condition, any model.
Larry Drago, WELI, P013 85, New

1
de

-

For

•

For more information,

Pyramid Sea-8600

Want to Sell

EV EVT-521Z 12 channel, great for
recording or broadcast, like new,

,

Exchange

Orban Optimod 8100A,

MICROPHONES

CONSOLES

plotting coverage.
Windows and NT

Radio World's

AM processing package. Replace
that old 222 or Orban today!
Package includes Inovonics 235,
plus AGC & aural exciter, $ 1850
+shpg. 434-242-6635 or email:
rick @ cstone.net.

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438 -6040

Want to Sell
Autogram AC-84C-10, 8 & 10 pot stereo
consoles, 3 VU's, working cond,
$1000/$1500. Jeff Smith, WSAUWLHM,
425 Second St, Box 719, Logansport IN
46947.574-722-4000.

in any condition,
working or not, will pay best prices for
them. Larry Drago, WELI, P013 85,
New Haven CT 06501. 20 3-230-5255.

Broadcast Equipment

Want to Sell

-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

You Know We Know Radio"

•
etirtiehriri egt
tim-eteettleei
n -le

FCC applications and

Want to Buy

Space

AUDIO PROCESSING

Optimod

Want to Sell
BE Dura-Irak 90

Professional software
packages for preparing

advertise in

purchase of another processor, we
must sell right away, $ 1250. Tony St.
James, KFLP, POB 658, Floydada
TX 79235. 806-983-5704.

Rill engine

CSI, McMartin Goodrich Ent. 11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

V Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV & LPTV channels with
graphics oriented programs and FCC databases.

LIMITERS/
System,
$19,000/130.
Keith
Shipman,
Horizon Bdctg Group, 854 NE
Enco

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

Want to Sell
ROTEON ecovaiusAND RAW BLOOCERS,
new 8, rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA,

RCA on-air lights

WaveStation,

Arrakis DU with latest upgrades, 30
GB SCSI, all outboard switching &
cables included, full documentation,
network acres, 4 trakstar production
stations, $8000. Ron Habegger,
WAVVZ, 14 Chapel Dr, Zarephath NJ
08890. 732-469-0991.

MISCELLANEOUS

REPAIR SERVICES

Broadcast Equipment Repair
•AM Antenna Monitors
•AM/FM Modulation Monitors
•Audio Processing
•Exciters

•RPU Transmitters/Receivers
•STE Transmitter/Receivers
•Test Equipment
•Transmitter Field Repair
Rapid Turnaround - Professional Service

D DIVERSIFIED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
(
814 )756-3053
S

E-mail: rpogson@aol.com

EE

May 8,. 2002

STATIONS
Want to Sell
AM CR Fulltime. Eureka. CA area
Joint venture. $10,000 minimum. 478741-1710. wrecktech@yahoo.com
DUETO DEATH OF OUR FATHER,
TWO GREAT RADIO STATIONS
FOR SALE: North East California,
great hunting and fishing, 5000
watt
AM
570,
Class
Cl
FM 100,000 watt, $250,000/B0.
Highly motivated! Phone 530-2333570.

TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CD's
Want to Sell
Ampex Grandmaster 456 1/2 inch
tape on 10.5" metal reels in original
boxes (7), $75. Elliott Ribner, 8820
Kan Lane, Columbia MO 65201.
518-449-7747.
ITC E5LAV splice locator/eraser
for carts, $ 150. Jeff Smith,
WSALANLHM, 425 Second St, Box
719, Logansport IN 46947. 574722-4000.

67

ITC PD-II & 30, (
2) single mono P/R PD
units & (1) 3deck mono PB, work but
need tune-up, $150 ea130. Jeff Smith,
wSAUWLHM, 425 Second St, Born 719,
Logansporl IN 46947. 574-M-4000.

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

TEST EQUIPMENT

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment

Want to Sell
HEWLETT-PACKARD Spectrum
Analyzer 8591-E, like new, $7500;
Delta 01B-3 operating bridge,
like new, $2900. 910-868-3070.
commpage01 msn.com.

TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell
AEL FM-25-KE 25KW grounded grid
FM. Continental Communications, 314664-4497. Emai: contcomrn @festina

OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STIs FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"
BE FM-30-B 30KW FM. Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiastl.net.

300W

FM

1988

Barde FU 300K Solid State Sine Phase

2.4KW

FU

1995

0E1 Quantum Solid State Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1984

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1980

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5KW

FU

1979

Harris FM 2.5K

2.5KW

FM

1976 Collins 831D Single Phase

5KW

FM

1992 Continental 815A

6 KW

FM

1994

Henry 60000 Single Phase

10KW

FM

1974

Harris F6110H/K
McMartin BF15,000

ssoer.r

r'r

E 11911100/S

vvww.sawyer.com

Full Servio., From Allocation to

AM- FM
•tu(' .arpht.ations &
•Evenmenial Authoruant.n.
•
Direolonal Amen. ,
•Ifigh
Antrnna

Operation AM/FM/TV/MIX Services:
Field WoricAntenna and
Facilities Design

Over 39 years engineering

• FICqUCI.\ SlUttle ,
• Cs., r

pgrâdr ,

and consulting experience

•STI
•51,11on In.pection.

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

tr 1-301-913-9287
\\......

5277

913-97W
Rti 11.1450. Bethemla, MD 7(54(6 }

FAX

GRAHAM BROCK, INC.
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

13011

w w w.grahamhroc k.com

FM

1980

FM

1974

Harris F/A2014/K

21.5KW

FM

1989

Continental 81611-213

25KW

FM

1980

CSI T-25-F

25KW

FM

1978

Collins 831G-2C

30KW

FM

1983

BE FM 30

30KW

FM

1988

BE FM 30A

50KW

FM

1982

Narria Combiner whiuto exciter-transmitter switch«

Miscellaneous Equipment,
Potomac Ins. AA51 Audio Anyl. (new)
Moseley TRC-15 Remota w/ Hallikainen
Moseley TRC-15-A Remove Control System
SCA Generator ( Mx- 15 Module)
Optimad 13100A (cards 3thru 9)
Dummy Load 25 KW air cooled

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO:

transconi@fmamtv.com

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

•FCC Alioli( aliolis and Field Engineering
•Frequent ySearches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITES-LPTV

•EMC Test Lab- FCC and Euro ean IEC
Y
ininatowleng.rnm

1 -800-797-1 338

Fax (
763) 785-4631

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 53444 ( 763) 785-41 15 NI. " do.; sir

Doug Vernier

TelecommuralcatIon Consultantes

System One Communications

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.
CORNELL DUBILIER

MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FAVTULPTV/DTV

Broadcast Constructor,, & Consultants
Houston. Tcsas

FROM STOCK

Custom mapping service
Frequency searches

888-625-5649

JENNINGS VACUUM

Propagation prediction
FCC applicaUon preparation

o ft

Nir)ftware for your PC
(800) 743-3684
www.v- soft.com

AM-FM Site Construction
Specialists
Complete Tower Service
).•• Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics

R E LAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420

Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

mail: linkesurcOM.CoM

Radiotechniques
402 Tenth Avenue - PO Box 367
Haddon Heignts, NJ 08035
856-546-8008 - Fax 856-546-1841
E-mail ted@radiotechnigues.corn

Consulting Engineers
AM - FM - TV
FCC Applications
Directional Antennas
Transmitter & Studio Design
Edward A. &Nata% PE
Member AFCCE

datawmalif
HT-lei

M Celenza
Communications Consultants
TV-$550; LFTV-$550: FM-$250;
AM Frey Searches-Call for quote
Applications. Amendments
& Upgrades
Antenna Structure Registration.
Field Work Avail
631-928-0077
Fax: 631-928-1905

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

ww.dataworld.com
800-368-5754

datavvorld.com
fax: 301-656-5341

Murta MW1A
BE AM 5E
Narria MWSA
Harris NIWIOA
Continental 316F
Nauta' NO- 10
Multa NO-25
Mainel Amptet
EXCITERS

15KW

EXPERTS IN
TV • OTV Transition • FM • Di: ,
Antennas • FE Expostee

T Z. Sawyer
Technical Consultants

1983
2001
1980
1982
1982
1982
1992
1992

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test lab

(-CC Appbcatior, • Pe,ion • Feld EngIneerIng • Tower Detunrng
11¡.xirade & Relocat,orl Sud,,'', • AM Directional Array TurlIng & Pr ool

210 S. Main St.. Thiensville, WI 53092. ( 262) 242-6000. FAX ( 262) 242-6045
htlp://vnnv.evansassoc.com
Member AFCCE

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM

Harris MX- 15
BE F/(30
Harris Digit
Harris M515

2010/4

CONSULTANTS
em-ddells E VANS co.nicafions
consuaing

1KW
5KW
5KW
10KW
10KW
10KW
25KW
50KW

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers

FASTEFI___

.Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
•Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
•Environmental Radiation Analysis
Field Work
•Expert Testimony

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757
email: muiiengr@aoi.com

Communications Technoiogies, Inc.

Broadcast Engineering Consultants
AM FM TV LPTV
Cellular/PCS Site Analysis

•

P.O. Box 1130, Marlton, NJ 08053
Phone: ( 856) 985-0077
Fax: ( 856) 985-8124
Internet: commtechrf.com
•
Clarence M. Beverage
Laura M. Mizrahi

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

Visit us on the the web at www.radiosort.com
109 Well KnappAve • Eclgewate• FL. • ( 386) 426.2521

web: www.surcom.com

...country, top 40, news,
urban, talk, jazz, the classics,
mixed bag...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE—KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

PROMOTE
YOUR
BUSINESS!!

kkannapolis@worldnet.att.net

To advertise, call
703-998-7600,
ext. 154.

STUDIO
FURNITURE?

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

Durable - Attractive - Quality
Room systems starting at $2695!

Structural Analysis

é
Cm I
II- 1

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

PRE- BUILT COMPONENTS!
FAST & EASY ASSEMBLY!
WE CUSTOMIZE
VERY AFFORDABLE SHIPPING!

SPACEWISE®
"It fits as well into your budget...
As it does into your studios!"
800-775-3660
SoaCeWise.com

68

BEE
POWER TUBES
E

May 8, 2002

,
TEL:800-532-6626

REBUILT

INT1.: + 1-530-662-7553
1/2 THE COST

FAX: + 1-530-666-7760

OF NEW!

www.econco.com
SE HABLA ESPAÑOL
co

Continental 814-R1 2.5 KW FM.
Continental Communications, 314-6644497. Email: contcomm@fiasti.net.

Want to Sell

Continental 816- R2-C 25KW FM.

FOR THE BEST PRICE

Continental Communications, 314-6644497. Email: contcomm @ fiast1. net.
McMartin BF-5K, 5kW FM. Factory
rebuilt in perfect, like new condition,
includes new tubes, tested & tuned
on your frequency. Guaranteed, fully
adjustable from 0 to 5.5 kW.
Goodrich Enterprises Inc, 402-4931886.
Continental 814R-1 2.5 kW FM,
removed from service in 7/01 due to
upgrade & freq change. Includes
802-A exciter, needs repair, tuned to
95.3, $3000. Tony St. James, KFLP,
POB 658, Floydada TX 79235. 806983-5704.

TUBES

24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
8, sockets/parts, new 8. rebudt call
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day
or night, FAX 402-493-6821.

EIMAC,
AMPEREX,
ED-COM,
3CX2500F3, 3CX3000A7, 4CX250B,
4CX300A, 4CX1000A, 4CX1500B
4CX5000A, 4-400C, 811, 833C, ETC
WESTGATE 800-213-4563

•Broadcast • Industrial
Communications

McPherson
Radio Corporation
Specializing in pre- owned 0E1 FM
transmitter products. All tuned and tested on
your frequency. 6month warranty included!
MRC has afacility to meet your broadcast
needs for repair and complete overhaul of
0E1 exciters and low power transmitters.
Other broadcast manufacturer products
are also welcome.
Bob Brown
Phone: 856-232-1625 • Fax: 856-232-2075
Email: rjbeme@aol.corn.

CSI FM-3000E, 3 phase, 3 kW
w/exciter, used as primary until
3/96, active standby until 11/01,
includes spare parts, $8950. Clark
Jones, Eddins Bdctg, 1707 Warnke
Rd NW, Cullman AL 35055. 256734-3271.
CSI T-25F xmtr, 25 kW power
amplifier xmtr w/harmonic filter,
$5500. Clark Jones, Eddins Bdctg,
1707 Warnke Rd NW, Cullman AL
35055. 256-734-3271.

Y

•EIMAC

A

• TAYLOR

•ECONCO • SVETLANA
Also

Motorola • Toshiba • Thompson
& Mitsubishi Semiconductors
Catalog

www. rfpa rts. corn

Se Habla Español • We Export
760-74.4-0700 • 800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943
E-mail: rfp@rfparts.corn
TUBES, Eimac, Svetlana
Fax: 905-844-6263
Phone: 905-844-5772
ams@hard-to-find.net
www.hard-to-find.net
C Electronics Co.

NEW TUBES
We have the alternatives
for' ell your needs, at the

Harris Gates II, 2500W Solid State AM
xmtr with lots of extras, 1510 kHz, never
used in excel cond, $ 12,500/130.
Angie Sugalski, WCN, POB 444,
Spartanburg SC 29304. 888-989-2299
or angie@Mkinsradio.com
Harris MW- 50 xmtr. Currently not
operable but available for parts
and/or sell as is. Tuned to 1010 freq.
Kevin Shaffer, KSIR, 231 Main St, Ft
Morgan CO 80701. 970-867-7271.

lowest pores. direct from

Svetlana

OUR STODC

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK
EEV and many others.

(352) 688-2374
(
800) 881- 2374
FAX: (352) 683- 9595
PH.

te,

SE HABLA ESPANOL
WE EXPORT

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCF "
,

TURNTABLES
Want to Buy

Parts available for RCA BTF-10E1. Max
Turner, Susquehanna Radio Corp, 317558-7302 or mtumer@indyradom.
Harris FM-20K, PN 994-8052-002,
Serial # 85-0077-005, BO. Hiram
Champlin, Chisholm Trail Bdctg, PO
Box 952, Enid OK 73702. 580-2371390.

EMPLOYMENT

The California Institute for the
Preservation of Jazz at Cal State Long
Beach needs a 16-inch transcription
turntable with tone arm, playable
shape. Call 562-985-7072.

HELP WANTED
Chief Engineer—WUNC-FM: This
position serves as the i
ndi vid ua l
responsible for technical operations
at WUNC-FM in Chap el Hil l,
including maintenance and repai rof
the transmitter. tower, transmission
lines and antenna. Th e Chi ef
Engineer also assigns duti es t
o sta f
f
for technical operation s,i
nc l
udi ng
audio broadcast productio n st
udi os,
computer networks and syst
ems,
telephone systems and po rt
abl e
audio
equipment. The
Chi ef
Engineer
is
responsible
for
preparing operation and capit al
budgets, as well as specifi ca ti ons
and bid requests fo r purc hase of
new equipment and serv i
ces.
Minimum Education and expe ri
ence
requirements include graduati on
from a four-year co ll ege or
university with amajor in El ec t
ri
ca l
Engineering and four yea rs f
our
related experience in electrical
project
enginee ri
ng;
or
an
equivalent combination of training
and directly related experience.
Salary Range is 845,247-68 ,43 1.
Position
requires
overti me,
evenings, weekends and on ca ll
duties. A broad base of skills in
broadcasting with proven RF,
ransmission and maintenan ce
experience, computer and ne t
work

Radio World.

Equipment Exchange

CLEARCHANUI,

BROADCAST ENGINEER
Western Michigan University's WMUK
Radio is seeking to fill afull-time, Broadcast
Engineer position to operate, test, maintain,
and repair electronic and digital audio

Clear Channel Radio has a rare lob opening in Dallas for a Market
Engineenng Manager The successful candidate will oversee all technical
aspects of the market and must be highly skilled not only in technical matters,

equipment including transmitter, satellite
downlink, consoles, and audio server;
record remote and in-studio programs and
concerts. Qualifications: Three years' experience in broadcast maintenance and

but also have strong management skills. This position will also have
substantial hands on requirements so if you are looking for a desk job, this
isn't for you.

repair; working knowledge of contemporary electronics, troubleshooting practices,

We offer Excellent Pay, Technical Training programs. 401K, Employee Stock
Purchase Plans, Great Benefits and many Opportunibes for growth and
advancement
if you have great technical skills and are ready to work with our highly qualified
team. If you are tired of your job and are ready for a career .
If you are ready to make a move up .
Contact.

broadcast computers and networks; ability
to travel and properly record concerts.
Ability to do heavy lifting and work out-of.
doors, college education in arelevant field,
Bachelor's degree preferred. WMU offers
acompetitive salary and on excellent benefits package.
For a more complete
description of the job, visit our web-site at
http://www.wmich.edu/hr/job.ht m .Fax or

Jeff Littlejohn — Senior VP Engineering Services
Clear Channel Communications

send cover letter and resume by May Si,

50 East RiverCenter Blvd # 1200
Covington, KY 41011
859-655-6535 Direct
859-655-9345 FAX
je fflittlejohn@dearchannel.corn
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to:

Human

Resource

hrjobsewmich.edu.
Employer.

WMU i an EO/AA

Rock» W rid. }
POSITIONS WANTED

roadcast
programs
and
equipment. An Application for Staff
Employment with the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill must
e completed for con sid erat i
on.
Applications are available f
rom th e
of
Human
Resources,
Office
mployment
web
page
at
http .
./Avww.ais.uno.eduihr/jobsi
ease specify the position Number
(30 332), Department Numbe r(5380) ,
an dposition title. Closing date fo rthi s
Po sition is June 14, 2002 .Can didates
ay either e-mail th ei
r app li cat i
on
em ployment@umedu, or via mail to:
Em ployment Department, Offic e of
Hu man Resources, The Uni vers ity of
No rth Carolina at Chapel Hill, CB
#1 045, 725 Airport Road, Chapel Hill,
NC 27599-1045.
Please refer to
we bsite or the employment office at:
(91 9) 962-2991 for more details.
WU NC-FM and the University of
No rth
Carolina
are
equal
op portunity employers. Learn more
at wvvw.jobs.unc.edu

American Broadcasting School
graduate. Wiling to relocate. On-air &
digital production. Ambitious, enthusiastic
& attentive. Ashley, 405-454-2896 or
foxx 1981@mmcable.com.
VIRGINIA
STATIONS. .I
am
experienced
in
station
management, studio installation &
equipment maintenance. Listeners
enjoy my voice on- air. Ready to be
your AM or FM station's GM,
Program Director or Production guy.
Comfortable with Cool Edit & BSI's
WaveStation. Can be your backup
on- site
engineer
or
audio
maintenance person. Contact me
at: POB 7152, Charlottesville VA
22906.
Friendly,
industrious,
FCC
commercial- 1st Class w/radaramateur extra radio licensed, CE,
asst CE, seeking FT, PT, contract
work, AM/FM, cable, TV, within 75
miles radius of metro NYC area.
Mitchell Rakoff, 81-12 Roosevelt
Ave, Ste 702, Jackson Heights NY
11372-6726.
718-969-5224
or
email: MitchellRakoff@Yahoo.com.

Fun- loving rookie with a passion
for sports & many types of music.
Willing to relocate! Trained & ready
to go! Jerome 405-672-3527.

1D 1J j2
.11)

j
1
.!)_;2 DJUI1
_r')Ai? 1,11
ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY
AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS!

COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR
RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY
COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY
AND THEN SOME!

....niu

nhinecom

Call Simone Fewell for all the details at

Look no further than right here!
Trained & qualified for many fields in
radio from sports broadcasting to
production. American Broadcasting
School graduate. Ricky 405-5980524.

...and so are the potential
buyers for your products
and services.
Radio World's Classifieds section is agreat

J

Recent graduate from American

place to find things

for your business, and agreat place for prospects to find you!

Services

#2887, Department of Human Resources,
Western Michigan University, 1903 W.
Michigan Ave., Kalamazoo, MI 49008.5217.
FAX 61 6/387-3441.
Email:

Clear Channel is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

kills preferred. Applicant should
have strong user skill s w i
th

Harris MX- 15 exciter, PM 9947950-004, Serial MFG444022459,
BO. Hiram Champlin, Chisholm Trail
Bdctg, PO Box 952, Enid OK 73702.
580-237-1390.
NCR AM88 PLL 100 milliwatt AM
transmitter " kit" ( Part 15), new, parts
& case, $ 130. Gene Whittenberger,
Whittenberger Studio, POB 396,
Mexico IN 46958. 765-985-1114.

hre-

Broadcasting School seeking a
radio position with R&B station.
Unlimited potential, will get you the
ratings with my deep luring voice.
Bobby 405-216-9270.

between 9-5 EST

email:

sftwellgimaspub.com

BEE
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EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
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This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
PAGE

Please print and include
all information:

\re you Cli[Tenti

_I Yes

u

,

L11 , ,:liher

ro

\\ rrr rl'

U No

Signature
Contact Name
Title
Company/Station
Address
City/State
Zip Code
Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in
the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on . 1
per word or per inch basis.

WTS Li WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description: _

Model:

Price:

MSJ WTB LI Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

\A, TS •..1W .IIB J Categor .
),i
Make:
Brief Description:

Model: _

PrI CC:

'Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast

Equipment Exchange

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 703-998-7600 •

Fax: 703-998-2966

Rote)
5827 Columbia Pike, 1st Floor •
PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

Falls Church, VA

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409
--.••••••(•1

Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 2002

1x

6x

13x

26x

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

$ 100

95

90

85

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

$ 85

75

65

55

Distributor Directory

$ 125

120

115

110

90

85

80

157

133

113

Professional Card

$ 95

Station/Studio Services
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

$ 185

iit

$ 2/word

$ 15 additionalAll

II Simone Fewell, Ext. 154, Classified Ad Manager, to reserve space
n the next issue.

Use your credit card to pay, we now accept VISA,

MASTERCARD and American Express.

ADVERTISER

17

360 Systems

60

A Designs Audio

55

AEQ

30

Altronic Research

35

Aphex Systems

14

Armstrong Transmitters

58

ATI

51

AudioScience

71

Auditronics/Wheatstone

64

Autogram Corporation

42

BALSYS

65

Belar

47

Bext

21

Broadcast Electronics

WEB SITE URL
www.360systems.com
www.adesignsaudio.com
www.aeqbroadcast.com
www.altronic.com
www.aphex.com
www.armstrongtx.com
www.atiguys.com
www.audioscience.com
www.auditronics.com
www.autogramcorp.com
www.balsys.com
www.belar.com
www.bext.com
www.bdcast.com

31

Broadcast Electronics

www.bdcast.com

46

Broadcast Electronics

www.marti-electronics.com

25

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)

58

Broadcast Tools

53

Broadcasters General Store

36, 37

BSW

4

Burk Technology

58

Circuit Werkes

www.bsiusa.com
www.broadcasttools.com
www.broadcastdealer.com
www.bswusa.com
www.burk.com
www.circuitwerkes.com

53

CKE/HVCA

www.rectifiers.com

62

Comet North America

www.cometna.com

7

Comrex

1

Continental Electronics

58

Cortana

10

Crown Broadcast

www.crownbroadcast.com
www.daytonindustrial.com

www.comrex.com
www.contelec.com
cortana@cyberport.com

58

Dayton Industrial

49

Denon Electronics ( USA) Inc.

19

Dielectric Communications

62

Electronic Research Inc.

38

ENCO Systems

39

Furman Sound

60

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.

16

Harris

www.broadcast.harris.com

27

Harris

www.broadcast.harris.com

60

Henry Engineering

59

HHB Communications U.S.

23

Inovonics

www.inovon.com

20

JK Audio

www.jkaudio.com

64

Kintronic Labs

29

Klotz Digital AG

64

LBA Technology

3

Lightner Electronics

22

Logitek

41

MediaTouch

28

Nautel

43

Neumann/USA

www.denon.com
www.dielectric.com
www.eriinc.com
www.enco.com
www.furmansound.com
www.gorman-redlich.com

www.henryeng.com
www.hhbusa.com

www.kintronic.com
www.klotzdigital.com
www.lbagroup.com
www.lightnerelectronics.com
www.logitekaudio.com
www.omt.net/dependable
www.nautel.com
www.neumannusa.com/103RW

8

Neutrik USA

9

Omnia, aTelos Company

60

Pristine Systems

www.pristinesys.com

15

Prophet Systems Innovations

www.prophetsys.com

40

QEI

www.qei-broadcast.com

5

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

11

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

64

RadioSoft

62

RAM Broadcast Systems, Inc.

60

Ramsey Electronics, Inc.

60

S.C.M.S., Inc.

33

Sierra Automated Systems

62

Silicon Valley Power

50

Sine Systems

64

Studio Technology

61

Superior Electric

45

Susquehanna Radio Corp

www.neutrikusa.com
www.omniaaudio.com

www.radiosoft.com
www.ramsyscom.com
www.highpowerfm.com
www.scmsinc.com
www.sasaudio.com
www.svpa.com
www.sinesystems.com
www.studiotechnology.com
www.superiorelectric.com
See ad for contact information

13

Telos Systems

2

Wheatstone

72

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

57

Wheatstone/RDA Systems

www.rdasystems.com

www.zephyr.com
www.wheatstone.com

70
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F O RUNI •
FCC Data

Poor public radio!
I'm so sick and tired of public radio
crying in their coffers ( Jan. 16,
"Pubcasters Fight Shaky Footing").
They ought to try to run a small- market radio station where you really have
to get out and work to keep the doors
open and on the air.
Dealing with the public and calling
on accounts is real public radio, supported by advertisers and listeners
alike.
It just breaks my heart to hear about
New York's WXXI only able to raise
$3.5 million of a projected $ 8 million.
What the hell are they paying these people and where is all the money going?

Dealing with
the public and calling
on accounts is real
public radio, supported
by advertisers and

to Get

brought back great memories of the
old stations.

One reader of a broadcast-related Web discussion group urged, "Use this opportunity to
comment on the many CDBS shortcomings."
Another stated, " CDBS
stands
for
Consolidated Data Base Shortcomings."
The latter engineer also suggested that the April comment due date
was not enough lead time. "Many of us could write volumes," he
said.

Facelift?

In 1984, I had been moved to
Colorado Springs by a large company
called NCR. Ienjoyed the microelectronics world for some time until the
offer of radio came around. Icouldn't
resist the opportunity. Ibegan my
career in radio and never looked back.
It had been agood choice; NCR closed
its doors in 2001.

The commission sought input on all of its electronic licensing systems, not only CDBS. They include the Equipment Authorization
System, the Experimental Licensing System and the Commission
Registration System.

While in the radio business in
Colorado Springs, Ihave the unique
privilege of accessing Cheyenne
Mountain, which overlooks NORAD.
This site too has a great deal of interesting history. Some of the stories
reflect on the first man to build on top
of the mountain. He would light a fire
on the top to let his wife in Colorado
Springs know he was safe.
With close to 1,000 transmitters, the
mountain deserves alittle fame.
Cliff Mikkelson
Director of Engineering
Clear Channel Communications
Colorado Springs, Colo.

But among broadcasters, the CDBS has generated the most
headaches. Users have criticized the system for inaccurate or missing
records, causing problems for consulting engineers who use it to generate technical studies.
The FCC has not ignored the problem; engineers and attorneys
who use the CDBS say there has been marked improvement since its
1999 inception. Ad-hoc committees from the Association of Federal
Communications Consulting Engineers and the Federal
Communications Bar Association have been meeting with the Audio
Services Division about ways to improve CDBS as well. Radio World
last chronicled the database situation in the Oct. 24, 2001 issue.
"The FCC is not running from the problem," said one attorney
from the FCBA group. Still, one engineer said, the FCC must devote
more money and personnel to the project; otherwise, solving the
database problems will take awhile.
The commission, according to its written notice, sees the long-term
project as away to improve licensing systems "for our customers."
Once the agency sorts through the suggestions, we could see
improvements by the fiscal year 2003, which begins this fall.
It took a while for the FCC to acknowledge that the database system used by broadcasters was flawed. We commend it for acting more
aggressively now.

APT and DAB

listeners alike.

In the years that Ihave been with
APT, Radio World has been an important magazine to assist in understanding the state of the radio industry.
Without sounding too evangelical, I
Now with the Internet, public radio
believe APT has an important message
can do a better job of begging, just
to get across to decision-makers in the
like most religious broadcasters, all
private and public radio networks.
doing it tax-free and with somebody
This message revolves around the danelse's money. You can run a radio stagers of multiple passes of psychoation for a lot less and still do a great
coustic-based compression algorithms,
job serving the public and the public
i.e., ISO-MPEG Layer II, Layer III
interest. I've only been doing it for a (MP3), AAC and PAC, etc.
little over 20 years, so what do I
Simply introducing an APT codec in
know?!
the broadcast chain will assist in
Hey WXXI, get with the program or
addressing these problems of audio
let me come on board for a great
quality.
salary. Ineed the money!
Whereas in FM or AM program
Joe Davis
content, this may not be readily identiOwner/Operator
fiable as a problem, it really becomes
KLSR(FM)
an issue when digital emission is
Memphis, Tenn.
introduced. In the United Kingdom,
Mt. Wilson
Iread your article "Wagon Trail to
RF Site" in the March 1 issue. This
was an excellent story about Mt.
Wilson. As aCalifornia native, Icould
relate to most of the call letters. It

both the Capital and GWR groups
have committed to the apt- X- based
technology in light of DAB.
However, in the United States for
IBOC, we are endeavoring to get this
message across. This will be achieved
in a number of ways, including white
papers at NAB, articles in trade magazines and hosting double-blind listen-

Bravo to the FCC for seeking public input
about what it's like for broadcasters to use its
online licensing systems, such as the
Consolidated Database System.

— RW
ing tests for acknowledged industry
"golden ears."
Iwould like to believe that Radio
World would be supportive in assisting
APT to disseminate this information to
the broadcast engineers who are
charged with maintenance and upgrade
of their broadcast chains.
Should you wish to discuss any
aspect of the above please do not hesitate to get in contact.
Jon McClintock
Commercial Director
APT
Belfast, Northern Ireland

Angeles? All traffic problems from
bad wrecks to flat tires are reported as
a major backup. Is the traffic report
true or not true? You just don't know
anymore.
Bill Dawson
Engineer, TV/Radio
Pepperdine University
Malibu, Calif

Write to Us
RADIO

WORLD
READER'S FORUM

Weather reporting

P.O. Box 1214
Falls Church, VA 22041

OK, so you have inflated weather
warnings ( March 13, " Inflated
Weather Warnings?").
Ever listened to traffic radio in Los
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D IGITAL A UDIO N ETWORK ROUTER
•81- DIRECTIONAL FIBEROPTIC OR CAT-5 INTERLOCATION CONNECTIVITY
•ALL DIGITAL DOMAIN AES SWITCHING
•ANALOG OR DIGITAL (
AES SAMPLE RATE) INPUTS
•BOTH ANALOG AND AES DIGITAL O UTPUTS
•SERIAL CONTROL AND DISPLAY WITH WHEATSTONE CONSOLES
THE 2001 MAKES AUDIO NETWORKING PRACTICAL . complement of control panels and PC applications to

It's simple to install, easy to learn, and certain to reduce
system costs. Compact enough for small applications,
yet stackable for tremendous growth potential, Ws design consists of 7”rackmount digital routing cages, each
capable of handling 512 simultaneous audio channels
on its backplane.
Units can be stacked to suit particular card complements (analog or digital input and output cards or optical
network cards) but more significantly cages can be
separated by great distances and network their audio
through either bidirectional fiberoptic links or asingle
CAT-5 wire. O NE I
NTERCONNECT DOES I
T ALL:
64 channels of simultaneous bidirectional digital audio,
intercage communication, XYcontroller commands plus
auxiliary RS-232 data streams This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save
you tens if not hundreds of thousands of feet of wi re in
atypical installation.
The 2001's graphic based setup software is intuitive
and easy to use, with all the authorization and security
levels you could want. And of course we have a full
V/h
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-
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tel 252-638-7000/fax 252- 635-4357/sales@wheatstone.corn

choose from—all designed for straightforward operation
and arapid learning curve.
With 25 years of experience, Wheatstone has the
infrastructure in place to help you build your OWN
infrastructure. Contact us for answers.

MIXED SIGNAL SWITCHING is easily accompl shed with achoice of AES
digital or ANALOG 24-bii A>D input cards, and of course 24- bit digital or
24- bit D>A ANALOG output cards, all cf which can be serviced from the
front of the cage. All signals are routed entirely in the digita; domain.

www.wheatstone.corn
copyright @ 2001 by Wheatstone Corporation
specifications and features subject to change without notice

